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Abstract 
In this thesis we study finite element approximation to solutions of geometric prob-
lems. The main topic concerns approximation of minimal surfaces. 
First we produce an L2-estimate for the fully discrete finite element procedure 
developed by G. Dziuk and J. Hutchinson for the classical Plateau Problem. 
Subsequently we investigate the Douglas Problem, a natural extension of the above 
case, and we solve the problem of finding and justifying an optimal fully discrete finite 
ele1nent procedure for approximating annulus like, including unstable, minimal surfaces. 
This part represents the main bulk of this research. 
To simplify the understanding of the problems involved we introduce a model prob-
lem that exhibits many similarities with the Douglas Problem but is much easier to 
handle. Through its analysis we illustrate some of the ideas and techniques that are 
used to tackle the Douglas Problem. 
Finally we look at the numerical aspects of this case study. As a part of this 
research a computer progra1n was developed and implemented in order to demonstrate 
the sharpness of the error estimates proved theoretically for the Douglas Problem. We 
explain the algorith1n used and illustrate the experiments done. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
In this thesis we present the problem of theoretically and computationally justify-
ing an optimal, fully discrete, finite element procedure for approximating annulus like 
minimal (including unstable) surfaces. 
The classical Plateau Problem, i .e. the problem of finding a surface of least area 
having a given single closed curve for boundary, is very well known in the research 
literature. 
Concerning the approximation of solutions to the P lateau Problem ( and more gen-
erally to possibly unstable surfaces of prescribed mean curvature) by means of the 
finite element method much work was done in the past few years by G. Dziuk and J. 
Hutchinson: see [12), [11], [13), [14] and [10]. (A review of previous numerical methods 
can be found in [12], so we refer the reader to that for 1nore details.) The next logical 
step is to consider surfaces of higher topological type. In particular it is natural to first 
focus on the case of annulus like surfaces, i.e. surfaces of genus zero with two boundary 
curves. 
The problem of showing the existence of a minimal surface of a given topological 
type spanning a collection of disjoint closed oriented rectifiable Jordan curves is known 
as the Douglas Problem. Although in this thesis we study the specific problem of 
approxi1nating annulus like minimal surfaces, we will often refer to it ( with some abuse 
of notation) as the Douglas case, or Douglas Problem. 
It is well known that the area functional is not the ideal tool to use in studying the 
area minimization proble1n. Indeed a natural approach would be to take a sequence 
of mappings whose areas approach the infimum and attempt to extract a convergent 
subsequence. However there are some serious difficulties with this, because the area 
only depends on the image and not on the parametrisation and because a bound on a 
map's area does not give much control on the map itself. 
A control on the parametrisation is obtained by considering the Dirichlet energy. A 
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function that minimizes the Dirichlet functional not only minimizes the area functional 
but must have a natural parametrisation, namely a conformal one, which corresponds 
to a tight (i.e. least Dirichlet energy) spreading of the surface over the geometric con-
figuration of least area. 
Furthermore a stronger statement can be proved. Namely we have that a map is 
stationary for the Dirichlet energy if and only if such map is conformal and stationary 
for the area functional. In other words we can investigate the set of stationary points 
of the area functional by studying the class of maps stationary for the Dirichlet energy. 
So it should not surprise or confuse the reader if we talk about the Dirichlet energy 
instead of the area functional while describing the thesis content. 
Unlike the Plateau case, where every disc like surface is conformally equivalent to the 
unit disk, in the Douglas Problem every annulus like surface is conformally equivalent 
to a unique cylinder of fixed radius one and length .-\, for some A E (0, oo). This means 
that when we look for a parametrisation of our surface we have a one parameter family 
of possible domains (i.e. the set of all cylinders of radius one and length,,\ for A E (0, oo)) 
as opposed to the fixed unit disc for the classical Plateau Problem. Needless to say, 
the introduction of this a priori unknown parameter represents a major problem in the 
study of the Douglas case. 
To show the main difficulties that arise in treating ,,\ appropriately, we provide the 
reader with a simple model problem in Chapter 2. This model is only partially related 
to the Douglas Problem, however its simplicity makes it possible for the reader to 
have an overview of some of the problems that will be encountered later. Some of the 
fundamental techniques and new ideas are also displayed at this stage. Apart from its 
helpful intent, this chapter is interesting by itself. 
In Chapter 3 the Douglas problem is tackled and a suitable framework is provided. 
To do that we proceed as follows. 
First we notice that we have a one-to-one correspondence between maps which are 
stationary for the Dirichlet functional and maps that are harmonic and conformal. It 
is natural then to restrict our work to maps which are harmonic. Furthermore since 
harmonic maps are fully determined by their values on the boundary, it is easy to see 
that the Dirichlet energy D( u) of a harmonic map u is controlled by two parameters: 
u's boundary values and the length >. of the cylinder domain C>.. on which u is defined. 
Second it is highly convenient to move the nonlinearity from the class of competing 
functions onto the energy functional. For this, we borrow some of the fundamental 
ideas provided by M. Struwe in (29] and also adopted by G. Dziuk and J. Hutchinson 
in their works on the Plateau Proble1n (see [13], [14]). 
These observations, together with some technical work that does not need to be 
discussed now, lead us to the definition of appropriate function spaces and a new energy 
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functional E. The latter still computes the Dirichlet energy but, in a sense which we 
can not make more precise here, it fits better into the new set up and it emphasizes 
the dependency of the energy on the parameter ,\ and the map's boundary values. 
After having discussed the differentiability properties of E and formulated the Dou-
glas case in the new framework, we deal with the problem of giving a constructive way 
to find stationary points for E. We define the so called "smooth sequence" and obtain 
a proof for the existence of stationary point for the Dirichlet energy. 
In Chapter 4 we discretise the problem and give some preliminary estimates which 
will play a role in all subsequent calculations. Furthermore we define a discrete version 
of the "smooth sequence", the so called " discrete sequence", and study its convergence 
properties. 
In Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 the main convergence results are obtained; we show that 
the discrete solutions to the discretised Douglas Problem are close to the smooth "real" 
solutions in some suitable norms. More precisely, we show that if u is a nondegenerate 
minimal surface spanning r ( the two given boundary curves) then there exists a discrete 
minimal surface uh such that the difference from u ( after rescaling both maps to a unit 
cylinder) is of order ch in the H 1 norm and of order ch2 I ln hj 312 in the L2 norm. 
The H 1 convergence rate, described in Chapter 5 (see Theorem 5.2.5), is obtained 
by means of the Inverse Function Theorem (see Theorem 2.7.1). Basically we use 
the approach employed by J. Hutchinson and G. Dziuk to find the H 1 estimate for 
the classical Plateau problem and deal at the same time with the technical difficulties 
introduced by the parameter .\. 
The L2 estirnate is given in Chapter 6. It is a generalisation of the analogous result 
proved by the author in the case of the Plateau Problem and described in the fully 
independent Chapter 8. 
In Chapter 7 an algorithm to solve the discretised Douglas Problem is given and 
the numerical results are explained. The algorithm is based on the properties of the 
· "discrete sequence" studied in Chapter 4. As a part of this thesis a computer program 
was implemented that is able to compute discrete minimal surfaces for the case that the 
given boundary curves (in IR3 ) are syrnmetric with respect to the yz-plane. Experiments 
demonstrate the optimality of the results achieved theoretically. 
Last but not least , let us remark that this thesis has been written with the intention 
of providing a self contained description and analysis of the Douglas Problem. This 
means that no knowledge of the Plateau case (in particular we are thinking of [12), [11), 
[13) and [14]) is strictly necessary. In fact the reader familiar with these articles will 
notice at times strong similarities in calculations: this happens whenever the parameter 
,\ does not come into play. Whenever overlapping of arguments or strong similarities 
occurred, we tried to obtain a balance between avoiding redundancy and boring obvious 
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calculations and at the same time providing an accurate overview of all techniques and 
tools involved. 
Chapter 2 
The Model Problem 
In this chapter we Virant to study a problem, which we will refer to as "the model 
proble1n", that exhibits n1any similarities \Vith the 1nain topic of this research. The main 
advantage is that the 1nodel problem is much simpler to handle and, as a consequence, 
it is easier to understand where things can go wrong and why. Some of the connections 
between the model proble1n and the Douglas Problem will become clear during the 
discussion of the latter. The model problem was suggested by J. Hutchinson. 
\;\Thile it would be interesting to continue with this analysis, our main intention here 
is to provide so1ne n1otivation for the ideas in later chapters. 
2.1 For1nulation of th.e problen1. 
Given is a don1ain D = (0, 1) x (0, 1) E JR2, a smooth function g defined on an open 
set containing 8D, a set of 1naps A · - { u E H 1 ( D) I u = g on 8D} , and an energy 
functional 
E : A x (0, oo) --:---t JR, 
_1(1 2, 2 E (u, A) - 2 Jn Aux -r Auy dx dy. (2.1) 
\;\Te want to minimize E over A x (0 oo) and more generallJ v-.re are interested in finding 
stationary points for E and proving convergence results for its discrete approximations. 
ote that E (u A) is the Dirichlet energy of the function v(x, y) = u(f, y) on the 
domain [O >.] x (0 1] ( v-.rith the boundary data also correspondingly rescaled) . 
Let us denoteµ:= inf (u,>.) EA x(O,CXJ) E (u A) and let (un, An) be a minimizing sequence 
for E. By passing to a subsequence An will converge to a certain A E [O, oo]. Can 
A = 0 or >. = oo? The answer is yes, and an easy example is given by considering 
g(x y) = - x + l. If u(x y) = - x + l then E (u >.) = 2\ and Eis minimized if we let 
5 
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A go to infinity. On the other hand if g(x, y) = -y + l and we take u(x, y) = -y + 1, 
then E(u, A)= !A and Eis minimized when A goes to zero. 
To have an analogy with the Douglas problem we want to avoid this behaviour of A, 
therefore we have to find out which assumptions on g will prevent An from converging 
to zero or infinity. 
Suppose first that An -+ 0. Since E( Un, An) < C for all n, we have in particular 
that 
~ in I aa~ 12 < AnE(un, An) < AnC -t O. 
Since Un E H 1 (D-) , then for almost every p E [O, 1] we have that un(·, p) E H 1 (0 , 1), 
r1 1aun1 lun(l, p) - Un(O, p)J < lo ax dx' 
and in particular 
lg(l, p) - g(O, P)l 2 < [ I aa~ 1
2 
dx. 
Because g is smooth, we can extend it smoothly to a function defined on all of D (see 
[16, Lemma 6.38]). For the sake of simplicity let us denote by g also the extension 1nap. 
Integrating along the y-axis we get 
which together with the s1noothness of g implies that g(l, p) = g(O, p) for all p E [O, 1]. 
With the same sort of arguments it is easy to see that if An -+ oo, then g(p, 0) = g(p, 1) 
for all p E [O, 1]. 
(B) Hence from now on we will assume that neither (g(l, p) = gtO, p) for all p E [O, 1]" 
nor ((g(p, 0) = g(p, 1) for all p E [O, 1 J" is true. 
2.2 A "pl1ysical" interpretation 
We can give a physical interpretation of this model problem in tenns of heat con-
duction. 
We can think of D as a plate of some anisotropic solid in the xy-plane. No heat 
transfer will be considered in the z direction nonnal to the plate. This may be imagined 
to be the case if the xy faces of the plate are insulated so that no heat will pass in the 
z direction. 
An anisotropic media is a material whose thermal conductivity ( = physical property 
denoting the ease with which a particular substance can accomplish heat transmission) 
exhibits a directional preference. An anisotropic media that has different conductivities 
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in mutually perpendicular directions is said to be orthotropic. The dependence of 
thermal conductivity with direction has to be taken into account in the modelling of 
heat transfer problems. 
Many engineering materials encountered in practice are anisotropic. Common ex-
amples are crystals, naturally occurring non-crystalline substances such as sedimentary 
rocks or wood, and certain laminated metal sheets and composites. 
Let u(x, y) denote the temperature at the point (x, y) E D and let A E (0, oo). 
Suppose for a moment that the parameter A is fixed. We know that u minimizes 
E(-, A) if and only if u is a weak solution of 
{ 
±uxx + AUyuy = 0 in D 
= g on an 
(2.2) 
(see Remark 3 following Definition 2.3.1) . The system (2.2) can be interpreted as the 
steady state for the heat flow ( = temperature does not vary in time) of a orthotropic 
solid plate for which the conductivity in the y direction is A 2 times that in the x 
direction and is subject to the boundary conditions defined by g = g(x, y). 
Now imagine that n is an orthotropic solid plate subject to the boundary condition 
g and with conductivity coefficients 1/ A and A in the directions x and y respectively. 
Suppose also that acting on this plate is some sort of chemical and/ or mechanical device 
capable of varying smoothly its conductivity parameter A and measuring the energy 
E( u, A) where u is a solution of (2.2). 
Then n1ini1nizing E over A x (0, oo) can be interpreted as the attempt to finding 
a (possibly artificially obtained) conductivity coefficient A so that the energy E is the 
S1nallest possible. 
2.3 About the s~ooth setting 
First of all it is important to show that there exists at least one stationary point 
for E. 
Proposition 2.3.1. Under the condition (B) assumed above, there exists a minimizer 
(u, A) EA x (0, oo) for E. 
Proof. The proof uses standard arguments from the calculus of variations (see for in-
stance [15, §8 .2]). 
Select a minimizing sequence ( Un, An) for E. Then E( un, An) -+ µ > 0 and (pass-
ing to a subsequence) An ---+ A E (0, oo). For n sufficiently large we will have that 
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E (un , An)< M < oo and j>.n - >.j < 6 for a given small 8 > 0. Hence 
Furthermore, for w E A fixed , we have that Un -w E HJ ( S1) and therefore by a Poincare 
inequality and the previous estimate it follows that 
This proves that supn llunllH1 (n) < C(>.). Hence there exists a subsequence of Un (which 
we will continue to denote by un) and a function u E H 1 (D) such that 
Un~ u weakly in H 1 (D) , 
Un ~ U in L 2 ( D,) . 
Moreover u EA. It remains to show that 
E (u, >. ) < liminf E (un , An) =µ. 
Denote by L the functional L : IR2 x (0, oo) ~ IR, L(p, >. ) = !Pf + .Ap~. For fixed >. , L 
is convex in p, t herefore 
L(q, >. ) > L (p, >. ) + v pL (p, >. ) · (q - p) 
for all q E IR 2 . Hence 
Letting n ~ oo and using the weak convergence of Un we obtain 
and the claim is proved. 
Note also that µ can not be zero due to the boundary conditions . It follows then 
that E ( u >.) > µ > 0 for all ( u >.) E A x ( 0 oo) . D 
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Let us now have a closer look at the properties of the stationary points for E. First 
let us compute the first and the second derivative for E. For (~, µ), (rJ, O") E HJ(D) x IR. 
we have 
:t lt=O E(( u, .\) + t(E, µ)) = (E' ( u, .\), (E, µ)) 
= l ~ UxEx + AuyEy 
and 
µ r 1 2 2 
+ 2 }0, - ).,2 Ux + Uy (2.3) 
(2.4) 
Definition 2.3.1. A pair ( u, >.) E A x (0, oo) is a stationary point for E if and only if 
( E 1 ( u, >.) , ( ~, µ)) = 0 \/ ( ~, µ) E H 6 (fl ) x IR.. 
Equivalently ( u , >.) E A x (0, oo) is a stationary point for E if and only if 
8 
o>.E(u,>.)=0 
and u is a stationary point for EC,>.)) i.e. 
(duE(u, >.), ~) = dd I E(u + t~, >.) = 0 
t t=O 
for all~ E HJ (D). , 
Remarks: 
1) E(u , ·) is strictly convex for each u EA. 
This can been easily seen by computing the first two derivatives with respect to >.. 
a i r l 2 2 
0 >. E ( u, >.) = 2 J n - >. 2 ux + uy dx dy . 
a2 r l 
fJ>. 2 E(u, >.) = Jn >.3 u~ dx dy > 0 by the boundary assumptions. 
In particular if ( u, >.) is a stationary point for E , then >. is a strong relative minimum 
for E(u , ·). 
2) Note that ;>- E( u, >. ) = 0 if and only if 
r 1 2 r 2 Jn >. ux dxdy = Jn >.uy dxdy. 
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We call this behaviour ((equipartition of energy)). 
3) u is a stationary point for E(-, .\) if and only if u minimizes E(-, .\). 
First note that u is a stationary point for E( ·, .\) if and only if u is a weak solution of 
{ -± Uxx - A Uyy = 0 in D u = g on an. (2.5) 
Since E( u, .\) = f n L(vu, .\) and the map p f------7 L(p, .\) is convex, each weak solution is 
in fact a minimizer (see [15, Remark on page 452]). 
4) E need not be convex. 
A smooth functional in two variables that is convex in each variable is of course not 
necessarily convex. Suppose F: IR2 ----+ IR, F(x,y) = x 2+y2 -4xy = ~(x-y) 2 -!(x+y) 2 . 
Then F(-, y) is convex in x and F(x, ·) is convex in y but the Hessian 1-lp is not positive 
semidefinite. 
To show that Eis not necessarily convex we have to find a point ( u, .\) E Ax (0, oo) 
and({,µ) E HJ(D) x IR such that E"(u,.\)({,µ) 2 < 0. 
Take for example the boundary conditions to be g(x, y) = -x + sin(lOy). Then 
g EA and from (2.4) we obtain for any~ E C0 (D) 
"( )( )2 µ
2 r 1 r 1 2 2 E g, ,\ ~' µ = ,\3 + 2µ Jn ,\2 ~x + 10 cos(lOy)~y + Jn ,\ ~x + A~Y 
µ2 . r r l 
= ,\3 + 2µ Jn 100 sin(lOy)~(x , y) + Jn .\ ~; + .\~~ = Aµ 2 + 2Bµ + C. 
-
Choose ~ E C0 (D) such that B i- 0 and note that A , C > 0. The equation Aµ 2 + 
2B µ + C = 0 admits two distinct solutions µ 1 < µ2 if and only if B 2 - AC > 0, i.e. if 
and only if B 2 > feC. Choose~> (--j,x) 113 andµ E (µ1, µ2). Then E"(g, ~)({, µ) 2 < 0. 
5) Is it possible to choose g in such a way that the fun ction;l E admits no other 
stationary points except for the minimizer of Proposition 2. 3.1 ? 
To answer this question let us make first the following considerations. A point 
( u, .\) E A x (0, oo) is a local minimizer for E provided 
( E' ( u, .\), ( ~, µ)) = 0 
E" ( u, .\) ( ( ~, µ) , ( ~, µ)) > 0 
The first condition implies in particular that 
\/ (~, µ) E HJ(D) x IR, 
\/ (~, µ) E HJ(D) x IR. 
l ~ Uxlx + AUyty dxdy = 0 V l E HJ (n), 
whereas from (2. 7) it follows that 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
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for all(~,µ) E HJ(D) xJR. Since the sum of the first two integrals is strictly greater than 
zero, we can try to see what happens if we force the third integral to be nonnegative, 
i.e. 
This can be true if and only if 2µ fr-2 -iux~x +uy~ydx dy = 0 for all(~,µ) E HJ(D) x JR, 
i.e. if and only if u is such that 
l ~ Uxlx dx dy = l Auyly dx dy (2.9) 
for all~ E HJ(D). Conditions (2.8) and (2.9) together imply that 
0 = l ~ Uxlx = l AUyly = - l ~ Uxxl = - l Auyyl 
for all~ E HJ(D). Hence u must be of the form u(x, y) =ax+ by+ c for some real a, b, 
c, with a and b not zero. It follows immediately that E admits only a unique minimizer 
if for example g = (ax+ by+ c) !art for some real a, b, c, with a and b not zero. 
2.4 Th.e smooth sequence 
Now we want to focus on the problem of giving a constructive way to find stationary 
points for E. 
Consider the sequence of points ( Un, An) E A x (0, CX)) constructed by performing 
the following steps. First select a Ao E (0, CX)), then define ( Un, An) in the following way: 
Step 1: Given An, s:hoose Un such that Un is stationary for ( or equivalently minimizes) 
E(·, An)-
Step 2: Given Un, select An+l such that "equipartition of energy" is satisfied, i.e. such 
that 
1 l 2 1 2 ,\2 unx dx dy = uny dx dy. D n+l D 
Lemma 2.4.1. Let (un, An) be a sequence constructed as described above. Then for all 
n EN we have 
with equality holding if and only if An = An+l · 
Proof. VVe just have to prove that Step 2 does not increase the energy. First note that 
the assumptions on g make sure that fr-2 u~Y dx dy and fr-2 u~x dx dy are not zero. The 
claim follows from Remarks 1 and 2 of the previous section. D 
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So far we have been able to define a sequence of points ( Un, An) E A x (0, oo) 
which decreases the energy E. In particular since the sequence E( un, An) is monotone 
decreasing and bounded away from zero ( see the last comment in the proof of Propo-
sition 2.3.1), we have that E(un , An) -+ k E (0, oo). By passing to a subsequence, 
An -+ A E (0, oo), (repeat the same arguments of Section 2.1 to show that due to the 
boundary conditions A =f. 0, oo ), and by employing the same type of arguments as in 
Proposition 2.3.1 we can prove the existence of u EA such that 
Un~ u weakly in H 1(D), 
Un-+ u in L2 (D), 
k = E(u, A)< E(un, An) 'in EN. 
Furthermore ( u, A) is a stationary point for E. This can be proved as follows. Since 
Un is stationary for E(-,An), then 
{ : Unxlx + AnUnyly dx dy = 0 'il E HJ. Jn .n (2.10) 
Using the weak convergence of the maps Un and the fact that An -+ A it follows from 
general considerations that u is stationary for E(-, A). Moreover from (2.10) and (2.8) 
we have that for all~ E HJ(D) 
l :n (un - u)xlx + An(Un - uMy dx dy = l G - jJuxlx + (A - An)uyly dx dy. 
If we choose ~ = Un - u and n is sufficiently large, then we easily derive 
which implies 
llun - ullsi(rt) < C(A)IA - Anlllulls1(n) -+ 0,. 
The stationarity of ( u, A) for E now follows immediately from the strong convergence 
of Un -+ 'Ll in the H 1-norm. We have just proved the following Proposition. 
Proposition 2.4.2. Let ( un, An) be a sequence constructed as described above. Then 
there exists a stationary point ( u, A) E A x (0, oo) for E J such that (by passing to a 
subsequence) An -+ A and Un -+ u strongly in H 1 (D). 
Rernark: 
Note that the analysis of the model case does not depend on the coefficients ± and A 
to any degree. In other words we would obtain analogous results if we considered the 
energy to be 
E : A x (0, oo) ---+JR, 
1 r (1)t 2 s 2 E ( u, A) = 2 j rt A ux + A uy dx dy, 
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for s, t E N, s, t > l. The choice of s , t = 1 is to relate the model case to the Douglas 
Problem. 
2.5 About the discrete setting 
Let Qh be a quasi-uniform triangulation of n controlled by h, i.e. each triangle 
GE Qh has diameter at most hand at least crh for some er > 0 independent of h, and 
has angles bounded away from zero independently of h. Define 
Lh = LJ{ Ej I Ej boundary intervals }, 
Bh = { ¢1, ... , ¢M} is the set of boundary nodes , 
Nh = { v1, ... , VN} is the set of all nodes, 
where Vj = Cf)j for j = l, ... , lv1. 
If f E c0 (D, JR), let !hf be the uniquely defined interpolant for the triangulation 
Qh. Furthermore define the following continuous and piecewise linear discrete spaces 
Ah:= {VE c0 (f2, JR) I vie E P1 for GE Qh , V = Ihg on an}, 
Aoh : = { V E c0 ( f2' JR) I VI e E P1 for G E Q h' V = 0 on an} . 
(2 .11) 
(2.12) 
The nodal basis function wt) E { V E c 0 (f2, JR) I vie E P1 for G E Yh} is uniquely 
specified by 
The discrete energy functional Eh is defined by 
Definition 2.5.1. A pair (uh, Ah) E Ah x (0, oo) is a discrete stationary point for Eh 
if and only if 
Equivalently ( uh, Ah) E Ah x (0, oo) is a discrete stationary point for Eh if and only if 
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and uh is a stationary point for E ( ·, Ah)) i.e. 
for all ~h E Aoh-
Remarks: 
1) As in the smooth case we have that Eh(uh, ·) is convex for each uh E Ah. 
2)Again note that J>- Eh( uh, Ah) = 0 if and only if 
3) uh is a stationary point for Eh ( ·, Ah) if and only if uh is a discrete weak solution of 
i.e. if and only if 
i.e. if and only if 
{ In }h Uhx~hx + AhUhy~hy Uh 
= 0 inn 
= Ihg on an, 
= 0 V ~h E Aoh 
= Ihg on an, 
{ 
r 1 ,, 1, (j ) , "1, (j) - w "1, (j) f M N JD,).. h Uhx'+' hx +/\hUhy '+'hy- Q v'+'h orj= +1, .. . , 
uh(c/>i) = g(c/>i) for i = 1, ... , M. 
(2.13) 
Writing uh = Lt 1 Ui'lft), where ui = uh( vi) for i = 1, ... , N , we obtain the following 
' 
syst em of equations 
{ Lt 1 ui fo }h 1/J~~'l/Jk; + Ah'lf~~ 'l/Jkj = 0 U i = g( cpi) for j = M + 1, ... , N for i = 1, . . . , M. 
If we define t he symmetric m atrix A = ( a ij ) i ,j= l , ... ,N by 
a ·· = J ~ ,,;,(i),,; ,(j ) + A ,,;,(i),,;,(j) dx dy 
'lJ \ '+' hx'+'hx h'+'hy'+'hy ' 
n /\ h 
set 
B = ( A(~=l~;xM A (M +l,N~x(M+ l ,N) ) 
and define u = (u1 , . .. ,uN) and g = (g (¢1), ... , g(c/>M), O, ... , 0), then the previous 
system can be written as 
B · U=g. 
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The matrix A(M+l,N) x(M+ l ,N) is positive definite since for~= (~M+l, ... , ~N) any 
non zero vector we have that 
N N N 1 II (i)ll 2 II (i)ll 2 L aij~i~j = ~ L ~i'lph £2 + Ah L ~i'lph £2 > 0. 
i,j=M+l h i=M+l i=M+l 
Hence the previous system admits a unique solution. As in the smooth case, whenever 
Ah is fixed uh corresponds to a discrete minimizer for Eh (·,Ah). 
Proposition 2.5.1. Set A= Ah E (0, CXJ) and let u(A) and uh(A) be weak solutions of 
(2. 5) and (2.13) respectively. Then 
JJu(A) - uh(A)JJH1(n) < c(A, JJu(A)JJH2(n), JJgJJH2(n))h, (2.14) 
JJu(A) - uh(A) IIL2(n) < c(A, JJu(A) IIH2(n), JJgJJH2(n), JJgJJH2(an))h2 . (2.15) 
Proof. This proof uses standard arguments, however we report it here for the sake of 
completeness. 
To simplify the notation we will write u instead of u(A) and uh instead of uh(A). 
First it is convenient to reduce problems (2.5) and (2.13) to ones with homogeneous 
boundary conditions. 
To find a weak solution u for (2.5) is equivalent to find w E HJ(n) such that 
{ 
In j:Wx~x + AWy~y = In -!gx~x - Agy~y v~ E HJ(n) 
w = 0 on an. 
Then set u = w + g. Note that w E H 2 (n) n HJ(n) n c 0 (D), by [17, Theorem 9.1.22] 
and [4, II §3, Remark 3.4]. 
To find a weak solution uh for (2.13), where Ah = A, is equivalent to find wh E Aoh 
such that 
{ 
In j:Whx~hx + AWhy~hy = In -!(Ihg)x~hx - A(Ihg)y~hy 
, Wh = 0 on an. 
Then set uh= wh + Ihg. Recall that Aoh C HJ(n). We have 
JJu - uh!!H1(n) < l!w - whJ!H1(n) + !Jg - Jhg!JH1 (n) · 
By standard interpolation inequalities (see for example [4, II.6.4]) we have that 
Ilg - IhgJIH1 (n) < ch!igl!H2(n)· Using the first Lemma of Strang (see [4, III. 1.1]) we 
obtain 
+ sup II it { r ~ (hg - g)xVhx - A(hg - g)yVhy}) 
VhEAoh Vh H 1 (n) Jn 
< c(A) (!iw - IhwJIH1 (n) + Ilg - Ihgi1H1 (n)) 
< c(A)h(l!wJ!H2(n) + 1igl!H2(n)). 
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Hence 
To determine the L2-estimate it is useful to set up some more notation. Define a>,. 
to be the symmetric bilinear form 
a>,.: HJ(O) x HJ(O) ~ R, 
a;..(u, v) = l ~ UxVx + Auyvy dx dy, 
and let l and lh be the two linear forms defined by 
(l, ~) = l -~ 9x~x - Agy~y 
(lh, ~h) = l -~ (hg)x~hx - A(hg)y~hy 
Furthermore, given f E L2 (0), denote !_f f E HJ the weak solution of 
and (f hf E Aoh the weak solution of 
where (,) £2 is the usual L2 inner product. Note that by using the symmetry of a>,. and 
[17, Theorem 9.1.22], we can show that (ff E H 2 (0) and ll rpf llH2(n) < c( IIJIIL2(n) + 
ll rpt IIH1 (n)) · Furthermore it is easy to see that 
0 -hence llrptllH2(n) < c(>.)IIJIIL2(n)· Also (ff EC (fl) by [4, II §3, Remark 3.4]. 
By the Aubin-Nitsche trick explained in [4 , III.1.4] we have that 
1 
llw - wh llL2(n) < sup llf II { cllw - whllH1(n) ll rpt - (fhf IIH1 (r2) fEL2(D) L2(D) 
+ la>.(w - wh, (ff) - (w - wh , f)L2I 
+ la>.(w,rp1-(fhJ)- ((l,rpf)- (lh ,(fhJ))I} 
1 
= sup II! II {I1 + I 2 + J3} . 
f EL2 (D) £ 2 (D) 
Using standard finite element techniques (i.e. Cea's Lemma (see [4 , II.4.2]) and inter-
polation inequalities (see [4, II.6.4]) ) we can estimate · 
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It follows that 
Since w - wh E HJ(D.), the second term I2 cancels out. Finally 
I3 = l(lh, lf)hJ) - (l, lf)h1)I 
< 1 l -~ (hg - 9) x( 'Phi - 'Pi )x - A(hg - 9)y( 'Phi - 'Pi )y I 
+ 1 l -~ (hg - 9) x'Pix - A(hg - 9)y'Piyl A+ B . 
Now, A < c(A)IIIhg- gllH1(n)ll<pJ - lf)hJIIH1(n) < c(A, llgllH2(n))h2 11JIIL2(S1)· And 
B < 1 l ~ (hg - 9)'Pixx - A(hg - 9)'PiYYI 
+ I ( - ~ (hg - 9)'PJxV) - >..(hg - 9)'PJyV2I Jan . 
< c(A)ll<p1IIH2(n)l1Ihg- gll£2 (S1) + c( A)IIIhg - gllL2(8S1) II aalf)J II 
V L2 (8D) 
< c(A, llgllH2(n), llgllH2(an·))h2 llf IIL2(n), 
where for the last inequality we have used the trace result [4, II §3, Thm 3.1]. Hence 
J3 < c(,\ llgllH2(n), llgllH2(an)) h2 IIJIIL2(n), so that we finally obtain 
llw - whllL2(n) < c(A, llullH2(D), llgllH2(n), llgllH2(8n))h2 
and 
D 
2.6 The discrete sequence 
Now consider the sequence of discrete points ( uhn, Ahn) E Ah x (0, oo) constructed 
as in the smooth case. First select a Aho E (0, oo), then define ( 'Uhn, Ahn) in the following 
way: 
Step 1: Given Ahn, choose 'Uhn such that 'Uhn is stationary for Eh(- , Ahn). 
Step 2: Given 'Uhn, select Ah(n+l) such that t he "equipartition of energy" is satisfied, 
i. e. such that 
( )._2 l u1'nx dx dy = ( u1'ny dx dy Jn h(n+l) Jn 
P assing to a subsequence Ahn ~ Ah E [O, oo]. As in the smooth problem (see 
Section 2.1) the case Ah = 0 (Ah = oo) can occur only if we have I hg(l, p) = Ihg(O , p) 
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(Ihg(p,O) = Ihg(p , 1)) for all p E [O, 1]. Due to the assumptions on g, these two 
cases can not occur if h is small enough. Therefore from now on we assume that h is 
small and hence Ah E (0, oo). Observe that again we have O < Eh(uh(n+l), Ah(n+l)) < 
Eh( uhn, Ahn), with equality holding if and only if Ah(n+l) = Ahn· Finally, since Ah is a 
finite dimensional space a subsequence of uhn converges to uh E Ah in the H 1-norm. 
It follows immediately that ( uh, Ah) is a discrete stationary point for Eh. 
The question that immediately arises is whether ( uh, Ah) is close to a stationary 
point (u,A) for E and, if this is the case, what is an estimate for JA-AhJ, JJu-uhllH1(n) 
and IJu - uh IIL2(n)? 
Let us consider the following "thought experiment". Suppose ( u, A) is a known 
stationary point for E. Set Aho = A and let us construct the discrete sequence described 
above. First we obtain uho stationary for Eh(-, Aho) = Eh(·, A). By (2.14) we know that 
IJu - uhollH1(n) < C(A, JJuJJH2 , JJgJJH2)h. 
Th 1 t \ h th t f 1 2 f 2 · \ JluhoxJIL2 w ·t en we se ec /\hl sue a Jn ~uhox = Jn uhoy, 1 .. e. /\hl = II II . n e 
-"hl UhQy £2 
Ahl_ A= JJuhoxllL2 _ JJuxJJL2 = JJuyJJL2JJuhoxllL2 - JJuxJJL2JJuhoylJL2 
Jluhoy IIL2 JJuy IJL2 Jluhoy IJL2 JJuy IIL2 
JJuyJJL2 (JJuhoxllL2 - JJuxJJL2) + JJuxJJL2(JJuyJJL2 - JJuhoyJIL2) 
11 U hOy 11 L 2 I I Uy 11 L 2 
which implies that JAh1 - Ahal = JAh1 - AJ < C(A, JJuJJH2, JJgJJH2) h. Now obtain Uhl 
stationary for Eh(-, Ah1 ). The map uhl is a weak solution of (2.13) for Ahl close to 
Aho , hence by the same arguments used in the proof of Proposition 2.4.2 it follows that 
JJuh1 - uhollH1 < c(Aho, JJuholJH1)JAh1 - Ahal= c(A, JJuJJH2, JJgJJH2)h. Now select Ah2· As 
before we get JAh2 - Ah1l < c(Aho, JluhollH1)h = c( A, IJuJIH2, JlgJJH2)h ... and so on. 
,, 
The only problem in this construction is that if we do not have any bound on the 
constants, the discrete sequence (more precisely a subsequence) can actually converge 
to a point very "far" from the starting one! 
In fact what we need is 1nore information about the behaviour of E around ( u , A). 
If, for example, the energy functional is locally convex, we expect Eh to have the same 
property and following the considerations just made, it is reasonable to predict that we 
should obtain a discrete stationary point ( uh, Ah) satisfying 
JA - Ahl < C(A, JluJJH2, IJgJJH2)h, 
Jiu - uhJJH1(n) < C(A, JJulJH2, JJgJJH2)h. 
(2. 16) 
(2. 17) 
On the other hand, imagi11:e that ( u, A) is a saddle point, ( uh, Ah) a corresponding 
"close" discrete saddle point, A = Aho, and that Eh ( uho, A) < E( uh, Ah). Since 
Eh ( uhn, Ahn) is 1nonotone decreasing, the sequence will never converge to ( uh, Ah) no 
matter how close (uho, A) is to it!! 
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Finally we want to point out that the discrete sequence will usually converge to 
stationary points that are relative or absolute minimizers for Eh. This is due to the 
fact that the energy can not increase during the process. However if ( uh , Ah ) is a saddle 
point for Eh and at some stage Ahn = Ah , then the sequence will stop at ( uh, Ah ). 
These considerations highlight two important facts that we have to keep in mind if 
we want to achieve some sort of results about error estimates. First we need to analyse 
t he behaviour of E around its stationary points , i.e. we need to say something about 
E 11 • Second the discrete sequence may not be the best tool to work with if we want to 
state something about saddle points. 
One might wonder why we have gone to all the trouble of defining and constructing 
t he smooth and discrete sequences if they do not give us straight away the results t hat 
we v.rant to achieve. 
One reason is that they provide a constructive 1way to prove the existence of station-
ary points for the energy functional (see Proposition 2.4.2), as opposed to the classical 
techniques employed in calculus of variations for this sort of minimization problems, i.e. 
take a 1ninimizing sequence, prove weak convergence of the m aps in a suitable space and 
then prove t hat the energy is sequentially lower semicontinuous ( see Proposit ion 2. 3 .1) . 
Another reason is that, if we want to implement a program to compute the discrete 
stationary points, we do not have to calculate the mixed second variations of Eh. In a 
more difficult setting as for example the Douglas Problem, this can reduce significantly 
the computational ·work. 
2. 7 Tl1e main error estimates 
The ke3 idea o prove convergence estimates is to appl} t he Inverse Function The-
orem. This approach follows very closel3 the one used in [14]. 
Theorem 2.7.1 (The Inverse Function Theorem). Let X be an affine Banach 
space with B anach space X as tangent space) and let Y be a B anach space. Suppose 
xo E X and j E C1 ( X Y ) . Assume there are positive constants a) {3) c5 and E such that 
where 
11 f ( xo) 11 Y < c5 , 
II J' (xo) - 1 II L(YX) < a- 1 
IIJ'(x) - J'(xo)IIL(X,Y) < {3 Vx E BE(xo) 
,(3 < a, o < ( a - {3) E. 
Then there exists a unique x* E BE(xo) such that f(x*) = 0. 
(2. 18) 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
(2 .21) 
1 Here contructive means that the smooth and discrete sequences pro ride us ~vith a method for 
finding sequences of points con erging to critical points for t he smooth and discrete energy functionals . 
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Proof. It follows from the proof of the Inverse Function Theorem in [3, pp. 113-114]. 
The ideas behind the assumptions made in this Theorem are very well depicted in 
[14] and especially the sketch on page 525 is very helpful to understand what is really 
happening. D 
Assume that ( u, ,\) is a stationary point for E which is nondegenerate, 2 i.e. ( u, ,\) 
is such that there exists a positive constant B such that 
E" ( u, ,\) ( ( ~, µ) , ( ~, µ)) > e ( 11 ~ 11 ~fl ( n) + µ 2 ) (2.22) 
for all (~, µ) E HJ(n) x JR. The constant B is called the nondegeneracy constant for 
(u , ,\). 
We will apply the Inverse Function Theorem in the case where X = Ah x (0, oo ), X = 
Aoh x JR with norm ll(uh,,\h)llx = (lluhllJ:P(n)+,\~) 112 , Y = (AohxJR)' = L(Aoh x JR,JR) , 
f = E~: Ah x (0 , oo)--+ (Aoh x JR)', and xo · (phu, ,\), where Phu is either uh(,\) from 
Proposition 2.5.1 or Phu= Ihu. The main point is that llu - PhullH1(n) < ch, where c 
can depend only on ,\ , llullH2(n) and IJgllH2(n). 
The first and second variations for Eh are calculated as in the smooth setting (see 
(2.3) and (2.4)) with the obvious changes of function spaces . Precisely, for ( uh , ,\h) E 
Ah x (0 , oo) and(~ , µ) , (77 , a) E Aoh x JR we have 
( E~ (uh, ,\ h) , ( ~, µ) ) (2.23) 
and 
Lemma 2. 7.2. Suppose ( u, ,\) is stationary for E. Then 
2To be precise, here we are actually asking that E be uniformly convex at ( u, .,\) . This con dition is 
far too strong and ( accordingly to our intentions !) it can b e weaken ed to allow ( u, .,\) to be a saddle 
point. Here we restrict ourselves to t h is simple case in order t o keep things easy. All details will be 
discussed instead in the Douglas Problem. 
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Proof. Using (2.23) and (2.3) , for (~ , µ) E Aoh x JR write 
I ( E~ (p h u' A) ' ( ~' µ)) I 
= I ( E~ (p h u' A) ' ( ~' µ)) - ( E' ( u ' A) ' ( ~' µ)) I 
= l l ~ (PhU - u)x~x + A(phu - u)y~y dx dy 
µ{ 1 2 2 1 2 2 I + 2 Jn - A2 (phu)x + (phu)y + A2 ux - uy dx dy 
< c(A) IIPhU - ullH1(n) ll~IIH1(D) 
+ Iii C2 [ llux llh(n) - IIPhUx lll2(n) [ + [ 11PhUy lll2(n) - lluylll2(n) [) · 
The claim follows immediately from the estimate for llu - PhullH1(n)· 
Lemma 2. 7.3. Suppos e ( u , A) is stationary for E. Then 
- -
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for all (~, µ) E Aoh x JR such that II(~,µ) llx < E. The constant c2 depends on A and 
llullH2(n) . Note thatµ must be chosen sufficiently small; so that A+µ> 0. 
Proof. Recalling that L(Aoh x JR, (Aoh x JR)') rv L(Aoh x JR, Aoh x JR ; JR) and using (2.24), 
we have that 
and t he claim follows in1mediately. D 
Lemma 2. 7.4. Suppose ( u, A) is stationary an d n on degenerate fo r E ; with nondegen-
eracy constant 8 . T hen 
for all (~, µ) E A oh x JR . The constant c3 depends on A and llullH2(n) . 
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Proof. Using (2.4) and (2.24) we can write 
EK(Phu, A)(~, µ) 2 = E"(u, A)(~, µ) 2 + ~: l (phu); - u; dxdy 
+ 2µ l -;2 (phu - u)x~x + (PhU - u)y~y dxdy E"(u, A)(~, µ) 2 +I, 
where 
Hence 
D 
Finally we are able to prove the fallowing Theorem. 
Theorem 2. 7.5. Assume that ( u, A) is stationary and non degenerate for E , with 
nondegen eracy constant e. Then there exist positive constants ho and co , with co de-
pending on A, e, llullH2(n) and llgllH2(n), such that if O < h < ho then there exists 
( uh, Ah) E Ah x (0, CX)) which is stationary for Eh and satisfies 
(2.25) 
Moreover, there exists E > 0 such that ( uh , Ah) is the unique stationary point for Eh 
satisfy ing 
(2.26) 
Proof. From Lem1na 2. 7 .2 we know that 
Using the notation of the Inverse Function Theorem (Theorem 2.7.1 ), set c5 = c1 h . 
Choose ho such t hat for O < h < ho, we have e - c3 h > ! a, where c3 is t he 
constant from Le1n1na 2.7.4. Since A oh x IR, and (Aoh x IR)' have equal dimension and 
EK(Phu , A)(~, µ) 2 > all(~, µ) II~, it fo llows t hat EK (Phu, A) is invert ible and 
Choose E from Lemma 2. 7.3 so small that c2 E < i {3 and by choosing an even smaller 
ho , let c1h = c5 < iE. 
From the Inverse Function Theorem it fo llows t hat there exists a unique ( uh, Ah) E 
A h x (0, CX)) which is stationary for Eh such t hat 
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By reducing ho even more we can ensure that llu - Phu!IH1(n) < ch < cho < E and 
(2.26) follows. 
Next apply the same theorem with a= 8/2, f3 = 8/4, 5 = c1h, Eo = 4c1h/8 and ho 
so small that 8 - c3h > a and E0 < E for all O < h < ho. Note that 5 = ( a - {3)E0 . It 
follows that ( uh, Ah) satisfies 
Since llu - Phu!IH1(n) < ch, the claim follows. D 
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Chapter 3 
The Smooth Problem 
3.1 A few words about the Douglas Problem 
The study of minimal surfaces has a very long history and a lot of literature is 
available on this subject. To put things into context, let us briefly recall that the first 
studies in this area date back to t~e Belgian physicist J. Plateau (1801-1883), who, 
through interesting experiments with soap films, experimentally determined a number 
of geometric properties of soap films and soap bubbles. Inspired by his work, scientists 
started to investigate the problem of finding a disk like surface of least area having a 
closed given curve for boundary. This problem, known as the classical Plateau problem, 
was first solved by J. Douglas and by T. Rado in 1930. They showed that: Any closed 
Jordan curve in ]Rn bounds a minimal 1 surface of disk type. 
After this result many different questions arose. Among them the investigation 
of mini1nal surfaces of different topological type became of interest. The problem of 
showing the existence of a minimal surface ( or more generally the existence of a critical 
point for the area functional) of a given topological type spanning a collection of disjoint 
closed oriented rectifiable Jordan curves is commonly known as the Douglas Problem. 
In this work we are interested in the study of annulus like surfaces, i.e. surfaces of 
genus zero with two boundary curves. We can word the problem as follows. 
Given two disjoint oriented Jordan curves r 1 and r 2 in ]Rn, find the area 
minimizer ( or more generally, find a critical point for the area functional) 
among all functions which have a cylinder C>. ( of finite length) for domain 
and map ac).. bijectively onto r1 U r2 respecting the orientation of the 
boundary. 
It is of course not true that without further assumptions such a minimizer exists. A 
1 At this stage "minimal" still means area minimizing. A more general definition of "minimal" will 
be given in Definition 3.1.2 and later it will be reworded in Definition 3.2.1. 
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typical example to keep in mind is that of a catenoid: given are two equal rings placed 
on parallel planes at a distanced apart in such a way that one ring is the projection of 
the other in the direction perpendicular to the planes. If d is small enough, it can be 
shown that there exists an annulus like minimal surface and it is given by the catenoid. 
-
If d exceeds a critical value d and we consider an area minimizing sequence of annulus 
like surfaces, it can be observed that an increasingly narrower neck is developed and 
the surfaces degenerate in topological type by tending to two disjoint disks. In this 
situation no annulus like surface can minimize the area. An area minimizer is given 
instead by the sum of the two disk like minimal surfaces bounded by the two rings. But 
the topological type has now changed: we have found a minimizer of lower topological 
type. 
Figure 3.1: Degenerating minimizing sequence with shrinking necks. 
This example shows that we need extra conditions to guarantee the existence of 
a minimal surface of a given topological type: in this particular case, a bound on 
the separation of the boundary curves would do. In the general case of the Douglas 
Problem, the so called Douglas condition is usually assumed to ,be true. 
Instead of giving the definition of such a condition in the case of the annulus, we 
will give it in a slightly more general situation, so that we can also cite the existence 
theorem of minimal surfaces in its full generality. Before that we need also to set up 
so1ne notation. 
As in [22, page 10-11], let ~ be a connected Riemann surface with m boundary 
curves c1 , ... , cm of genus p. We say that a possibly disconnected Riemann surface 
~' with the same m boundary curves and with components (~~ , . . . , ~D with genus 
~j = qj (j = 1, ... , l) has lower topological type if 
or if Z = 1 and 
l 
l > 2 and L qj < p , 
j = l 
q := q1 < p. 
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Let r = (r1 , ... , rm) be a collection of closed Jordan curves in ]Rn (n > 1), rectifiable 
and with given orientation. We put: 
d(r,p) := inf { D(f, I:): I: a Riemann surface of genus p with boundary curves 
c1, ... , cm, f : I: -+ ]Rn of class c0 n H 1 mapping Cj bijectively and with preserved 
orientation onto rj, j = 1, ... , m } where D(f, I:) is the Dirichlet integral of f on I:, 
i.e. in local conformal parameters z = x + iy 
1 r 2 2 D(f, I:) = 2 }r, (fx + fy) dx dy. (3.1) 
Note that the Dirichlet integral is invariant under conformal transformations of~ and 
therefore this expression does not depend on the choice of the local parameters. We 
also put: 
d*(r,p) := inf { D(f, I:'): I:' a Riemann surface of lower topological type than p, 
again with m boundary curves, f : I:' -+ ]Rn satisfying the same conditions as in the 
definition of d(r, p) } . 
We will use throughout this work the following definition of conformality. 
Definition 3.1.1. A map h: I:-+ ]Rn from a Riemann surface~ is said to be conformal 
in the interior of~ if in local conformal parameters z = x + iy it holds 
(3.2) 
in the interior of I:. 
Note that this definition is independent of the choice of the local conformal param-
eters. 
Definition 3.1.2. A minimal surface of genus p with boundary r = (r1 , ... , rm), a 
co llection of disjoint oriented closed Jordan curves in ]Rn, is a map h : I: -+ ]Rn from a 
Riemann surface I: , of genus p witfi boundary curves c1, ... , Cm which is harmonic and 
conformal in the interior of I: and maps Cj bijectively and with preserved orientation 
onto r j, j = 1, ... ,m. 
If h is a minimal surface in the sense of the definition just given, one can show 
that the set of points in the interior of I: where dh(z) = 0 is isolated and that those 
0 
points corresponds to branch points of the surface h(~). A branch points is a geometric 
singularity; in its neighbourhood the behaviour of the minimal surface resembles the 
behaviour of a holomorphic function cp(z) in the neighbourhood of a zero of its derivative 
<p1 (z) (see for example [8 , §3.2 Proposition 1]). 
Theorem 3.1.1 (Douglas Theorem). Let r = (r1 , ... , rm) be a collection of disjoint 
closed oriented rectifiable Jordan curves in ]Rn. If the Douglas condition is satisfied, 
namely if 
d(r,p) < d*(r,p) (3.3) 
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then r bounds a connected minimal surface of genus p. 
One might first wonder why, in discussing area minimizers, we ended up treating 
the Dirichlet energy instead. This goes back to the crucial observation that for the area 
functional A we can show that in general A(J, ~) < V(f, ~) with equality holding if 
f is conformal. More precisely it is true that f is an area minimizer and a conformal 
map if and only if f minimizes the Dirichlet energy. This relation is still valid if we 
look at the larger set of stationary points for the two functionals. Moreover it can be 
shown that f is stationary for the Dirichlet functional if and only if f is harmonic and 
conformal. This justifies the definition of minimal surface formulated above. 
Let us point out that Theorem 3.1.1 proves something more than just the existence 
of a critical point for the Dirichlet energy: it shows that this critical point is in fact an 
area minimizer. A proof can be found in [22): here the case of annulus like surfaces is 
studied first in order to develop some intuition for the problem, then the general case 
is discussed. 
It is worth noticing that the Douglas condition is sufficient but not necessary. To 
see this in an example, let us first investigate what the Douglas condition really implies 
in the case of surfaces of genus O with two boundary curves r 1 and r2. 
Let r = (r1, r2) and for i = 1, 2, let di := d(ri) = inf {V(f) \ f : D-+ ]Rn, f of class 
H 1 nc0 , mapping 8D bijectively onto ri }, where Dis the unit disk. Then the following 
is true: If d1 and d2 are finite then also d(r, 0) is finite and we have d(r, 0) < d1 + d2. 
(For a proof see [25, §565). The idea is to choose two maps f1, !2: D-+ JR.2 in the class 
of functions just mentioned such that V(fi) < di + E, for a given E > 0 and i = 1, 2. 
Then through a "cut and paste" argument it is possible to construct a map g defined 
on an annulus such that it belongs to the "right class of functions" and for which it 
' ' holds: d(r, 0) < V(g) < d1 + d2 + 4E. Since E can be chosen arbitrarily small, the claim 
follows.) 
So basically the Douglas condition is satisfied if d(r, 0) < d1 + d2, which rneans that 
there must exist an annulus like surface, whose area is strictly less than the sum of the 
areas of the disc like minimal surfaces for the two given Jordan curves r1 and r 2. 
In [25, §515) the catenoid exa1nple is discussed thoroughly and it is shown that: if 
the distance d of the rings (say of radius 1) is less than a certain value h1 then there 
exist an absolute minimizer and an unstable solution, if h1 < d < h2, both solutions 
still exist but the surface areas are now bigger than 2n (so that the Douglas condition 
is no longer verified ! !) , and if d > h2 no annulus like minimal surface exists. If we 
experiment with soap films, h2 is the critical distance after which the catenoid soap 
bubble breaks up. 
In [25, §556 - 564) another proof for the Douglas problem with two boundary curves 
can be found , with the difference that the Douglas condition is replaced by a weaker 
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assumption, the so called condition of cohesion. If the Douglas condition is verified, 
then so is the the condition of cohesion. In practice the Douglas condition is usually 
preferred, since the condition of cohesion is very hard to verify. 
With the catenoid example we have seen a case where it is easy to visualize the 
situation where the Douglas condition is satisfied and where it is not . Another example 
discussed in [25, §568-9] and based on a result of J. Douglas is the following: Let r 1 and 
r 2 be two closed and rectifiable Jordan curves and assume that (following the notation 
used above) d(r1) and d(r2) are finite. Then the Douglas condition is satisfied if the 
two disc like minimal surfaces for the curves r1 and r2 have an interior regular point 
in common. 
Figure 3.2: An annulus type minimal surface bounded by two interlocking closed curves. 
3.2 Formulation of the problem 
Given are two disjoint closed Jordan curves r 1 and r 2 in IR.n (n > 2), rectifiable 
and with given orientation. Set r = (r1 , r 2) and define C>.. to be the cylinder 
In what follows, we will write (for example) H 1 ( C>.J although the mathematically 
0 
correct notation is H 1 ( C>..). This abuse of notation will only be used when dealing with 
Sobolev spaces, where confusion is less likely to arise. 
We look at the maps 
C' (r) :={ u : C>.. -----t }Rn I O < .\ < CX), u maps acA onto r in a weakly monotone 
way and preserving orientation } n H 1 ( C>..) n c0 ( C>..) , 
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and we are interested in finding u E C' (r) such that the area functional 
A(u) ·= J r (II au 11211 au 112 - / au au )2) ! dBdx 
. }[0,2n] x [0).] ax ae \ ax 1 ae 1 
(where (,) is the inner product in JRn) is minimized. As mentioned in the previous 
section, there exists the following important relation between the area functional and 
the Dirichlet integral D(u) = ! fc>- u; +ui dxde. 
Lemma 3.2.1. Let Ar:= infuEC'(r) A(u) and Er:= infuEC'(r) D(u). Then Ar= Er ) 
and 
D( u) = Er if and only if A( u) = Ar and u is conformal. 
Proof. First note that for v, w E ]Rn we have 
where equality holds if and only if JJvJJ 2 = JJwJJ 2 and (v, w) = 0. It follows immediately 
that A(u) < D(u) with equality holding if and only if u is a conformal map. 
This implies that if u : CA ----+ ]Rn is an area minimizer, then by choosing a conformal 
para1netrisation of u( CA) with domain C~ for suitable ;\ we find a map which mini1nizes 
both functionals. 
On the other hand suppose that u : CA ----+ ]Rn minimizes the Dirichlet functional. 
Then there exists a conformal parametrisation u : C;_ ----+ u( C>.J. Thus, if u # u we have 
D(u) = A(u) = A (u) < D (u), 
which contradicts the fact that u is a minimizer for the Dirichlet functional. Hence u 
' 
is conformal and minimizes also the area functional. D 
More generally this is true for stationary 1naps. 
Lemma 3.2.2. Let u E C' (r) be a smooth immersion. Then u is stationary for the 
Dirichlet fun ctional if and only if u is stationary for the area functional and is confor-
mal. 
Proof. It follows from Proposition 3.2.3, [30 , Proposition 6.2] and the preceeding com-
ments there. D 
Given these facts, it 1s natural to generalise the concept of minimal surface as 
follows. 
Definition 3.2.1. A minimal surface is a map which is stationary for the Dirichlet 
functional. 
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Note that such a surface does not have to be an area 1ninimizer anymore. For later 
purposes we make the following remark. 
Remark: the map u (sometimes we will write (u, .\) to remind us that u: C>..-+ ]R(.n) 
is stationary for the Dirichlet functional D if and only if 
(Dl) it lt=0D( u+tv) = 0 for all v E HJ ( C>..) (stationarity with respect to variations 
of the surface), 
(D2) jt lt=0V( uoCTt) = 0 for every smooth family of diffeomorphisms CTt : C>..t -+ C>.. 
with CTo = id and At depending differentiably on t (stationarity with respect to 
variations of and in the domain) . 
In (22] we find the following important characterisation. 
Proposition 3.2.3. ( u, .\) satisfies (Dl) and (D2), i.e. u : C>.. -+ ]R(.n is a minimal 
surface, if and only if u is harmonic and conformal in the interior of C>.., which means 
0 (Hl) 6u = 0 in C>.. (harmonicity), 
0 
(H2) lux l = luel and (ux, ue) = 0 in C>.. (conformality). 
Basically the following equivalences hold: 
(Dl) {:} (Hl), 
(D2) {:} (H2). 
In the proof of Jost however it becomes clear that we have something more, namely 
where 
(D2')+(D3') {:} (H2), 
(D2') it lt=0V( uoCTt) = 0 for every smooth family of diffeomorphisms CTt : C>.. -+ C>.. 
such that CTo , id (stationarity with respect to variations on the fixed domain), 
(D3') it lt=0V( u o CTt) = 0 for CTt 1 : C>.. -+ C>..t diffeomorphism of the form C>.. 3 
(x, 8) r-7 ((1 + t)x, 8). 
Just to give an idea of the implications of each of these statements, let us recall the 
following important Lemma proved in (22]. 
Lemma 3.2.4. Let ~ be a compact Riemann surface with smooth boundary 8~, h E 
H 1 (~, ]R(.n) and suppose 
d
d I D(h O CTt) = 0 
t t=O 
for all smooth families of diffeomorphisms CTt : ~ -+ ~ with CTo id. Then, with 
z = x + iy a local conformal parameter on ~, 
1 
<p(z) dz 2 := h; dz 2 = 
4 
(h; - h~ - 2ihx · hy)(dx2 - dy2 + 2i dx dy) 
is a holomorphic quadratic differential on ~ which is real on 8~. 
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That cp(z)dz2 is real on 8LJ, means the following: if we choose our local conformal 
parameter z = x + iy near 8LJ in such a way that 8LJ locally is given by y = 0, then 
along 8LJ, dy = 0, hence if cp(z )dz2 is real on 8LJ, 
2 1 2 0 = Im ( cp dz ) = -
2 
hx · hy dx , 
i.e. hx and hy are orthogonal along 8LJ. 
On the unit disk, every holomorphic quadratic differential which is real on the 
boundary vanishes identically, so conformality is immediately obtained. 
On the other hand, on a cylinder the holomorphic quadratic differentials real on 
the boundary are of the form 
( real constant) · dz 2 , 
so conformality is not quite achieved yet. It is at this point where condition (D3') 
comes into play. 
These facts will actually become relevant at a later stage. At the moment it is 
sufficient to note that, because of the lemmas mentioned above, from now on we will 
consider the Dirichlet energy and therefore we can restrict our class of maps to 
C (r) = C' (r) n { u : C>,. ~ IRn I u harmonic, ,,\ E (0, oo)}. 
The big advantage of working in C (r) is that harmonic maps are uniquely determined 
by their boundary values. So essentially each map u E C (r) is uniquely determined by 
,,\ and ulac>- . 
Let us also assume that the Douglas condition (3.3) holds, so that t he existence 
of a minimal surface is guaranteed (recall the Douglas Theorem 3.1.1 ) . About the 
boundary behaviour of a · solution to the Douglas problem (in the more general sense 
' 
as in Definition 3.2.1) we have the following result. 
Theorem 3.2.5. Let u be a minimal surface which maps an open arc A C BC>,. into an 
open portion r' C r and assume that r' E Ck,a for some k E N and some O < a < 1. 
0 
Then·u E Ck,a(C>.. u A) . 
Proof. See [9, §7.3). As a result of local nature it is formulated for minimal surfaces 
defined on a simply connected domain (the disk). Nevertheless it can be carried out 
also for minimal surfaces bounded by several J ordan curves. D 
3.3 Reformulation of the problem 
Our approach to the proble1n uses the ideas presented in (29) and in t he papers 
(13] and (14). The main goal is to move the nonlinearity from the class of competing 
functions C (r ) onto the energy functional. 
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To do so, take a cylinder C1 of radius and length equal to one and fix, : ac1 _, r , 
l = ( ,1, ,2), ri : 8 1 -r ri for i = 1, 2 to be a regular er -parametrisation of r with r > 3. 
If 7r>.. : ac>.. _, ac1 is the map that identifies ac>.. with ac1, then, o 7r>.. acts on ac>.. 
exactly like , on ac1. Thus, from now on we will identify these two maps and we will 
write 1 also when we actually mean , o 7r>... 
Given u E C(r), u : C>.. _, IR.n, then ulac>- can be uniquely written in the form 
1 o s, where s : anuan _, 8 1u81 ( and u denotes the disjoint union). Although 
anuan, 8 1u81 and ac>.. are naturally isomorphic, we will usually consider 8 1u81 as 
the domain of the fixed parametrisation , of r and anuan as the boundary of the 
parameter domains C>.. for various parametrised surfaces. See Figure 3.3. 
A map f E C 0 (an, 8 1) is said to be monotone if f is positively oriented and J-1(p) 
is connected for all p E 8 1. Note that a monotone f need not to be injective: as it moves 
once around 8 1 it can pause but never retrace its path. We similarly define the notion 
of monotone map from an _, r i, for i = 1, 2. Since there is a one-one correspondence 
Si f-----t 1 o Si between monotone maps in C(an, 8 1) and monotone maps C(an, ri), 
i = 1, 2, then there is also a one-one correspondence s = ( s1, s2) f-----t 1 o s = ( ,1 o 
s1, ,2 0 s2) between monotone maps in c 0 ( an, 8 1 )uC0 ( an, 8 1) f"'.J c 0 ( anuan, 8 1u81) 
and monotone maps in C0(an, r 1)uC0 (8n, r 2) f"'.J C 0 (8C>.., r). 
Further note that any monotone map s : anuan _, 8 1u81 can be written in the 
form 
s= (s1,s2) = (id+a1,id+a2) :=id+a. 
Here id : an _, 8 1 is the "identity" map id(B) = e (with abuse of notation we will 
write id also when we intend (id, id)) and a= (a1, a2) E C 0 (an , IR.)uC0 (8n, IR.) is a 21r 
-periodic function defined up to a constant c = (c1, c2) with Ci= 21rki, ki E Z, i = 1, 2. 
Addition of such maps is performed modulo 21r. 
For w E C0 ( 8C >.., IR.n) we denote by 
<l?(w) 
the unique harmonic extension of w on C>... 
We can now define the energy functional E. 
Definition 3.3.1. Fors E C0 (onuan, 8 1u81 ), ,\ E (0, CXJ) let 
E(s, ,\) := 11 IV<I>(, o s)l 2 = V(<I?(, o s)). 
2 c>-
(3.4) 
Thus E(s, ,\) is just the Dirichlet energy of the harmonic extension of, o son C>... 
There is one further restriction that we could make on the class of boundary maps. It 
is easily checked that the Dirichlet energy of a function is invariant under composition of 
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Figure 3.3: 
U = <I>(y OS) 
'\. ' 
\ 
I 
/ 
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the function with any conformal diffeomorphism of the domain. If the original function 
is harmonic so is the composed function. So we might factor out the class of conformal 
maps from a cylinder to itself. 
Proposition 3.3.1 ( Characterisation of conformal maps). The set of confor-
mal maps from a cylinder to itself, such that the boundary is mapped to the boundary 
preserving orientation and order (i.e. upper circle goes to upper circle, .. ) is a one 
parameter family given by all possible rotations of the cylinder around its axis. 
Proof. Consider any conformal map from C>,. to C>,.. Choose an isometric covering 
map from a strip in the plane to C>,. and lift up the conformal map to a map between 
the covering spaces. This new map from a strip in the plane to itself will preserve 
conformality. Then apply the reflection principle to obtain a bijective conformal map 
from the plane to itself. It is well known that all bijective conformal maps from the 
complex plane to itself are affine maps and they can be written as composition of a 
translation, followed by a magnification, followed by a rotation. The claim now follows 
by the condition imposed on the boundary of the cylinder. D 
Therefore we have that if G: C>,.-+ C>,. is a rotation, Glac>- =: g, we have V(uoG) = 
V(u) for u E C(r). Writing ulac>- = 1 o s, i.e. u = <I>(, o s), we observe that 
<I>(, o so g) = <I>(, o s) o G = u o G, 
since they are harmonic maps and they are equal on the boundary BC>,.. It immediately 
follows that 
V(<I>(, o s)) = V(<I>(, o so g)). 
Because of the above characterisation of the conformal maps, the first idea to factor 
out such a class would be to specify that ulac>- satisfies u(p) = q for p E BC>-. and q Er. 
However , as noted in [13], a fixed point condition is very inconvenient for numerical 
purposes. A better and equivalent way is to impose the following integral condition on 
S =id+~= (id+ ~1, id+ ~2) 
r27r j 
O 
~ 1 ( cp) dcp = 0 . (3.5) 
The following Lemma and the remarks just made show that we can restrict our inves-
tigation to maps u E C(r), ulac>- = 1 o s, withs= id+~ satisfying (3.5). 
Lemma 3.3.2. For any positively oriented monotone VE c 0 (aDu8D,S1uS1), there 
exists g : acA -+ ac>-. , where g is the restriction of a rotation G, such that S = VO g = 
id+~ satisfies (3. 5). 
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Proof. Let g = (g1 , g2) , with g1 = g2. We consider vi, g1, and s1 = v1 o g1 as (weakly) 
1nonotone functions from IR. to IR.. The integral condition (3.5) is equivalent to 
Since G is a rotation, say by an angle 7/Jo, then g1 read as a map from IR. to IR. is given 
by g1(¢) = ¢ + 7/Jo. Therefore s1(¢) = v1 o g1(¢) = v1(¢ + 7/Jo). It is clear that 7/Jo may 
be selected so that f021r v1 ( ¢ + 7/Jo) de/> = 21r2 . D 
It is important to point out that this integral condition, or "one-point condition", 
does not play the same role as the three-point-condition in the case of the Plateau 
problem for disk like minimal surfaces. In the classical Plateau problem it is needed 
to prove compactness results, whereas in this case it could be used for computational 
purposes. As a result of such factorisation, we obtain in fact "partial uniqueness" 1n 
the decomposition of s in s =id+~' namely ~1 is uniquely detennined by s1. 
3.4 Trace theory and other useful results 
Since we will often make use of trace theory and related results, we will include here 
a selection of the main theorems that will be applied later. 
In this sect ion, let n be an open and bounded set in IR.n, where the boundary an 
is a ( n - l ) dimensional infinitely differentiable variety, n being locally on one side of 
an. vVe have the following results. 
Theorem 3.4.1 (Trace Theorem in H 5 (n ) for real s > 0). The mapping 
u _, {;:~I j = o, 1, . .. , µ} , 
(where ~~J normal j-order derivative on an, oriented toward the interior of n, 
to fix ideas) of CCX)(D) ---r (CCX)(an))µ+ l extends by continuity t o a continuous linear 
surjective mapping 
µ 
u _, { ;:~ I j = o, 1, ... , µ} of H s(n ) ---r II Hs-j-1/2(an)' 
j=O 
where µ is the greatest integer such that 
1 
µ<s -- . 
2 
Proof. See (24 Chapter 1 T heorem 9.4 page 41]. 
(3.6) 
D 
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This tells us in particular that if u E Hs+l/2 (0) for s > 0, then u has a well defined 
trace f on an and 
(3.7) 
Note that condition (3.6) can not be weakened and (3.7) is not true ifs= 0. However 
if u is harmonic then the trace operator is again defined by continuity and density and 
satisfies 
IIJIIL2(an) < cJJuJls1/2(n) 
(see [24, Chapter 2, Theorem 7.3, page 187]). 
(3.8) 
Conversely if f E H 8 (80) for s = -1/2, 0, 1/2, 1, 3/2 (the cases we need, but with 
similar results for any real s), then there is a unique harmonic function <I?(!) defined 
on O with trace f such that 
(3.9) 
(see [24, Chapter 2, Theorem 5.4, Theorem 6.7, Theorem 7.4; for notation and defini-
tions see also pages 148, 173, 186]). 
Note that by considering kernels it is clear that in the case s = 1/2 one can replace 
the norm in (3.7) by the corresponding seminorms. Similarly for s = 1/2, 1, 3/2 the 
norms in (3.9) can be replaced by seminorms. 
To prove the main error estimates we will need the following Proposition. A similar 
result is given in [14, Proposition 3. 7]. 
Lemma 3.4.2. Suppose u is harmonic in C>,. with trace uJac>- E H 1 ( 8C>J. Then 
II:: IIL2(ac,) < cllul1If1(8Cs) · (3.10) 
Proof. First note that from 6u = 0, uJac>- E H 1 (8C>..), it follows that 6 Vu = 0 
and Vu E H 112 (C>..) by (3.9). Hence Vulac>- is well defined, and (3.8) implies that 
JJVuJac->-IJL2(ac->-) < cJJVuJJs1/2(c->-)· It follows that 
II:: IIL2cac,) < IIVulac, IIL2(ac,) < cllVullH1f2(c,) 
< cJJuJJs3/2(c->-) < cjJulJs1(ac->-) by (3.9). 
D 
3.5 Norms and function spaces 
For f : 8D -* JR the H 112 seminorm can be defined by 
111 2 = i i If(</>) - !(¢)12 d~d:1, Hl/ 2(8D) 1~ ~12 '+' '+' 8D 8D '+' - '+' 
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and the corresponding norm is given by 
Let C denote a cylinder of unit radius whose length is understood from the context. 
For f = (f1, f2) : 8C ~ 8Du8D --t JRuJR , with fi : 8D --t JR, i = 1, 2, we define the 
H 112 seminorm to be 
and the norm 
llflls1/2 (8C) = (lli1ll11/2(8D) + llf2llt1/2(8D))! · 
Als~ let H 312(8C) := {i = (f1 , i2) E H112 (8C) If[ E H112 (8D) for i = 1, 2} , where 
i{ and ff are distributional derivatives. Define the seminorm 
and norm 
Iii lls3/2 (ac) = Iii IIL2(ac) + If ls3/2(ac) · 
As a domain for the energy functional E one first chooses a suitable space X = 
1-l x (0, oo) (see following definitions), which basically consists of pairs (s, ..\) ,where,\ is 
a positive real number ands is a H 112 map s : 8Du8D --t 8S1u8S1 which winds once 
around the boundary of the cylinder. However to obtain a differentiable functional it 
will be necessary to restrict E to the subspace T x (0, oo) of continuous members of X. 
Definition 3.5.1. The Hilbert space H is defined by 
The corresponding affine Hilbert space 1-l is the space of maps s : 8Du8D --t 8S1u8S1 
such that 
s =id+ (J" 
for some CJ" E H. Note that we identify CJ" with its equivalence class [CJ"] 
a+ (21rk1, 21rk2), k1, k2 E Z}. 
D efinition 3.5.2. Th e Banach space T is defined by 
T = H n c0 (ac, JRuJR) 
with norm 
lllllr = llllls1/2(aC) + lllllc0 (ac) 
{a I (J" = 
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(where we take llellco(aC) = (lle1ll~o(BD) + lle2ll~o(aD))112 ). The corresponding affine 
space T is defined by 
Definition 3.5.3. The Hilbert space X is defined by 
X := H X ffi. 
with norm 
ll(e, µ)llx = (llell11/2(8C) + µ2)112 · 
The corresponding affine Hilbert space is given by X = H x (0, oo). 
Definition 3.5.4. The Banach space TR is defined by 
TR:=Txffi. 
with norm 
ll(e,µ)IITR = (11e11} + µ2)112 . 
The corresponding affine space is given by T x (0, oo). 
The space of variations at s E H, s E T, ( s, A) E X, and ( s, A) E T x (0, oo) is 
naturally identified with H, T, X, and TR respectively. 
Notation For f, g : ac --+ ffi.uffi., s : ac --+ ac, f = (!1, !2), g = (g1, g2), and 
s = (s1,s2) we set 
f g := (f1g1, f2g2) , 
f + g := (!1 + g1, !2 + g2) , 
f o s := (J1 o s1, J2 o s 2), 
i.e. all operations are always meant componentwise. Furthermore 
for various norms. Finally for s =id+ u : 8Du8D--+ 8S1u8S1 we write llsll = 1 + llull 
for various norms on u. (Of course, llsll does not define a norm.) 
For future references we note the following properties. 
Lemma 3.5.1. Suppose f, g : ac--+ ffi.uffi., s : ac--+ ac. Then 
II! gllH1/2 < cllfllc1 llgllH1/2, 
If glH1/2 < c(llf llco lglH1/2 + If IH112 llgllco), 
Ilg O sJJH1/2 < cllgllc1 IJslJH1/2 · 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
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Proof. Use norm definitions and results in [29, Lemma II 2.6] and [14, Proposition 3.1, 
Proposition 3.2]. D 
It is standard (see (3.7) and (3.9)) that for fixed A, <I>: H 112 (8C>,, JR.n)--+ H 1 (C>-, ]Rn) 
is a bounded linear map with bounded inverse. Therefore E is well defined and finite 
for (s, ,\) EH x (0, oo). In fact we have 
Proposition 3.5.2. E(-, ,\) : H--+ JR and 
Proof. From trace theory and (3.13) we get 
E( s, >.) = ~ r IV iii(!' 0 s) 12 < cili!i('y O s) 111,cc,\) le>. 
< c(A)II, 0 sllt112 < c(A)ll,lli1 llsllt1;2 · 
Note that the constant depends on the domain, i.e. on A. D 
Remark: In the case of the classical Plateau problem ( disc like minimal surfaces) one 
can show that the energy functional E = E ( s) can also be expressed in terms of the 
Douglas integral (see [25, §310-311]). By means of this representation it is possible to 
show also the "reverse" of the above proposition for the case of the Plateau problem, 
namely that if s is monotone and continuous such that E ( s) < oo then s E H (for 
proper definitions and proof see [13] and [29, II Lemma 2.3]). 
3.6 Differentiability properties of E 
We want to investigate now the differentiability properties of E = E( s, ,\). 
Conventions regarding derivatives. 
Derivatives with respect to the function s 1n the direction ~ are usually denoted, 
(E'(s, >-),~)or dE(s, >-)(~). Derivatives with respect to the parameter A are usually writ-
ten g>.. E(s, >-). Derivatives at (s, >-) in the direction (~, µ) are denoted (E'(s, >-) , (~, µ)). 
First let us fix A and compute formally the first and the second derivative with 
respect to variations of the boundary map s. Using the notation 
U = <Q ( r O S) , V = q:> ( 1 1 O S ~) , W = q:> ('-y' 1 O S ~ 2 ) , (3.14) 
for ~ E H , we get fro1n (3.4) and formal computation . 
(3.15) 
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( E' ( s, >-), ~) = dd I E ( s + t~, >-) = r vu v v , ( 3 .16) 
t t=O lcA 
E" ( s, >.) (~, ~) = dd
2
2 1 _ E( s + t~, >.) = f VuVw + f 1Vvl2 , (3.17) t t-O lcA lcA 
with an analogous expression for E" ( s, >.) ( ~, r;) obtained by bilinearity in the case of 
distinct variations. 
Following the analysis of the differentiability properties of the energy functional for 
the classical Plateau problem (see [13]), let us write E in the form 
E(-,>.) =Vo<I>oQ, 
where 
1. Q(s) =, o sand Q: T--+ H 112 (8C, IRn) (from (3.13)), 
2. <I> is the harmonic extension operator <I>: H 112 (8C>.., IRn) --+ H 1 (C>.., IRn), 
3. V is the Dirichlet energy functional. 
The map <I> is a bounded linear map and in particular analytic. D is quadratic and hence 
analytic. Thus the differentiability properties of E(-, >.) depend on those of Q, which 
is cr-l from [29, Lemma II 2.6], the preceding comments there and some appropriate 
adaptations of those arguments to the present case. Precisely we have 
Proposition 3.6.1. Lets= id+ O'. Then E(-, >.) : T--+ IR is cr-l. Moreover 
for l < j < r - l. 
Proof. The estimate can be proved directly by using trace theory results and [29, 
Lemma II 2.6]. For exa1nple for j = 2 we have 
and 
d2 E ( s, A) ( ~, 7/) = la V if> (,-y' o s ~) V if> (,-y' o s 1/) + V if> (,' o s) V if> ('y" o s ~ 1/) 
• A 
I d2 E ( S, A) ( ~, 'rJ) I < 11 q> ( ,' O S ~) 11 H 1 (CA) 11 q> ( ,' O S 'rJ) 11 H 1 (CA) 
+ ll<I>(, 0 s)IIH1(CA)ll<I>('·/' 0 s ~ r;)IIH1(CA) 
< c(>.)11(,' 0 s ~)IIH1;2II(,' 0 s r;)IIH1/2 
+ c(>.)11(, 0 s)IIH1;21l(," 0 s ~ r;)IIH1 /2 
by trace theory. Now the claim follows by (3.12) and (3.13). D 
These estimates cannot be improved by replacing ll~IIT by ll~IIH1/2, unless the reg-
ularity of s is increased. 
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Proposition 3.6.2. Ifs E C1 then dE(s, A) extends to a bounded linear operator on 
Hand 
ldE(s, A)(~)I < c(A)ll,lli2llsl\i1\\~IIH1/2 · 
Ifs E C 2 (or ifs E C 1 ands is stationary for E(-, A) as defined in (El) in Defini-
tion 3. 1.1) then d2 E(s, A) extends to a bounded bilinear operator on H x H and 
ld2 E(s, A)(~, 77)1 < c(A)ll,lli2llslli2ll~IIH1;2ll77IIH1 /2 
( or ld2 E( s, A)(~, 77) I < c( A, ll,llc2, llsl\c1, II <P(, o s) IIH2(c>-)) ll~IIH1;2 ll77IIH1;2). 
Proof. The first inequality is obtained by using (3.16), usual trace inequalities, and 
(3.13) (see for example (13, Prop. 3.9]). 
For the second derivative we may assume~= 77. Then from (3.17) we get 
But 
and 
lhl · I lac, :)<!>('Yos))-{osel 
< II aa (<P(, 0 s)) II II," 0 s ~211£2(8C>-) 
V L 2 (8C>-) 
< cll<P(, o s)IIH2(c>-)ll,llc2ll~III4(8C>-) 
< cll<P(, 0 s)IIH2(c>-)ll,llc2ll~llt1/2(aC>-) , 
by trace theory and a Sobolev embedding theorem. If s is stationary for E(-, A), by 
Proposition 3. 7 .2 we have that <P (, o s) E H 2 ( C >..J and therefore the proof is complete. 
On the other hand if s E C 2 , by trace theory we have that 
ll<I>(, o s)\\H2(c>-) < ell, o s\lH3 /2(aC>-) = c(II, o sllL2(aC>-) + I(, o s)'IH1/2(ac>-)) 
and the claim follows by using (3.11) and the regularity of s. D 
Now let us fix the boundary map s and compute the first and second derivative 
of E = E(s, ,\) with respect to A. To do so, it is convenient to define the following 
function 
F: (0, oo)-+ H 1(C1), 
F (,\) = u>- = <I:> (1 o s) o a>,_ , 
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where <I> (, o s) is the harmonic extension of , o s on the domain C>,., s E 7i, and 
CY>. : C1 -+ C>., o->,.(x, 8) = (.\x, 8), is the map that transform the unit cylinder to a 
cylinder of length .\. 
Lemma 3.6.3. F is smooth on (0, oo). Each derivative is the unique weak solution of 
a partial differential equation. In particular F' (A) E HJ ( C1) satisfies 
1 : F' (A)xwx + AF' (A)ewe = 1 j2 u~wx ~ u~we C1 C1 
Proof. Since u>. is a weak solution of 
{ 
-}uxx - AU()() = 0 (3.18) 
u = 1 o s 
we immediately obtain that 
1 l (u>.+h - u>.) (u>.+h - u>.) 1 l >. >. C1 A + h h X Wx + ( A + h) h () W() = C1 A ( A + h) ux Wx - Ue W() 
for all w E HJ ( C1). Hence, for fixed h , u>-+:-u>- is the unique weak solution of 
{ 
- >.!h Vxx - ( A + h )vee = - >.(>.~h) u~x + u~e in C1 
v = 0 on 8C1, 
and II u>-+:-u>- llsJ(Ci) < c(>-.) ju>.ls1(Ci) for all h < l. It follows that there exists a 
function F' (A) E HJ ( C 1) such that by passing to a subsequence of h -+ 0 
u>.+h - u>. 
h ~ F' (>-.) weakly in H1, 
u>.+h - u>. 
-----+ F'(>-.) strongly in L2 , 
h 
and F'(.\) is the weak solution of 
{ 
-}F'(.\)xx - .\F'(.\)ee = --bu~x + u~e in C1 
F'(.\) = 0 on 8C1. 
Moreover IIF'(>--)lls1(ci) < c(>-.)ju>-lsi(ci)· Since the solution of such PDE is unique 
(see [16 , Theorem 8.3]), we have that the above convergences occur for all possible 
choices of subsequences of h -+ 0. 
Besides, by employing the same type of arguments as in Lemma 3.9.2, we can show 
that llu>-+:-u>- - F'(>--)lls1(Ci) -+ 0 for h-+ 0, (i.e. Fis Frechet differentiable at>-.), 
and that F' is continuous on (0, oo). Existence and continuity of higher derivatives are 
shown in a similar way. D 
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Now suppose thats ET is fixed. By performing a change of variables, we can write 
E as an integral over a fixed domain C1, namely 
E(s, A)= ~ 1 ~ (F(A))~ + A(F(A))~. 
C1 
(3.19) 
Hence 
a 11 1 2 2 a>. E(s, >.) = 2 C1 - )..2 (F(>.))x + (F(>.))e 
+ 1 ~ (F(A) )x(F' (A) )x + A(F(A) )e(F' (A))e 
C1 
and the second term cancels out due to F'(>.) E HJ(C1) and F(>.) = u>- satisfying 
(3.18). Therefore we can write 
In a similar way we calculate 
where WE HJ(C>.) solves 
1 11 a ag a , ag VWVg = - -(<I>(, o s))- - -(<I> (, o s))-cA A CA Bx Bx ae ae 
for all g E HJ(C>.)- Note that IIWIIH1(cA) < c(>.)l<I>(, o s)IHI(CA)· 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
(3.22) 
For the mixed variations ( where one variable is kept fixed at each step) we can show 
with the same type of arguments as above that 
( ( ~ ~ )' ( s, A), ~) = :A ( E' ( s, A), ~) 
= ! 1 -!__ ( <I> ( 1' 0 s)) !__ ( <I> ( ,' 0 s ~)) + !___ ( <I> ( 1' 0 s)) !___ ( <I> ( ,' 0 s ~)) . ( 3. 2 3) A CA ax Bx ae ae 
Finally let us compute formally the first and second variation for E. Using again 
the notation 
U = <P ( 1 O S) , V = <P ( 1 1 o S ~) , W = q> ( 1 11 o S ~ 2 ) , 
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and letting W E HJ(C>.J be a solution of (3.22), and (~, µ) E X we get from (3.16) 
and (3.20) 
, 1 µ 11Bul2 1Bul2 (E (s, ;\), (~, µ)) = \lu\lv + 2;\ Be - 8 . 
C>,. C>,. X 
(3.24) 
Furthermore using (3.17), (3.21), and (3.23) we can write 
E" ( s) A) ( ~' µ) 2 = 1 Iv' V 12 + v' u \1 w 
C>.. 2µ1 auav auav + (~)21 laBul2 -µ21 IV'1rl2, (3.25) 
+ ~ C>,.- Bx Bx+ Be Be /\ C>,_ X C>,_ 
with an analogous expression for E"(s, ;\)(~, µ)(r;, CT) obtained by bilinearity in the case 
of distinct variations. 
Proposition 3.6.4. The functional E(s , ;\) : T x (0, oo) -t JR is C 3 . Moreover 
l(E'(s,;\), (~,µ))I< c(;\, ll,llc2, lisllH1;2 )ll(~,µ) IITR 
and 
IE"(s, ;\)(~, µ)(r;, CT)I < c(;\, ll,llc3, llsllH1;2) II(~, µ)IITRll(r;, CT)IITR · 
Proof. Through the previous analysis we were able to describe the variations of E = 
E(s, ;\) when fixing a variable. Roughly speaking we found the "gradient" and "Hes-
sian" for E and used these to formally derive an expression for the first and second 
variation of E. By using Lemrna 3.9.2 it can be checked directly in a routine manner 
that E is three times Frechet differentiable, its derivatives are continuous and (3.24) 
and (3.25) are the correct expressions for the first and second variation respectively. 
Calculations are very tedious, so we will not report them here. 
The last part of the proposition follows immediately by applying trace theory, (3 .13) , 
and (3.12) to the expressions (3 .24) and (3.25) . D 
Proposition 3.6.5. Ifs E C 1 and;\ E (0, oo) then E' ( s, ;\) extends to a bounded linear 
operator on X and 
(E' (s, ;\), (~, µ)) < c(;\) ll,ll~2 llsll~1 II(~,µ) llx · 
If s E C2 ( or if s E C1 and s is stationary for E ( ·, ;\) as defined in (El) in Defini-
tion 3. 1.1) then E" ( s, ;\) extends to a bounded bilinear operator on X x X and 
IE" ( s, A) ( ~, µ) ( T/, CT) I < c( A) 11, 11 ~2 I Is 11 ~2 I I( ~, µ) 11 X 11 ( T/ , CT) 11 X 
( or IE" ( s, .\) ( ~, µ) ( r;, CT) I < c ( ;\, II, II c2, II s II c1 , II <P (, o s) II O ) II ( ~, µ) 11 x 11 ( r;, CT) II x). 
H 2 (C>..) 
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Proof. The first inequality follows by (3.24), trace theory, (3.11), and (3.13). The 
second inequality follows by (3.25), trace theory, (3.11), (3.13), and Proposition 3.6.2. 
D 
Remark: Let us remark that with equation (3.19) the connection between the Model 
Problem from Chapter 2 and the Douglas case becomes clear. The formal expressions 
of the two energy functionals, see (2.1) and (3.19), look very similar. Note however 
that in the case of the Model Problem the space of functions considered consists of 
maps that do not depend in any way on the parameter A. This assumption and the 
fixed boundary conditions simplify a great deal the analysis of the problem. 
3. 7 Definition of minimal surface in terms of E 
Now we are ready to give the formulation of minimal surface which we will use 
throughout this work. 
, 
Definition 3. 7.1. The harmonic function 
u=<I>(,os) 
defined on C>,. is a minimal surface spanning r if and only ifs is monotone and the pair 
( s, >-) E T x (0, oo) is stationary for E, i.e. if and only if the following two statements 
are true: 
(El) s is monotone and stationary for E(-, >-) in the sense that 
( E' ( s, >-), () = 0 V ( E T , (3.26) 
(E2) A is such that (what we could call) ((equipartition of energy" holds, namely 
1 I au 12 dx dB = 1 I au 12 dx dB. CA ax CA ae (3.27) 
Remark: Note that by (3.24) the pair (s, >-) ET x (0, oo) is stationary for E if and 
only if (E'(s, >-) , ((, µ)) = 0 for all ((, µ) ET x JR. 
Proposition 3.7.1. Definition 3.2.1 and 3.1.1 are equivalent. In other words (s, >-) is 
stationary for E if and only if u = <I>(, o s) defined on C>,. is stationary for the Dirichlet 
functional ( or equivalently u is harmonic and conformal) . 
Proof. First note that (E2) and (D3') are equivalent . To see this let CJ;- 1 : C>.. --+ C>..t 
be the diffeomorphisms C>.. 3 (x, 8) f----7 ((1 + t)x, 8) = (x, 8) E C>..t · Then 
D ( u o CJ t) = ! J . Iv ( <I> (, o s) o CJ t) 12 dx de 
2 CAt . 
= 
1 1 1 I ~ <I> (, o s) 12 + ( 1 + t) I ~ <I> (, o s) 12 dx dB. 
2 CA 1 + t ax ae 
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Therefore ftlt=OD(u o (Jt) = 0 if and only if (E2) is true. 
Now we can apply similar arguments to those used by Struwe in the proof of [29, 
II Proposition 2.9]. 
Suppose that u = <I? ( 1 o s) is stationary for the Dirichlet functional. Since u is 
0 
harmonic and conformal in C>. and at least C 1 over C>. by Theorem 3.2.5, then 
by (3.16) 
1 au 1 = - . 1 o s ~ = o v~ E T BC>,. 8v from integration by parts, 
and (El) is verified. 
Conversely suppose that u = <I? ( 1 o s) is a minimal surface in the sense of Defini-
tion 3.7.1. The map u is harmonic by definition , so all we want to show is that u is 
conformal. 
The 1nost difficult task consists in proving that condition (El) implies that u E 
H 2 (C>.J· Once this regularity result is obtained (see Proposition 3.7.2), we proceed as 
follows. 
By trace theory and a Sobolev embedding theorem (see [1 , Theorem 7.57]) we have 
that 
au I au I - '( ) as Hl/2(8 n) LP(B n) 
av BC/ ae BC>,.- r s ae E CA, JR ~ C>., JR ' Vp < oo. 
But 1 is a diffeomorphis1n, hence also g~ E V(BC>.), Vp < oo. 
For~= (~1,~2) E C1(8C>.) such that ~i E C1(8D) and II~~ lloo < 1 for i = 1, 2, the 
map id +~ induces a diffeomorphism of BC>. --t BC>.. Therefore, for ~ E C 1 ( BC>.) and 
E sn1all enough, 
is well defined. Besides, a direct computation shows that sE E T for all E s1nall enough 
and so = s. Hence by differentiating, integrating by parts , using the regularity of u, 
and by (El) we get 
In particular this is true for all compactly supported ~ E C00 (BC>.), therefore 
au du 
av · de = 0 on ac >. . 
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Now let us consider 
where we write z = x + iB, Uz = Ux - iue, U:z = Ux + iue. The harmonicity of u 
0 
implies that zp is a holomorphic function of z in C>,.. Since Im( zp) is harmonic and 
vanishes on fJC>,., Im(zp) must vanish everywhere and therefore zp is real on C>,.. From 
the Cauchy-Riemann equations it follows that zp must be constant, say zp = co E JR. 
Now we can use (E2), i.e. (D3'), to conclude the proof. Given o-;- 1 : C>,. ~ C>..t 
such that C>,. 3 (x, 8) 1--+ ( (1 + t)x, 8) and writing d:~1 lt=O = z; + iw, then the condition 
jt lt=0V( u o o-t) = 0 gives 
0 = Re { zp ( v + i w) :z dx dB = Re { c0 dx dB . JcA lcA (3.28) 
For more details about the derivation of the above integral expression we refer the 
reader to [22]. Equation (3.28) implies that zp = 0 and u is conformal. D 
Proposition 3.7.2. Ifs E T is monotone and stationary for E(-, ,\) (and r E er, 
r > 2) then u = q>(r o s) E H 2 (C>,.). 
Proof. The proof follows from the same arguments used by Struwe in [29 , II §5]. The 
main point is to consider u as a function defined on a planar annulus C >.. ( this is 
possible because every cylinder is conformally equivalent to an annulus in the plane 
and the composition of a harmonic function with any conformal diffeomorphism of its 
domain is also harmonic) and show that , 
\ 
uniformly in h =J 0, where oh u denotes the difference quotient in angular direction. 
Calculations to obtain such a uniform bound are very technical and, since the case of 
the annulus is not t hat different fro1n the case of the disk , we refer to [29] for details. D 
Proposition 3. 7.3. If , E ck.a where k > 2, 0 < a < l and (s, ,\) is stationary for 
E, then 
Proof. It follows directly from the regularity result given in Theore1n 3.2.5 and Propo-
sition 3.7.1. D 
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3.8 Nondegeneracy for the energy functional E 
We will need to consider the second order behaviour of E near a stationary point 
(s, ;\) ET x (0, oo). Fors E C 2 , ;\ E (0, oo) and, E C 2 ( in particular, by regularity 
theory, for ( s, ;\) stationary for E and , E C 3 ) let us consider the bilinear form E" ( s, ;\) 
as given in (3.25). By Proposition 3.6.5 we know that E"(s, ;\) extends to a bounded 
bilinear operator on X x X. Hence, by the Riesz representation Theorem, we are able 
to introduce the bounded self-adjoint map 
V 2 E(s, ;\) : X -t X defined by 
(V2 E(s, ;\)(~, µ), (r;, a-)) x = E"(s, ;\)(~, µ)(r;, a-) 
for all ( r;, a-), ( ~, µ) E X, where ( ·, ·) x is the inner product defined on the Hilbert space 
X. Write 
X = x- EB X 0 EB x+ (3.29) 
for the orthogonal decomposition generated by the eigenfunctions of V 2 E(s , ;\) having 
negative, zero, and positive eigenvalues , respectively. 
For (~, ;\) EX, we will write 
(3.30) 
where(~-,µ-) Ex-, (~0 ,µ0 ) E x 0 , and(~+,µ+) Ex+. 
Sometimes it will be useful to consider .the decomposition of H of the form 
obtained by projec~ing (3.29) onto H. This together with (3.30) will allow us to write 
(3.31) 
where ~- E H-, ~o E H 0 and ~+ E H+. Note that the subspaces H- , H 0 , H + c H 
do not necessarily have a trivial intersection. 
Definition 3.8.1. If (s, ;\) is a stationary point for E) we say that 
( s, ;\) is nondegenerate if x 0 = {O} 
The corresponding minimal surface u = <I> (, o s) is also said to be nondegenerate. 
Note that the eigenfunctions of V2 E(s, ;\) are regular because they are solutions 
of partial differential equations. As a consequence every subspace spanned by a finite 
number of them presents the same regularity. This observation leads to the following 
Proposition. 
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Proposition 3.8.1. Assume , E c3 ,a. Suppose ( s, A) is stationary for E. Then x-
and X 0 are finite dimensional. If(~,µ) Ex- EB x 0 then~ E H 312 (BC>.J and 
(3.32) 
Proof. The key ideas for the proof can be found in [29), see in particular Remarks 
II 4. 7, 4.9 and Proposition II 5.6. 
First let us introduce the space 
X := H x JR:={ (f, µ) Iµ E JR, [ E H 1(C>J, 6-[ = 0, 
[ is proportional to ,' 0 S along ac)..} 
,,,.___ ,,,.___ 1/2 
endowed with norm 11 (~, µ) llx = (ll~III:P(C>-) + µ 2 ) , and let <1? denote the harmonic 
extension operator on C>... Note that due to the regularity of, and s, the linear map 
( ~, µ) f-7 ( <!? ( ,' 0 S ~) , µ) 
-is an isomorphis1n between X and X. 
Now let~ ' rJ EH, [ = <1?('-y' o s ~), rf = <1?(,' o s rJ) EX,µ, u E JR, and u = <1?(, o s). 
Using (3.25) and the fact that 
we can write 
It follows that d2 D(s, A) is a bilinear bounded form on X x X and the components of 
the standard decompositions 
X = x - EB x 0 EB x + X = x - EB x 0 EB x + 
. ' 
are mapped into one another under the isomorphism G. In particular X 0 = { 0} if and 
only if x0 = {O}. 
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To show that dim ( x- EB x 0) is finite it suffices to show that di1n ( x- EB x0 ) < oo. 
First note that using the expression above and inequalities of type ab < Ea 2 + c( E) b2 for 
a, b > 0, it is not difficult to show that 
(3.33) 
.,...._ 
where c does not depend on ( ( , µ). Hence if { ( (m, µm )} is an orthonormal system in 
x- EB x0 , (3.33) implies that 
1 = µ:n + 1 lfml 2 + l'v[ml 2 < (c + l)µ:n + C r ~ + 1 lfml 2 ~ lac~ c~ (3.34) 
for all m . But the embeddings H 1 (C>.J '----+ L 2 (C>.J and H 1 (C>.J '----+ L2 (8C>.J are compact, 
and weak convergence in JR implies strong convergence. Therefore { ((m, µm)} must be 
finite, or inequality (3.34) would be violated for a sequence { ((m, µm)} weakly tending 
to zero in X (such a sequence is given for example by { ((m, µm)}, if dim ( x- EB x0 ) = 
oo) . The first clai1n is proved. 
To obtain regularity of an element in x- EB x 0 , one follows the same arguments 
given in [29, Proposit ion II 5.6] and [14, Proposit ion 2.2]. First difference quotients are 
used to obtain 
and then trace theory is applied to achieve t he estimate (3 .32) . Again we leave out 
all technical details, since the main tools and key ideas are already described in [29, 
Proposition II 5.6] and (11, Le1n1na 4.2]. D 
Higher regularity on ,1 implies higher regularity on~- In particular, ,1 E C 4,a implies 
( E H 512 (8C>.J; see' again [29, Proposit ion II 5.6]. 
If (s, ,\) is a nondegenerate stationary point for E , it follows that the eigenvalues 
of V 2 E(s, ,\) are bounded away from zero and V 2 E (s, ,\) is invertible vvith bounded 
inverse (see [12, Proposition 4.9]) . In particular there exists a K, > 0 such that 
E"(s , ,\)((, µ)((+ - ~- , µ+ - µ-) (3.35) 
= E"(s , ,\) ((+,µ+) 2 -E"(s,,\) (~- ,µ - )2 > K,(11(111-112 + µ2 ) · 
We call K, the nondegeneracy constant for ( s, A). 
3.9 The smooth. sequence 
In this section we are concerned with the problem of giving a constructive way to 
find stationary points for the energy functional E. 
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Let us build the following sequence of points ( sn, An) E· T x (0, CX)), which we will 
refer to as "the smooth sequence" . Choose Ao E ( 0, CX)), then repeat the following two 
steps. 
Step 1. Given An, find a monotone map Sn E T such that Sn is stationary for 
E(- , An). In other words find sn · such that 
(E'(sn, An),~)= 0, V~ ET. (3.36) 
Using (3.16), we see that (3.36) can be written as 
j v'<T>(, O Sn) v'<T>(,' O Sn~) = la : <T>(, o Sn) ,y' o Sn~= 0 
~n a~n V 
(3.37) 
for all ~ E T, or equivalently 
,
1 r 
8
8 (<!>(1 o Sn) O O),n) 8
8 (<!>('y' O Sn~) O 0">.n) dxd8 
/\n lc1 X X 
+ ).": la, :e ( <f> (, 0 Sn) 0 0),n) :/1 ( <f>('y' O Sn~) O O),n) dx d/1 = 0 (3.38) 
for all ~ E T, where O">.n : C1 ~ C>-n is the diffeomorphism of the form a>-n (x, 8) := 
(Anx , 8). For later use, let us denote 
the harmonic extension of 1 osn on C>-n· Note that hn E H 2 (C>-n) by Proposition 3.7.2. 
Step 2. Given Sn, An, and hn, find An+l E (0, oo) such that hn, reparametrised 
to the domain C>-n+l ' satisfies "equipartition of energy" (see Definition 3.7.1 again). 
Precisely this means that , if we denote by kn ,n+l the function kn ,n+l : c>-n+l ~ CAn 
which maps (x, 8) t---t (>-::1 x, 8) = (x, 8), then An+l must be such that 
' 
(3.39) 
Note t hat a change of variables in (3.39) gives 
An r I a hn 12 dx dB = An+ l r I a hn 12 dx dB ' 
An+l Jc»n Bx An Jc»n 88 
(3.40) 
which is easily solved since An and hn are known. 
Let us first point out the following important fact. 
Lemma 3.9.1. Step 2 does n ot in crease the Dirichlet en ergy. More precisely we have 
D(hn O kn,n+ l , An+l ) < D (hn, An), 
with equality ho lding if and only if An = An+l · (Here D (hn, An ) denotes D (hn, C>-n) as 
defined in (3. 1), i .e. the parameter A ref ers to the domain C>. where we calculate the 
Dirichlet energy.) 
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Proof. We can compute An+l directly from (3.40). (We are assuming here that Step 2 
can be realized , i.e. none of the integrals in expression (3.40) vanishes.) Note also that 
the solution is unique. 
To prove the claim, let us recall that the Dirichlet energy D (h, A) for h : C>.. ---t }Rn 
can be written as 
D (h, A)= lh(C>..) I + Ec(h , A) , 
where !h(C>.)I is the area of the image h(C>..) and Ec(h , A) is the conformal energy as 
defined in [19], namely 
111 ah ahl2 Ec(h , A) := 2 CA J(h) ax - ae dx dB. 
Here J ( h) is rotation through 1r / 2 in the oriented tangent plane to the image of h. 
Since· lhn(C>.n)I = lhn O kn,n+1(C>..n+1)I, all we have to prove is that Ec(hn 0 
kn,n+l, An+1) < Ec(hn, An) · The claim follows by a direct computation. Precisely 
we have 
1 l I ah ah 
1
2 E c(hn, An) = 2 c,n l (hn) Oxn - aen dxdB . 
On the other hand 
Keeping in 1nind that the rotation of a vector does not change its norm, we have that 
Ec(hn o kn,n+1 An+1) < Ec(hn, An) 
if and only if 
1 An IJ(hn) ahn 12 + An+l I ahn 12 dx de < 1 I J (hn) ahn 12 + I ahn 12 dx dB CAn An+l ax An ae CAn ax ae 
if and only if 
1 An - An+l I ahn 12 dx de< 1 An - An+l I ahn 12 dx de. (3.41) CAn An+l ax CAn An ae 
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If An > An+l > 0, then (3.41) is true if and only if 
An r I a h.n 12 r I a hn 12 
An+l JcAn ax dx de< JcAn ae dx de 
if and only if 
A~:1 lc,.n I a;Bn 12 dx dB < lc,.n I a;Bn 12 dx dB by (3.40), 
and this is true due to our assumption. The case O < An < An+l is solved in the sa1ne 
way. D 
Remarks: 
1) During the first step, we fix An and we find a boundary map Sn for which condition 
(El) of Definition 3.7.1 holds. This is very much like solving the classical Plateau 
Problem. Bear in mind that, since we find a stationary map for E(-, An), the functional 
E need not decrease. Furthermore the surface that we get, namely <I>(, o sn) (where 
the harmonic extension is taken over C>-n), generally fails to be conformal. Note that, 
if we look back at Lemma 3.2.4 and the comments there, and we consider again the 
proof of Proposition 3.7.1, we come to realize that <I>(, o sn) just fails to be conformal 
and is already quite regular, see Proposition 3.7.2. 
In the second step, we fix the surface just computed, i.e. <I>(, o sn), and parametrize 
it from a different cylinder C>-n+i in such a way that the "equipartition of energy" (see 
(E2) in Definition 3.7.1 and (3.39)) holds. In other words, we are trying to make up for 
the lack of conformality. Note that now we have the proble1n that Sn is not necessarily 
stationary for E(-, An+i), so we need to "keep going" with our construction. 
Our wish is to derive a sequence of points ( sn, An), that will "approximate" condi-
tions (El) and (E2) of Definition 3.7.1 more and more accurately as n increases. 
2) It is clear that if the constructed sequence stops for some n E N, then, what we 
obtain is exactly a stationary point for E, since (El ) and (E2) are satisfied at the same 
time. 
3) Lemma 3.9.1 is interesting because if we are able to decrease the Dirichlet energy 
also during the Step 1 for each n ( say, we find a Dirichlet energy minimizer for the 
fixed domain C>,n), then we end up with a sequence (sn,An) for which 
is true for all n E N, i .e. the sequence is energy decreasing. 
4) We pointed out in 1) that Step 1 is basically equivalent to solving the classical 
Plateau Proble1n. On the other hand Step 2 is performed with a very easy compu-
tation (see (3 .40)). It becomes clear then that, since the problem of implementing a 
program that solves the Plateau Problem has already been solved by G. Dziuk and 
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J. Hutchinson (see [13]), the investigation of the convergence of the smooth sequence 
is appealing also from a computational point of view. Namely, if we can show that 
the smooth sequence converges to a stationary point for E, then we should be able to 
implement a program that computes annulus like minimal surfaces by adapting Dziuk 
and Hutchinson's program to our needs, and by adding some subroutines that deal with 
Step 2 and the construction/ convergence of the sequence. 
Motivated by the remarks just made, we now tackle the problem of finding under 
which conditions we can assure the convergence of the sequence to a stationary point 
for the energy functional E. 
Let us first give a few useful lemmas. The first one claims that if we take the har-
monic extension of the same boundary map on two different cylinders whose difference 
in length is small, then the difference in the H 1 norm of the rescaled maps is also small. 
Lemma 3.9.2. For f E H 112 (8C)) O"µ : C1 -+ Cµ a diffeomorphism of the form 
O" µ(x, 8) = (µx, 8) forµ > 0) and An -+ A E (0, oo)) we have 
ll<I>(f) 0 O">,.n - <I>(f) 0 O">..lls1(C1) -t 0 
for n -+ oo. More precisely we have that 
Remark: Note that <I>(f)oO">,.n and <I>(f)oO">,. of Lemma 3.9.2 are two different functions: 
the first <I>(f) is the harmonic extension of f on C>,.n whereas the second <I>(f) is the 
hannonic extension of the same boundary values f on C>,.. In many calculations that 
follow this situation often occurs, therefore it is important to be always aware on which 
domain each harmonic extension is performed. (This is often made clear by a preceeding 
, , 
cylinder transformation O" µ, like in the Lemma above.) 
Proof. Set un ·- <I>(f) o O"_>,.n and u := <I>(f) o O">,.. Then un E H~(C1) is the unique 
solution of 
= 0 in C1 
= f on 8C1 , 
where Lnv = - }n Vxx - Anvee. The 1nap u E H 1 (C1) is the unique solution of 
= 0 in C1 
= f on 8C1 , (3.42) 
where Lv = -±vxx - Avee. By subtraction we get 
{ 
Ln(un - u) = (}n - ±)uxx + (An - A)uee fn in C1 
un - u = 0 on 8C1 . 
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Let us write vn := un - u E HJ ( C1). By definition, vn is such that 
1 : v;wx + Anve'we = 1 G - ,1 )uxwx + (A - An)uewe , ~ n ~ ~ 
for all w E HJ(C1). Choose w = vn. Then for n sufficiently big 
which implies 
-for n ---+ CX). Note that by extending canonically f to a map f E H 1(C1) so that 
- - -flac1 = f and llflls1(c1) < ciiflls1/2(ac1), by using f to reduce (3.42) to a system with 
homogeneous boundary conditions and by applying similar arguments as above, it is 
not difficult to show that llulls1(c1) < cilflls1/2(ac1)· D 
Next we derive a Poincare type inequality. 
Proposition 3. 9.3. Assume that U is an open bounded set of ]Rn with BU E C 1 . Then 
V g E H 1 (U) there holds 
j lgl 2 < cj IVgl 2 +c( r gr 
u u lau 
(3.43) 
with C independent of g. In particular it follows that 
Proof. Suppose that (3.43) is not true. Then there exist gn E H 1 (U) such that 
l=j Jgnl 2 >nj IVgnl 2 +n( r gnr \In EN. 
u u J au ,, (3.44) 
Since (gn)nEN is a bounded sequence in H 1 (U), there exists g E H 1 (U) to which gn 
converge weakly in H 1 (U) and strongly in L2 (U). In particular JJgJJL2(u) = 1. On the 
other hand (3.44) implies that gn ---+ 0 in the L 1 ( BU)-norm and V gn ---+ 0 strongly in 
L2 (U), hence g - 0. From here the contradiction. D 
I{eeping in mind the notation used so far (see definition of An, hn, sn, O).,n given 
in Step 1 and Step 2 at the beginning of Section 3.9), let us start with some basic 
observations. 
Lemma 3.9.4. Suppose that llhnllsi(c>..n) < C for all n E N and An---+ A E (O,CX)). 
Then 
and 
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Proof. From the assumption llhnllH1(c>-n) < C we get with a change of variable 
The first claim follows immediately by the fact that -E + A < An < E + A for all n > n. 
Furthermore we have 
Also note that for each boundary component we have 
I 12 -11 Ir o s(</J) - r o s(¢)l2 d~d~ r o s Hlf2(EJD) - 1,-1-. ,-1-.12 lf' lf' 
EJD EJD '-P - '-P 
= f f I, 0 s(</J) - , 0_ s(¢)l 2 . is(¢) - s(¢)12 d¢d¢ 
JaD JaD Is(¢) - s(¢)12 1¢ - ¢1 2 
> c, is\i1/2(EJD) ' 
where c, > 0 by the regularity of,. The second claim follows. D 
If in addition we know that Sn . ~ s uniformly, then in particular we have that 
!lsnllL2(EJC) < C(llsllco) and llsnllH1/2(aC) < C(A,r, llsllco). Therefore 
Sn~ s weakly in H 112(8C). 
One way to guarantee the uniform convergence of the maps Sn is to ask that, 
together with the assumption E(sn, An) < _C, the maps hn satisfy the condition of 
cohesion, which means that 
there exists a real number a > 0 independent of n, such that each closed 
curve lying ori hn ( C>-n) whose diameter does not exceed a can be continu-
ously shrunk to a point (the shrinking done on hn(C>-n)). 
Furthermore, under these same conditions, it can proved that, by passing to a subse-
quence, the sequence of An converges to a real A E (0, oo). For more details see [25, 
§559-560]. 
Let us define 
to be the harmonic extension of, o s on C>.. and let CJ>. : C 1 ---+ C>.. be the usual cylinder 
transformation (see the definition of CJ>..n on page 52 and replace An with A). 
Lemma 3.9.5. Suppose that Sn =t s uniformly, An ---+ A E (0, oo) and llhnllH1(c>-n) < C 
for all n EN. Then 
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Proof. From llhnoo),nllH1(ci) < C(.\) it follows that there exists a function g E H 1 (C1) 
to which, by passing to a subsequence, hn o a>,.n converges weakly in the H 1 norm. For 
f E HJ( C1) we have that 
l r f) of r f) of 
An lei ox (hn o a>..n) ox + An lei ae (hn o a>..n) ae = 0 
for all n. Letting n -+ oo and using the weak convergence we obtain 
2:. r agaf +.\ r agaf =O 
.\ l 01 ax ax l 01 ae ae ' 
which implies that go a_;:- 1 is harmonic on C>.. and therefore fully determined by its 
value on the boundary. Let us denote g := <I>(g) o a>.., where g =go a>.. 1 Jac>-. 
For f E H2(C>..) harmonic on C>,. we have that 
1 r a a r O 0 
An lei ox (hn o a>..n) ox (f o a>..) + An lei ae (hn o a>..n) ae (f o a>..) 
1 l f) l f) = \ ~(f O a>,.) V1 hn O aAn + An ~e (f O a>,.) 1:12 hn O aAn 
An 8~UX 8~ U 
r ( i a2 a2 ) 
+ l Ci - An ox2 (f o a>..) - An ae2 (f o a>..) hn o a>..n ' 
where v = (v1, v2) is the outward pointing unit vector field defined on 8C1. Again by 
letting n-+ oo, using the weak convergence of hn o a>,.n and uniform convergence of Sn 
we obtain 
2:. f og ~(f o a>..) + .\ { og ~(f o a>..) 
.\ l 01 ax ax l 01 ae ae 
1 l f) l f) =, ~(foa>..)v11 os(.\x,e) +.\ ~e(foa>..)v2 1 os(.\x,e) 
A 8C1 ux 8C1 u ' 
1 r a O r O 0 
= .\}c1 8x(hoa>..)8x(foa>..) +.\ lei ae(hoa>..)ae(foa>..), 
where the last equality is obtained by integrating by parts again and using the har-
monicity of f. By a change of variables we have that 
for all f E H2( C>..) harmonic on C>,.. Since we are able to solve the Neumann problem 
{ 
6f = 0 in C>.. 
it = h on 8C>.. 
for all h E C(X)(8C>..), it folfows g =, o s. 
Finally it is not difficult to prove that the whole sequence hn o a>,.n converges weakly 
to ho a>,. in the H 1 norm. D 
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Now we can use the tools developed so far to prove the following statement. 
Lemma 3.9.6. Suppose that Sn~ s uniformly, An-+ A E (0, oo) and llhnllHi (c>-n) < C 
for all n EN. Then 
Sn -+ s strongly in H 112 (BC). 
Proof. First note that for each boundary component we can write 
1(sn) - 1(s) = 11(sn)(sn - s) - lsn [ n f 11 (ii) diidu = 
= r1 ( Sn) ( Sn - S) + In , 
and as showed in [29 , II 2.11] 
Recall that any weakly convergent sequence is bounded, hence this inequality is mean-
ingful. Since by its definition In converges also to zero in the C0-topology, then in 
particular 
Now consider 
(note that the harmonic extension is taken on CAn !) 
= { : (iI>(,osn)) (,(sn)-1(s)) - { ViI> (,os) ViI> (,osn - 1os) j BC>-n v j C>-n 
But 
The first term is zero because of the stationarity of sn (recall Step 1 in the definition 
of the s1nooth sequence). Hence 
for n -+ oo. With the usual change of variable we can write 
1 1 a a 
- ] 2 = , -8 (@ ( r O S) o CT An) -8 (@ ( r (Sn) - r ( S)) o CT An) /\n Ci X X 
1 a a + An a B ( <P ( r o S) o CT An) a B ( <P ( 1 (Sn) - r ( s)) o CT An ) . C1 
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Let us look at the first term of the above expression. 
Using Lemma 3. 9 .4, Lemma 3. 9. 5 and Lemma 3. 9. 2 we see that each term goes to zero 
when n approaches infinity. Using the same arguments also for the other terms in 12, 
we can claim that 12 ----+ 0 for n ----+ CXJ. Hence we have shown that 
By Proposition 3.9.3 and Sn~ sit follows that ll<I>(, o sn) - <I>(, o s)IIHl(C»n) ----+ 0, 
which implies 
II , 0 Sn - r O siiH1/2(aC) ----+ 0 . 
- - -If we write' 0 s - r O Sn = ,' ( s) ( s - Sn)+ In, then In behaves like In , i.e. II In IIHl/2 ----+ 0 
for n ----+ CXJ and 
11,'(s)(s - sn)IIH1f2(aC)----+ 0 · 
For each boundary component we have 
l,'(s)(s - sn)l11/2(aD) 
= r r [1''(s)(s - sn)(c/>) - ,''(s)(s - sn)(¢)12 dcf>d¢ 
JaDJaD 1¢-¢12 ,. 
= f f I b'(s)(c/>) - ,''(s)(¢)] (s - sn)(cf>) - ,''(s)(¢) [(s - Sn)(¢) - (s - sn)(c/>)] \2 
JaD JaD 1¢ - ¢1 2 
= { { b'(s)(c/>) - ,''(s)(¢J]2((s - sn)(c/>)) 2 dcf>d¢ 
JaD Jan 1¢ - ¢1 2 
+ { { (1''(s)(¢)) 2 [(s- Sn)(¢,) - (s - Sn)(c/>)] 2 dcf>d¢ 
Jan JaD 1¢ - ¢1 2 
{ { [r'(s)(cp) - r'(s)(cf>)] (s - Sn)(cp) 
-
2 
JaD Jan 1¢-¢12 
· ,' ( S) ( ¢) [ ( S - Sn) ( ¢) - ( S - Sn) ( ¢)] dcp def> 
= B1 + B2 + B3. 
Now, since sn ~ s, 
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Furthermore 
IB3I < 2llsn - sllco 11,llci · 
. ( ( [ 1 1 ( S) ( q>) - r' ( S) ( ¢) J [ ( S - Sn) ( ¢) - ( S - Sn) ( q>) J dcp d¢ 
JaDJaD 1¢-¢12 
< 2llsn - sllco 11,llci l,'(s)IHi/2 ls - snlHi/2. 
Since the weak convergence of Sn implies that Is - snlHi/2 < C, also B3 goes to zero. 
Finally, due to the regularity of,, 
and the claim follows . D 
We are finally able to prove the following proposition. 
Proposition 3. 9. 7. Following the notation used so fa_r) suppose that the maps hn 
satisfy the condition of cohesion and llhnl!Hi(c>-n) < C for all n EN. Then there exists 
a monotone s E T and A E (0, oo)) such that (by passing to a subsequence) 
Sn ~ s strongly in H 1/ 2 , Sn =+ s uniformly) An ~ A, 
and 
( s, A) is stationary for E . 
Proof. The condition of cohesion together with the assumption that E( sn, An) < C 
i1nply the uniform convergence of the maps Sn and the existence of a real A E (0, oo) 
such that, by passing to a subsequence, An~ A. Hence the first statement follows from 
Lemrna 3.9.6. 
It remains to check the second statement. Let us work on the stationarity for Sn as 
expressed in (3.38). Consider the first term 
1 aa (<I>(, o Sn) o O"An) 88 (<I>(,' O Sn~) o O"An) Ci X X 
= 1 88 (<I>(, o Sn) o O"An) 88 (<I>(,' o Sn~) o O"An - <!>(1 1 o Sn~) o O"A) Ci X X 
+ 1 88 (<I>(, o Sn) o O"An) 88 (<I>(,' o Sn~) o O"A - <I>(,' o s ~) o O"A) Ci X X 
+ 1 88 ( <!> ( 1 o s n) o CT An - <D ( 1 o s) o CT A) 88 ( <I> ( 1 1 o s ~) o CT A) Ci X X 
+ j 88 ( <I> (, o s) o (j A) 88 ( <I> ( ,' o s ~) o (j A) Ci X X 
= I 1 + I 2 + 13 + j 88 ( <I> (, o s) o (j A) 88 ( <I> ( ,' o s ~) o (j A) . Ci X X 
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11 goes to zero by Lemma 3.9.2 and the boundedness of t he m aps hn. Lemma 3.9.5 
implies t hat 13 goes t o zero. Finally 
1121 < C(,\) ll<I>(, ' o S n ~) o a>,_ - <I>(, ' o s ~) o a>-IIHl(Ci) 
< C(,\) II,' O Sn~ - 1 1 OS ~IIHl /2 
< C(,\) II , ' o Sn - , ' 0 sllT ll~IIT , 
which also goes to zero by Lemrria 3.9.6. Applying the same arguments to the second 
term in (3.38) and letting An -"7 ,\ we obtain 
i. e. s is stationary for E(- , ,\) . Now let us consider equation (3.39). The left handside 
can be writ t en as 
We have t hat 
11 -"7 0 by Lemma 3.9.2 and ll hn o a>-J IH1(c1) < C( ,\), 
12 < C(,\) II, o Sn - 1 o sllH1/2(aC) -"7 0 by Lemma 3. 9.6, 
13 -"7 f 0 1 l<I>(, o s) o a>-) 12 by Lemma 3.9.5 . 
Therefore for n -"7 oo 
r I a 12 - r I ah 12 -lcA ax(hnokn,n+l) dxd8-"7 JcA ax dxde. 
n+l 
Applying the same argu1nents to the right handside of (3.39) we get 
This concludes the proof. D 
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Remark: Proposition 3.9.7 gives an alternative proof for the existence of an annulus 
like minimal surface. Note that the proof does not necessarily prove the existence of 
an area minimizer as opposed to Theorem 3.1.1 (for a proof see [22]). 
Proposition 3.9.7 is not needed in order to establish the main error estimates dis-
cussed in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. However it motivates the construction of the so 
called "discrete sequence" (see Section 4.4) on which are based the numerical algorithms 
given in Chapter 7. 
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Chapter 4 
The Discrete Problem 
4.1 Discrete function spaces 
It is a well kno-\vn fact that every cylinder C>.. is locally isometric to a rectangle.on 
the plane with sides of length 2n and >. , where the two sides of length ,\ are identified. 
In the attempt to discretize the problem, the identification of C>.. with a flat figure in 
the real plane turns out to be very useful. Thus we will use the latter as domain of 
parametrisation. Note t hat the two sides of length ,\ do not count as boundary, and 
that functions are ident ified with periodic functions. 
Let CJ>.. h be a quasi-uniform triangulation of C>.. controlled by h, i.e. each triangle 
G E Q >..h has diameter at most h and at least a-h for some a- > 0 independent of h, 
and has angles bounded away from zero independently of h. We can consider Q >..h as 
a one parameter family of triangulations corresponding to the one parameter family of 
domains C>.. . 
Define 
L >..h = LJ{Ej I Ej a boundary interval} , 
B >..h = { ¢1, . .. , ¢ 1w} is the set of boundary nodes , 
JV>..h = { v1, ... , v N} is the set of all nodes , 
where Vj = </>j for j = 1, ... , .NJ. 
Suppose f E C 0(8C>.., ~n), f = (f1, f2) , f i : 8D ~ ~n for i = 1, 2. Then the 
continuous and piecewise linear interpolant ]hf is defined on BC>.. by Ihf = (Ihf1, Ihf2) 
where 
Ihfi (ei((l - t)¢j+t¢j+i)) = (1 - t)fi(ei</Yj) + tfi(ei<Pj+i) 
for i = 1 2 and </>j, </>j+l are consecutive nodes on 8D. Note that the image of Jh(,o s) 
is a polygonal approximation to r. 
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As in the smooth case, instead of working directly with maps f : acA -+ r , we work 
with the corresponding maps s : 8Du8D-+ S 1uS1, where f = ry o s. 
Before introducing some discrete function spaces, let us make the following impor-
tant consideration. 
If we take a quasi uniform triangulation Yh on the unit cylinder C1 and then rescale it 
for various values of A, the triangles degenerate very easily ( and hence quasi-uniformity 
is lost). So in general, for the same parameter h and different lengths A and u , Q Ah and 
Yah will not be obtained from each other by a rescaling process, but will be generated 
independently. However, if I A - u I is sufficiently small, one grid can be rescaled to 
generate the other and the significant properties of the triangulation are not destroyed. 
In this case, the main advantage is that the triangulations of the boundaries acA and 
aca coincide. 
Definition 4.1.1. Suppose that a fix ed set of boundary nodes on BC has been given 
(with the size of the boundary intervals controlled by h). Then we can define the f ol-
lowing spaces of continuous and piecewise linear fun ctions. 
0 . . 
Hh = {~h EC (BC, JRuJR) i"~h E P1(Ej ) Vj}, 
7-{h = { Sh E c 0 ( anuaD , s1us1) I Sh =id+ Uh for some Uh E Hh} . 
Here we intentionally omit the length of the cylinder because of the case in which 
we are looking at a family of cylinders that have equal triangulation of the boundaries 
(this is the case for example if the triangulations of the cylinders can be obtained from 
one another by rescaling as discussed above) . 
Note that H h C T C H and H h is a M -di1nensional vector space. Moreover , 
7-{h C T C 7-{ , 7-{h is an affine space of dimension M, and the sp?'ce of variations at any 
sh E 7-lh is naturally identified with Hh. 
Sometimes it is important to stress the choice of domain. We also need some 
notation for discrete maps which map into ]Rn. 
D efinition 4.1.2. 
Xf h = { 'Uh E C 0 ( C >., ]Rn) I 'Uh E P1 ( G) for G E Q Ah} , 
x~h = {fh E c 0 (8C>.,1RnuJRn) I fh E P1 (Ej)} . 
Taking n = l we similarly define XAh and X>.h· 
For fh E X>.h the discrete harmonic extension if2hfh E X>.h is defined by 
6hif2hfh = 0 in CA, · 
if) hf h = f h on acA ' 
(4. 1) 
(4. 2) 
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where 6h is the discrete Laplacian. Thus ( 4.1) is interpreted in the weak sense, namely 
for all 'l/Jh in X>.h such that Wh = 0 on 8C>.h· If fh E x~h the discrete harmonic extension 
<I> hf h is defined componentwise. 
Next, let us note some standard properties of the interpolant operator. 
Proposition 4.1.1. The interpolant operator Ih : T -+ Hh satisfies the f ollowing 
estimates 
for s = 0, !, 1 and k = l , ~' 2. Moreover 
II( - Ih(ll co,1 < ch ll (IJ c2, 
II( - Ih(l lco < ch2 ll(ll c2, 
IIIh(llco,1 < cll ( llco,1 , 
II( - Ih(ll co < chll(llc1 · 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
Ifs E T ands = id+ a ) then I hs = id + I ha) s - Ihs = a - I ha) and hence Ih s satisfies 
estimates similar to those for I h(. 
Proof. The la.st four inequalities follow easily from the mean value theorem. For the 
other estimates see [12, Proposit ion 5.2], [11, Proposition 3.2] and [2, §5.4]. D 
We will make frequent use of the following inverse-type estimates. 
Proposition 4.1.2. If (h E H h then for h small 
ll(hllH1(8C) < ch-l / 2 ll(hllH1/2(8C), 
ll(hllc0 (aC) < cJ ln hl 112 ll(hllH1 /2(ac) · 
(4 .6) 
(4.7) 
P roof. The first follows by standard rescaling arguments and the fact that the functions 
considered are piecewise linear. The second is shown in [12, Proposition 5. 3]. D 
4.2 The discrete energy functional Eh 
Definition 4.2.1. Given ( sh, Ah) E 1-{h x (0, CXJ)) the discrete energy functional is 
defined by 
(4.8) 
That is , Eh (sh,>.h) = D (uh), where uh is the discrete harmonic extension of Ih (,o 
sh). We first apply I h to , o sh since the latter is not piecewise linear. 
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Note that, for a fixed parametrisation, and a fixed Ah, Eh(sh, Ah) is completely 
determined by the nodal values sh(c/>j), Finally note that Eh is not the restriction of E 
to Hh x (0, oo). 
For later use set 
(4.10) 
for all gh E Xfhh with gh = 0 on BC>,.h. Similarly to the smooth case we compute 
( 4.11) 
and 
(4.12) 
with an analogous expression for E~(sh , Ah)(~h , µh)(TJh, ah) obtained by bilinearity in 
the case of distinct variations. 
We are now ready to give the formulation of the discrete problem. 
Definition 4.2.2. The discrete harmonic function 
defined on C>,.h is a discrete minimal surface spanning r if and only if the pair ( sh, Ah) E 
H h x (0, oo) is stationary for Eh , i .e. if and only if the following two statements are 
true: 
(Ehl) sh is stationary for Eh(, , Ah) in the sense that 
(Eh2) Ah is such that ((equipartition of energy" holds, namely 
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Remark: Note that we do not require monotonicity of sh, as in the case for s in 
Definition 3.7.1. Also observe that (sh, Ah) E Hh x (0, CXJ) is a discrete stationary point 
for Eh if and only if (E~(sh,>.h), ((h,µh)) = 0 for all ((h,µh) E Hh x JR. 
For ((h, µ) EX, with (h E Hh, and (s, >.) stationary for E, we define the interpolant 
of the decomposition (3.31) 
(-) I -(h = h(h' c(O) - I cO S,h - hS,h' 
Note that Ci:, (~ and (t do not normally belong to H h; in particular the first two are 
smooth functions. However if x 0 = x- = {O} , then (h = (t = (~+). 
Proposition 4.2.1. Given ((h, µ) EX) with (h E Hh then 
ll(h -(~-)IIH1/2 < chvll((h,µ)llx, 
II(~ - (~o) IIH1/2 < chvll ((h, µ) llx, 
ll(t - (~+) IIH1/2 < chvll ((h, µ) llx, 
Proof. See [14, Proposition 2.5]. 
4.3 Preliminary estimates 
ll(h - ~~-)IIH1 < ch112vll(~h, µ)llx, 
II(~ - (~0)IIH1 < ch112vll((h, µ)llx , 
ll(t- (~+)IIH1 < ch112vll((h,µ)llx-
( 4.13) 
(4.14) 
( 4.15) 
( 4.16) 
D 
We will need following estimates. The first four Propositions are adaptations to the 
present case of similar results given in [14] and [10]. 
Proposition 4.3.1. Suppos e f , g : BC~ JR u JR. Then 
llfgllH1/2 < cllfllco,1\ lg\\H1/2, 
\fglH1 < c(llfllcolg\H1 + lf!H11ig\l co), 
II f gllH1 < ell f II co,1 llg\lH1 , 
Iii gllH3/2 < clifllc2 llgllH3/2. 
Proof. See [14, Proposition 3 .1]. 
( 4.17) 
( 4.18) 
( 4.19) 
( 4.20) 
D 
The next proposition will be applied in the case g is ( a space component of) ,, 1 1 , 
1 11 , and s is either smooth or piecevvise linear and continuous. 
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Proposition 4.3.2. Supposes= id+ (j·: an u an-+ S1 u S1 J g : S1 u S1 -+ JR u JR. 
Then 
JJg O slJco < JJgJJco < JlglJco JlsJJ co, 
Ilg o sJJco,1 < cJJgJlc1 JJsJlco,1, 
Jig O s1ic1 < cllgJlc1 Jlsllc1, 
Ilg O slJc2 < cllgJlc2 llsJJi2 , 
Ilg O sJIL2 < cllgllc0 < clJglJco JlsllL2, 
Ilg O sllH1/2 < c1igllc11isJIH1/2, 
Jig O si1H1 < cJlgllc11isllH1 · 
Proof. See [14, Proposition 3.2]. 
(4.21) 
( 4.22) 
( 4.23) 
(4.24) 
( 4.25) 
( 4.26) 
( 4.27) 
D 
The following proposition will typically be applied in case g is ,, 1 1 or 1 11 and in 
particular is C 2; and either s1 = s and s2 = Ihs, or s1 = Ihs and s2 = Ihs + T/h for an 
arbitrary T/h E Jih. 
Proposition 4.3.3. Suppose Si = id+ (ji an U an -+ S1 U S1 for i = 1, 2 and 
g : S 1 u S 1 -+ JR u JR. Then 
JJg o s1 - go s2IIL2 < cJlgllc1 lls1 - s2JIL2 , (4. 28) 
lg O s1 - g O s2IH1/2 < cJJgllc2 (ils1Jl co,1 + IJs1 - s2Jlco) JJs1 - s2JIH1/2, (4. 29) 
lg o s1 - go s2IH1 < cllglJc2Jls1llco,1I Js1 - s2JI H1, (4 .30) 
I g o s 1 - g o s 2 I co, 1 < c II g II c2 II s 1 II co, 1 11 s 1 - s 2 II co, 1 . ( 4. 31) 
Proof. See [14, Proposition 3.3]. D 
Proposition 4.3.4. If f E JI 5 (aC>., JRn) wheres= 1, 3/ 27 then 
l<P(f) - <Phih(f)IHl (C>-) < chs-l/2JflHs(aCA)' (4.32) 
J<Phih (f)IHl (C>-) < clf1Hl/2(8CA) + chs-l/ 2 lflHs(aC>-)' (4.33) 
IJ<P(f) - <Phih (f)IIL2 (C>-) < chs+l/2lflHs(aCA) + ell!- JhfllL2(8CA)' (4.34) 
ll <P hi h(f)IIL2(C>-) < cJlfllL2(8CA) + ch5 lflHs (aC>-)' (4.35) 
where the constants c depend on C>,. 7 i .e. on A. 
Proof. See [10, Theorem 1]. The techniques used are standard: for the first two claims 
one exploits the weak formulation of Laplace 's equation, some interpolation results and 
trace theory. For the third statement an Aubin-Nitsche type argument is used. D 
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Remark: Note that we can get the same result as Lemma 3.9.2 in the discrete setting, 
by substituting <I? with <I?h and f with fh E Hh. However in this case we must assume 
that An is very close to J\, so that the grids on C>..n can be obtained by rescaling the 
one on C>... In particular the triangulations of BC>.. and ac>..n are the same. 
The next Lemma will be mainly used in the proof of Proposition 5.2.1. 
Lemma 4.3.5. Suppose )\ E (0, oo) is fixed and a E IR is sufficiently small so that 
)\+a > 0 and the triangulations of C>.. and C>..+a can be obtained from one another by 
rescaling. Furthermore let g, f, g1, !1 E Hh. Then 
1 l, :x (ih(g i) :x (ihu)) - la"+" :x ( iJ>h(g1)) :x ( wh c1ii) I 
< c(J\) ia! !<I?h(g)IH1(c>-) l<I?h(f)IH1(c>-) 
+ c(J\) l<I?h (f)JH1(c>-) J<I?h(g - g1)IH1(c>-) 
+ c(J\) l<I?h (f - f1)IH1(c>-) (l<I?h(g - g1)IH1 (c>-) + l<I?h(g)IH1(c>-)) · 
Moreover the same kind of estimate is true when we replace the derivative with respect 
to x with the derivative with respect to 8. 
Proof. With the usual change of variable we obtain 
where 
and 
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Now we have that 
IAI = I,\: (T la,, :x ( if>h(g)) :x ( if>h(f)) I 
< c(,\) IO"l l<I>h(g)IH1(cA) l<I>h(f)IH1(cA) · 
Furthermore 
IBI < I,\! o- L, (:x ( if>h(g) o o-») - :x ( if>h(g) o o-»+cr)) :x ( if>h(f) o o-») I 
+ I,\! (TL, (! ( if>h(f) 0 o-») - :X ( if>h(f) O O")-+cr)) :X ( if>h(g) O O")-+cr) I 
< c(A) 10"1 {II aa (<I>h(f) 0 0">.) II l<I>h(g) 0 O">.IHl(C1) 
X L2 (C1) 
+ II! ( if>h(g) 0 O")-+cr) t 2 (C,) iif>h(f) o o-»IH'(C,)} by Lemma 3.9.2 
< c(A) IO"l l<I>h(f)IH1(cA) l<I>h(g)IH1(cA) · 
Finally 
< l<I>h(f)IH1 (CA+u) l<I>h(g - g1)1H1 (CA+u) 
+ l<I>h(f- f1)1H1 (CA+u) (l<I>h(g - 9i)IH1 (CA+u) + l<I>h(g)IH1 (CA+u)) 
< c(A) l<I>h(f)IH1(cA) l<I>h(g - g1)IH1(cA) 
+ c(A) l<I>h(f - f1)IH1(cA) (l<I>h(g - 91)IH1(cA) + 11:>h(g)IHi(c>-)) 
by Lemma 3.9.2. The claim follows. 
4.4 The discrete sequence 
D 
For the energy functional E we have shown that under suitable conditions it is 
possible to construct sequences converging to stationary points ( see Proposition 3 .9. 7). 
A similar thing can be done in the discrete setting. More precisely, let us define the 
so called " discrete_ sequence" in the following way. First choose Ao E (0, oo) and then 
repeat the following two steps. 
Step 1. Given An, find Shn E 7-{h such that Shn is stationary for Eh(-, An)- In 
other words find Shn such that 
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Note that for each An a different triangulation ( controlled by h) has to be determined. 
For later use let us denote 
hn := iphfh(r o Shn) 
the discrete harmonic extension of Ih ( 1 o shn) on C>..n. 
Step 2. Given Shn and hn, find An+l such that 
1 I :x (hn O kn,n+1l 12 dX d§ = 1 I :e (hn O kn,n+1) 12 dX d§' CAn+l CAn+l ( 4.36) 
where again we denote by kn,n+l the function kn,n+l : C>..n+i -----+ C>,.n which maps 
- >.. -(x, e) f--t ( ~x, e). /\n+l 
Proposition 4.4.1. Using the notation above7 suppose that (by passing to a subse-
quence) An -----+ Ah E (0, oo) for n -----+ oo and llshnllco < C for all n sufficiently large. 
Then a subsequence of { ( Shn, An) }nEN converges to a discrete stationary point for Eh. 
Proof. Suppose that An -----+ Ah E (0, oo). For n sufficiently large, An will be sufficiently 
close to Ah that we can fix a quasi-uniform triangulation Q>..hh of C>,.h controlled by h 
and get all other triangulations Q>..nh of C>,.n by rescaling Q>..hh· In this situation the 
triangulation of ac)...h and acAn will be the same. Since Hh is a finite dimensional 
space and II Shn Ilea < C for all n sufficiently large, there exists sh E 'H such that , by 
passing to a subsequence, shn -----+ sh in the C 0-norm (and with respect to every norm 
that can be defined on the space of piecewise linear functions). It remains to check that 
(sh, Ah) is stationary for Eh. This is done as in the analogous Proposition 3.9.7, the only 
differences being that , to evaluate the integ:r;als , only Lemma 3.9.2 and Lemma 4.4.2 are 
used. Note that the fixed cylinder C1 naturally inherits the (rescaled) triangulation of 
C>,.h. Also it is necessary to show that ll<I>hih(,o shn) oa>..JIHi (ci ) and ll<I>hih(,' oshn ~h)o 
a>,.h IIH1 (Ci) are uniformly bounded for all n sufficiently big and a fixed ~h E Hh. This 
follows from the boundedness of 11 ,llci and from the fact that when An is sufficiently 
close to Ah the stiffness matrices relative to the Poisson problem on C>..n are comparable 
to the one relative to the Poisson problem on C>,.h. D 
In the next Lemma we show that a control on the boundary norm ll fh llco for 
fh E Hh induces a control on the C 0-norm of the discrete harmonic extension <I>h ( f h) -
Lemma 4.4.2. Suppose that a triangulation Q>..h on a cylinder C>,. and a sequence of 
maps f n E H h are given7 with f n -----+ f E H h in the C 0 -norm. Then7 by passing to 
a subsequence7 we have that if2 hf n -----+ <I> hf in the c0 -norm ( and hence in any other 
suitable norm). 
Proof. Write 1/Jn = if2h(fn - f). Then 1/Jn is such that 
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and ll1Pnllco(c>-) < C, since llfn - fllco(ac>-) is also uniformly bounded. 
To prove that ll1Pnllco(c>-) < C, let us denote with 
the stiffness matrix relative to <J>.h, where A is the block relative to the internal nodes, 
and B the block relative to the internal/boundary nodes. Then we can write the above 
PDE in the matrix form 
A· ?pint= -B "7Pbdry, 7Pbdry = fn - f, 
where ?p = (1Pint, 7Pbdry) is the vector of the components of ?p with respect to the nodal 
basis. Then ll1Pint11IRP < jJA-1 II IIBll ll1Pbdryl1IRrn, and the claim follows. 
Since Xfh is a finite dimensional space, passing to a subsequence, 7Pn ---r 7P E Xfh , 
with 7P discrete harmonic. But 7Pn ---r O on the boundary, hence 7P = 0. D 
As already pointed out in the discussion of the Model problem from Chapter 2, the 
discrete sequence turns out not to be the best tool to show error estimates. However it 
proves to be interesting for practical purposes. It namely gives an alternative to the use 
of the Newton Method (as used in [13], [14] for the Plateau problem) to find stationary 
points for the discrete energy functional. Basically what Proposition 4.4.1 tells us is 
that, if we implement the discrete sequence and this happens to converge, then what 
we find is a discrete stationary point for Eh. 
Chapter 5 
Main Error Estimates 
In this chapter we want to determine how "far" is the solution to the Douglas 
Problem from the solution to its discretised problem. 
To measure JJs - shilH1/2 and jA -Ahj, where (s, ,\) is a stationary nondegenerate point 
for E and ( sh, Ah) a discrete stationary point for Eh , we ·will use the Inverse Function 
Theorem. Precisely vve will apply Theorem 2. 7 .1 in the case where X = Hh x (0, oo), 
X = Hh x JR with nonn Jl(~h, µ) Jlx = (ll~hlli112(BC) + µ2) 112, Y = (Hh x JR)1 (the dual 
space of Hh x JR), f = E~ , xo = (Ihs, ,\) , and (s, ,\) is a stationary nondegenerate point 
for E with nondegeneracy constant K,. The convergence rate in the H 1 norm will then 
easily follow. 
Let us remark that a reader familiar ·with [14] will find some of the calculations 
similar to those presented in that art icle. This fact should not surprise, because when-
ever the length parameter lambda does not come into play, we are actually looking at 
a situation that is very much similar to t he Plateau Problem. However, in order to 
make this ·work complete and self contained, we will report all fundamental steps and 
techniques. 
5.1 Consistency estimates for the energy 
In this section we compare E and its derivatives at (s, ,\) with Eh and its derivatives 
at (Ihs, ,\) . Apart from t heir intrinsic significance, these estimates will be needed to 
establish the assumptions required by the Inverse Function Theorem. 
Proposition 5.1.1. Lets EH n C 2 ) 1 E C 2 and,\ E (0, oo). Then 
P roof. This proof is very similar to the analogous one given for the Plateau Problem: 
see (14 Proposition 4 .1]. The main difference is that in the case of the Plateau Problem 
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an additional term must be estimated due to the fact that the integral of discrete energy 
functional is defined on Dh instead of the unit disc D. 
Let 
u=<l>('yos), 
where the classical and discrete harmonic extensions are taken over CA. Note that, 
since the domain CA is fixed, it will not be specified when dealing with norms. 
Write 
We will estimate these terms separately. First note that 
IIV(u - uh)IIL2 
< l<I>(ry o s) - <I>hih(ry o s)IH1 + l<I>hih(ry o s) - <I>hih(ry o Ihs)IH1 
< c(,\)hjry o slH3/2 + jry o s - ry o IhslH1 /2 + c(.\)h1/ 2 lry o s - ry o IhslH1 
by ( 4.32) and ( 4.33). Also we have that 
(5.1) 
by ( 4.24), 
by ( 4.29) and Proposition 4.1.1, 
by ( 4.30) and and Proposition 4.1.1. Hence 
(5.2) 
From (3 .10) it follows 
(5.3) 
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Furthermore 
llu - uhllL2(8CA) = llr Os - Ih(r O Ihs) 11£2 (5.4) 
< llr Os - [ 0 Ih sllL2 + llr O Ihs - Ih (r O Ihs)IIL2 
< llrllc1 IJs - IhsllL2 + ch2 lr o Ihsl H2 by a standard interpolation 
Hence 
estimate, where the H 2 serninorm is understood in the piecewise 
sense (see for example (4, II §6]) 
< cllrllc1 llsllc2h2 + ch2 llrllc2 llsll~2 
since on each arc segment: ( 1 o Ihs )11 = 111 o Ihs ( (Ihs )') 2 
< ch2 llrllc2 llsll~2 · 
II2I < ch2 llrll~2 llslli2 · 
The claim follows from the estimates for I1 and I2. D 
Proposition 5.1.2. Let s E 7-{ n C2 J I E C3 and >. E (0, oo) . Then for any ( ~h, µ) E 
Hh X IR 
Proof. For ~h E Hh define 
u =q) (ros), V = q) ( 1 1 0 S ~ h) , 
Uh = q)hJh(r O Ihs ), Vh =q) hi h( r 1 0 Ihs ~h) , 
where the classical and discrete harmonic extensions are taken over C>... Again, since 
the domain is fixed, it will not be specified when dealing with norms. Using (3 .24) and 
(4. 11) we can write 
The first two terms I 1 and 12 are estimated like in the Plateau case ( compare with (14, 
Proposition 4.2]). Precisely we have 
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From (5.2) we know that IIV(u - uh)IIL2 < c(.\)ll,llc2llslli2h. Furthermore 
IIVvhliL2 = i<Phfh( ,' 0 Ihs ~h) IH1 (5.5) 
< I,' o Ihs ~hlH1/2 + c(.\)h1/ 2 1,' o Ihs ~hlH1 by (4.33) 
< c(.\) ll,llc2 llsllc2 ll~hilH1/2, 
where we have used (4.17), (4.22), Proposition 4.1.1 to estimate the first term, and 
(4.19), (4.22), Proposition 4.1.1 and the first inverse estimate of Proposition 4.1.2 to 
estimate the second one. So altogether 
For I2 one has 
From (5.3) we know already that II~~ IIL2 < cli,llc1 iisllc1. Furthermore 
llv - vhllL2(aC>-) = II,' 0 s ~h - Ih(,' 0 Ihs ~h)IIL2 
< II,' o s ~h - ,' o Ihs ~hliL2 + II,' o Ihs ~h - Ih( ,' o Ihs ~h) IIL2 
< II,' 0 s - ,' 0 Ihsllco ll~h!IL2 + ch21,' 0 Ihs ~hlH2 
where the seminorm is understood in the piecewise sense 
< ll,llc2 lls - Ihsilco ll~hilL2 + ch2 (ll,ll c3 lislli1 ll~h IIL2 + ll,llc2 llsllc1 l~h!H1) 
(5.6) 
since on each arc segment: ( 1 1 o Ihs ~h)" = ,"' o Ihs ( (Ihs )') 2 ~h + 2," o Ihs (Ihs )' ~~ 
< cll,llc2llsllc2h2 ll~hllH1/2 + ch2 11,llc3llslli2ll~h!IH1 , 
< ch3/ 2 ll,llc311slli2ll~h liH1/2 by Proposition 4.1.2. 
Hence 
For the last term write 
I = I _0__ r I au 12 - I Buh 12 I Buh 12 - I au 121 · II3 2.\ Jc,\ ae ae + ax ax 
We have that 
L, I :: J2 - I 00: I 2 = ( II :x ( q; (, 0 s)) t -11 :x ( q; hh (, 0 s)) 11 :J 
+ (ll:x(1>hh(,os))ll:2 -11:x(1>hh(,ohs))ll:J A+B 
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The first term is estimated as follows. 
A= (II :x ( <l>(r O s)) IIL2 - II :x (<Phh(r O s)) llu) (II :x ( <l>(r O s)) IIL2 
+ II :x (<Phhb Os)) llu) 
< II :x (<P(r o s)) - :x ( <Phh(r o s)) llu ( 211 :x ( <l> (r o s)) llu 
+ 11 :x ( <l> (r o s)) - :x ( <l> hh (r o s)) tJ 
< l<I>(, 0 s) - <l>hih(r O s)IHl ( 21<1>(, 0 s)IHl 
+ l<I>(, 0 s) - <l>hih(1' 0 s)IH1) 
< c(,~)hl, o slH3/2 (ell , o sllH1/2 + c(A)hl, o slH3/2) 
< C (A) 11' 11 ~2 I Is 11 t2 h ' 
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where we have used ( 4.32) and some trace theory in the second last step. In a similar 
way we get for B 
B < l<I>hih(, 0 s) - <I>1i,Ih(r O Ihs)IHl ( 2l<I>hih(, 0 s)IHl 
+ l<I>hih(r Os) - <l>hih (r O Ihs)IHl) 
< cll,llc2 llsll~2h312 ( cll,llc2 llsllc2 + cll , llc2 llsll~2h312) 
< cil,ll~2 llsllt2h312 · 
Here we have used (4 .33), (4.29), (4.30), a"nd Proposition 4.1.1 for the second last 
inequality. It follows that 
IA+ Bl < c(A) ll , ll~2 llsllt2h · 
' 2 2 
By applying the same sort of arguments to the integral f c>- Ii~ I -1 8'/ft I , we obtain 
I I 31 < c( A) 11, 11 ~2 I Is 11 t2 h µ . 
Hence 
l(E'(s, A), (~h, µ)) - (E~(Ihs , A), (~h, µ))I< JI1I + II2I + II3I 
< c(A)hll,ll~3llsllt2(ll~hll1112 + µ2)112 . 
D 
The next proposition, and the related Proposition 5.2.2, are fundamental for the 
proof of Theorem 5.2.3. The goal is to show that if E" (s, A) is nondegenerate then 
so is E~(Ihs, A) with the same nondegeneracy constant up to O(h112 j ln hj 112 ) (for h 
sufficiently small). 
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Proposition 5.1.3. Lets E C2 nH, ,\ E (0,CXJ) and, E C 3 . Then for any ~h E Hh 
andµ E IR 
where 
with the harmonic extensions taken over C >.., and 
Proof. For ~h E Hh, µ E IR define 
u=<I>(, os), V = 1> ( r 1 O S ~ h) , W = 1) ( ," 0 S ~ ~) , 
uh= <I>hih(r o Ihs), vh =<I>hih( ,' o Ihs ~h), Wh =<I>hih( , 11 o Ihs ~~) , 
where the harmonic extensions are taken over C>,.. From (3.25) and (4.12) we obtain 
E~(Ihs , -\)(~h, µ)(~h, µ) - E"(s, -\)(~h, µ)(~h, µ) 
= ( IV(v-vh)l 2 +2 ( V vV(vh-v) lcA lcA 
+ I Vwh V(uh - u) + r VuV(wh - w) lcA lcA 
+ 2µ ( (Bu_ EJuh)EJvh +(Buh_ EJu)EJvh 
A J CA Bx Bx ox ae ae ae 
+ 2 µ ( ( EJv _ EJv h ) Bu + ( EJv h _ EJv ) Bu 
A J CA Bx Bx Bx ae ae ae 
+ (µ r r I Buh 12 - I Bu 12 + µ2 r 1vw12 - 1vwh12 
,\ JcA Bx Bx JcA 
= r IV(v - vh)l 2 + I1 + I2 + ] 3 + ]4 +Is + I6 + ]7 · lcA . 
An explicit description of wand wh is given in (5.7) and (5.8) respectively. 
The estimates for J1 , I 2 , and J3 are obtained as in the Plateau case (compare with 
I2, ] 3, and J4 in the proof of [14, Proposition 4.3]). 
We have that 
llil = 12 / Vv'\J(vh - v)I = 21 / :v (vh - v) I lcA lacA v 
< ell ~v II llv~ - vllL2(8CA) < cllvllH1(aCA) llvh - vllL2(aCA) by (3.10) 
UV L2(8CA) 
< c(-\)ll,lli3llsllb2Jl~hllt112h by (5 .6), (4. 19) and Proposition 4.1.2. 
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Furthermore 
II2I = 11 Vwh V(uh - u)I < IIV(uh - u)IIL2(c>..)IIVwhllL2(c>..) 
C>.. 
< c(A)ll,lli3llsllb21i~hlli1;2h1lnhl 1/ 2 by (5.2) and (5.13). 
Write 
But 
!hi= IL, 'vu'v(wh - w)I = I lac,:: (wh - w)I 
< II:: t(ac,.) llwh - wllu(ac,) 
< cl1,llc1llsllc1II," o s ~~ - Ih(," o Ihs ~~)IIL2(ac>-) by (5.3) 
< cll,llc1 llsllc1 { II," 0 s ~~ - ," 0 Ihs ~~IIL2(ac>-) 
+ II," o Ihs ~~ - Ih( 1 11 o Ihs ~~) IIL2(aC>..)} . 
II," 0 s ~~ - ," 0 Ihs ~~IIL2(aC>-) < II," 0 s - ," 0 Ihsllco ll~hllco ll~hllL2 
< cll,llc3 llsllc2 ll~hlli1;2h2 l ln hl 1/ 2 
by Propositions 4.1.1 and 4.1.2. And 
II," o Ihs ~~ - Ih ( 1 11 o Ihs ~~) IIL2(ac>..) < chll," o Ihs ~~ IIH1 
< cll,llc3llsllc11l~hlli1;2h112 l ln h! 112 
by Proposition 4.1.1, (4.19) and Proposition 4.1.2. Hence 
For the next ten:n write 
1141 = 
1
2µ l (au_ auh) avh + (auh _ au) avh I 
A cA ax ax ax 88 88 ae 
< c(A)lµllu - uhlHl(C>,.) lvhlHl(C>,.) 
< c(A)lµ! ll,lli2llsllb2ll~hllH1/2h by (5.2) and (5.5). 
Now consider 
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by (5.3) and (5.6). But 
llv-vh IIL2(c.>-) 
< ll<I>(,' 0 s ~h - , ' 0 Ihs ~h)IIL2(c.>-) + ll<I>(,' 0 Ihs ~h) - <I>hih(, ' 0 Ihs ~h)IIL2(c>-) 
< ell<I>(,' o s ~h - 1' o Ihs ~h)IIH1f2(c.>-) + e(,\)h3/ 21,' o Ihs ~hlH1 
Hence 
+ ell,' o Ihs ~h - Ih ( , ' o Ihs ~h) II L2 by ( 4.34) 
< ell,' o s ~h - , ' o Ihs ~hllL2 + ell,' o Ihs ~h - Ih(,' o Ihs ~h)IIL2 
+ e(,\)h3/ 2 II,' o Ihsll co,1 ll~hllH1 by (4.19) 
< eh312 ll,llc3llslli2ll~hllH1/2 + e(>.)hll,llc2llsllc1ll~hllH1/2 see (5.6) 
< e(>.)ll,llc3 llslli2 ll~hllH1/2h · 
Furthermore 
Finally 
lhl = (~)21 la, I 8a: j2 - I!~ 121 
< ( ~) 
2 
Ju - uhlsicc,) (Ju - uhlsicc,) + 2Juls1cc,)) 
< e(>.)µ2 ll,lli2 llsllt2h by (5.2). 
Jhl = µ 2 1 r 1v([r12 - 1v([rh12 I 
Jc>-
< µ 2 IW - whlHl(C.>-) (lw - WhlHl (C.>-) + 21w1Hl (C.>-))' 
where W E HJ ( C>.J satisfies 
r vwvg = ! r ~(<I>(, 0 s)) ag - ~(<I>(, 0 s)) ag 
JcA A JcA ax ax ae ae 
(5.7) 
for all g E HJ ( C>J, and W h (piecewise linear and equal to zero on the boundary) satisfies 
(5 .8) 
for all 9h piecewise linear and equal to zero on ac>... 
Note that by regularity theory (see for example (15, §6.3, Theorem 4]), trace theory, 
and (5.1) we have that ll\l!IIH2(c->-) < e(>.)ll<I>(,os)IIH2(c->-) < e(,\)ll,llc2llsllc2; in partic-
ular w is a continuous map. To get an estimate for lw - whlH1(c>-) it is convenient to 
introduce w,:, a piecewise linear function equal to zero_ on the boundary such that 
(5.9) 
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for all 9h piecewise linear and zero on BC>... In other words \Ji* solves the discrete version 
of (5.7). From (5.7) and (5.9) we get that fc>- V(w - w1JVgh = 0 for all 9h , hence 
1 IV(w - wjJl 2 = 1 V(w - wjJV(w - Ihw) < 1w - WhlHl (C>,) lw -Ihw!Hl (C>,)' C>- C>-
where with Ih w we indicate the linear interpolant of W. By usual interpolation theory 
it follows that 
By subtracting (5.9) from (5.8), by choosing 9h = wh - wh , and using (5.2) we get 
IWh - WhlHl(C>. ) < c(.\)lu- uh!Hl(C>.) < c(.\)ll,llc2Jlsi1&2h. 
Putting all together we obtain 
II1I < c(.\)µ2 ll,ll&2 !!sii62h · 
Hence 
IRl<ihl+lhl+lhl+l~l+lhl+l~l+lhl 
< c(.\)ll,11&31!sli62h112 ! ln h! 112 (µ2 + ll~hllt-112) · 
5. 2 Convergence results 
D 
The next proposition is helpful to establish the third condition required by the 
Inverse Function Theorem in the proof of Theorem 5.2.3. 
Proposition 5.2.1. Let s E H n C1, , E C4 and ,\ E (0, oo) . Then for any 7Jh, 
~h E Hh , µ , a E JR, !al < .\, a small, we have 
IE~ ( J h s, A) ( ~ h, µ) 2 - E~ ( I h s + 7J h, A + a) ( ~ h, µ) 2 1 
< c(.\) !aJ l!,1 1!&31!s!J&1 (µ2 + ll~hllt-112) 
x (1 +!al+ I lnhl 1/ 2 + i!rJhli H1/2(l + J lnhl1/ 2 1!77hliH1/2)) 
+ c(.\) ll,11&411sll&1 ll77hliH1/2 (µ2 + ll~hllt-112) (1 + I lnh! 112 !!77hllH1/2) 3 
X (1 + i!rJhilH1/2 + j 1nhl1/ 2 + I lnhl). 
Proof. Using ( 4.12) and the notation 
uh = <!] hJh(, o I hs), 
vh = <!] hJh ( 1 1 o I hs ~h) , 
wh = <!] hih( 1 11 o I hs ~~) , 
uh = <!]hJh(, o (I hs + 7Jh)), 
v h = <!] h I h ( ,' o ( I h s + 77 h) ~ h) , 
wh = <!] hJh (," o (I hs + 7Jh) ~~) , 
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where the discrete harmonic extensions are taken over C>,. (terms on the left) and C>.+O" 
( terms on the right), we can write 
where wh satisfies equation (4.10) with Ah=).., and 'lrh satisfies (4.10) with uh replaced 
by uh, and Ah replaced by >. + CT. 
To estimate each term we will mainly use Lemma 4.3.5, Proposition 4.3.4, and the 
inverse estimates from Proposition 4.1.2. 
JJ1J = 11 lvvhl 2 -1 lvvhl 21 
CA CA+u 
= IL,. IV<hhb' 0 hs fh)l 2 - fc"+• IV<Phh(,,' o (hs + 1/h)lh) 12 1 
' 
< c(>.) JCTI l<I>hih('"y' o Ihs ~h)IJi-1(cA) 
+ c(>.) l<I>hih(,' o Ihs ~h)IHl(CA) J<r>hih((,' o (Ihs + rJh) - 1 1 o Ihs) ~h) JHl(CA) 
+ c(>.) l<r>hih((,' o (Ih s + rJh) - 1 1 o Ihs) ~h) l~1(cA) 
by Le1nma 4.3.5. Furthermore by ( 4.33) we have that 
J<I>hih(,' o Ihs ~h)IH1(cA) (5 .10) 
< c(>..)I,' o Ihs ~hlH1/2 + c(>..)h1/21,' o Ihs ~hlH1 
< cJI,' o JhslJ co,1 ll~hllH1/2 + c(>..)h1/2 JI,' o Jhsllco,1 ll~hllH1 by (4. 17), (4. 19) 
< c(>.) ll,llc2 llsllc1 ll~hllH1/2, 
where we have used (4.22), Proposition 4.1.1 and Proposition 4. 1.2 for the last inequal-
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ity. Also 
l<I>hih(('l o (Ihs + TJh) - ,' o Ihs ) ~h) IH1(c,\) (5.11) 
< I(,' o (Ihs + TJh) - 1 1 o Ihs ) ~hlH1/2 
+ e(A)h1/ 21(,' o (Ihs + TJh) - 1 1 o Ihs ) ~hlH1 by (4.33) 
< ell,' o (Ihs + TJh) - 1 1 o Ihs llco l~hlH1/2 
+ ej,' o (Ihs + TJh) - 1 1 o Ihs lH112 ll~hllco by (3.12) 
+ e(A)h1/ 2 11,' o (Ihs + TJh) - ,' o Ihsll col~hlH1 
+ e(A)h1/ 2 1,' o (Ihs + TJh) - 1 1 o IhslH1 ll~hllco by (4.18) 
< ell,11 c2 IITJh II co I ~h IH1/2 + ell,11 C3 (III hs II co,1 + II TJh II co) IITJh II H1;2 JI ~h II co 
+ e(A)h1/2 11,llc2IITJh1icol~hiH1 + e(A)h1/ 2 ll,llc311Ihsllco,1IITJhilH1ll~hllco by (4.29), (4.30) 
< e(A) ll,llc3 llsllc1 IITJhllH1;2 ll~hllH1;2 I ln hi 112 (1 + I ln hi 112 IITJhllH1/2) , 
where we have used the inverse estimates for the last inequality. It follows that 
1111 < e(A)ial ll,llb2llsllb1ll~hll1-112 
+ e( A) 11,llb311 s llb1 ll~h 111-112 IITJh IIH1;2 I ln hJ 112 ( 1 + I ln hi 112 IITJh IIH1 /2 ) 3 . 
Again by Lemma 4.3.5 vve have that 
JJ2I = 11 Vuh Vwh -1 Vuh Vwhl 
C,\ C,\+a 
= 11 V <I> h I h (, o J h s) V <I> h I h ( ," o J h s ~ ~) 
c,\ 
-1 'vif>hh ('Y O (hs + 'l)h)) 'vif>hh (,-/' o (hs + 7/h) (~) I 
C,\+a 
< e(A)Jai j<I>hih(, o Ihs )I H1 (c,\) l<I>hih((," o Ihs) ~~) IHl(C,\) 
+ e(A)l <I>hJh((," o Ihs ) ~~) IH1(C,\) l<I>hih(, o (Ihs + TJh) - 1 o Ihs) IH1(C,\) 
+ e (A) ( l (p h J h ( / 0 ( J h S + TJ h) - / 0 J h S) I Hl ( C ,\) + I (p h J h ( / 0 J h S) I Hl ( Q,\) ) 
x j<I>hJh((1/' o (Ihs + TJh) - 1 11 o Ihs) ~~) IH1(c,\). 
Apply (4 .33), (4.26), (4.27), Proposition 4.1.2 and Proposition 4.1.1 to show that 
(5.12) 
and derive 
(5.13) 
< ei(1/' o Ihs ) ~~IH1 /2 + e(A)h1/ 2 1(," o Ihs ) ~~IH1 by (4 .33) 
< ell," o Ihs llco,1ll~~IIH1/2 + e(A)h1/ 2 11," o Jhs llco,1ll~~IIH1 by (4.17), (4. 19) 
< e(A) ll,llc3 lisllc1 J ln hi 112 ll ~hll1-112 
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by ( 4.22), Proposition 4.1.2 and the fact that 
Furthermore 
l<I>hlh(r O (Ihs + T/h) - IO Ihs) IHl(C>J (5.14) 
< I, o (Ihs + T/h) - 1 o IhslH1 /2 + c(,\)h1/ 2 1, o (Ihs + TJh) - 1 o IhslH1 
< c(,\))ll,llc2 llsllc1llr;hllH1/2(l + I lnhl 112 11 77hllH1;2 ), 
where we have used (4.29), (4.30), and Proposition 4.1.2. Finally by employing (4.33), 
(3.12), and ( 4.18) one calculates 
l<I>hlh((, 11 o (Ihs + T/h) - 1 11 o Ihs) ~~) IH1(c>J 
< e ll , " o (Ihs + TJh) - ," o Ihsll co l~~IH1/2 + I, " o (Ihs + TJh) - 1 11 o IhslH1;2 II~~ Il ea 
+ c(,\)h112 (11," o (Ihs + TJh) - 1 11 o Ihsllcol~~IH1 
+ I," o (Ihs + TJh) - ,'' o1hslH1 ll~~llco) 
< c( ,\) ll , ll c4 II s II c1 IITJh IIH112 ll~h 111112 I ln hi ( 1 + I ln hi 112 IITJh IIH1;2) 
by (4.29), (4.30), and Proposition 4.1.2. Hence 
II2I < c(,\)lo-lll , ll i3 llslli1ll~hlli112llnhJ 112 
+ c(,\) ll , ll i4 llslli11iTJhllH1 /2 ll~hll1112 I ln hJ 112 (1 + I ln hl 112 1ir;hllH1/2 ) 
x ( 1 + I ln hi 1/2 + I ln hi l /2 IITJh IIH1 /2 + I ln hi IITJh lli1;2 ) 
< c(,\)lo- lll ,lli3 llsll i1 ll~hlli112 l lnhl 112 
+ c(,\)Jl,lli41islJi1 IITJhllH1 /2 1i~hll1112l lnhJ 112(1 + I lnhl 112 1177hllH1/2) 3 
X ( 1 + I ln h 1 1 / 2 ) . ' , 
For the third term write 
1131 = 
1
2µ r _ auh avh + auh avh + 2µ r auh avh _ auh avh I 
A JcA ax ax ae ae A+ 0- JcA+a ax ax ae ae 
= I ( 2µ _ 2µ ) r _ auh avh + auh avh + 2µ 
A A + 0- J CA ax ax ae ae A + o-
x { r _ auh avh + r auh avh + r auh avh _ r auh avh } I 
} CA ax ax } CA+a ax ax } CA ae ae } CA+a _a8 ae 
< c( >-) µJo-I I <I> hlh (, 0 Ihs) IH1 (CA) I <I> hlh ( , ' 0 Ihs ~h) IH1 (CA) 
+ c(>-)µ { J<P hl h(,' o Ihs ~h)IHi(cA) j<I> hl h(r o Ih s - , o (Ihs + T/h)) IH1(cA) 
+ I q> h J h ( ( ,' 0 J h S - ,' 0 ( J h S + TJ h)) ~ h) I H l (CA) 
X (l<I>hlh(r O Ihs - IO (Ihs + T/h)) IHl(CA) + l<I>h!h(r O Ihs)IHl(CA)I )}. 
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For the last inequality we have used Lemma 4.3.5 and grouped some terms together. 
Using (5.12), (5.10), (5.14), and (5.11) we get 
jl3j < c(,\)µjo-j ll,llb2llsllb11i(hilH1/2 
+ c(,\)µll,llb3 l!silb1 l!(hilH1;2 ll77hllH1/2 (1 + J ln hi 112 ll77hllH1 /2) 
x (1 + J ln hJ 1/2 + J ln hJ 112 il77hllH1/2 + I ln hi ll77hllt112) 
< c( ,\) µJal ll,llb2 II s II b1 ll(h II H1/2 
+ c(,\)µJl,llb3 ilsilb1 ll(hilH1/2 ll77hllH1/2 (1 + J ln hl 112 il77hliH1/2) 3 
X ( 1 + J ln h J 1 / 2) . 
For the fourth term write 
,141 = I (µf r I auh 12 - ( µ r r I auh 121 
,\ le;,.. ax ,\+a le>..+u ax 
= 1((~)2 - c:J2) la, l 8a:ht + c:J2(fc, 1~:hl2 - fc* 1~;n1 
< c(,\)µ2lo-l l<I>hJh(, 0 Jhs)l11 ce;,..) 
+ c(,\)µ 2{1<I>hJh('"Y O Ihs)IHl (e;,..) l<I>hih(r O Ihs - r O (Ihs + 7Jh)) IH1(e;,..) 
+ I <I>hih (, o Ihs - , o (Ihs + 7Jh)) l~i(e;,..)} by Lemma 4.3.5. 
Using (5.12) and (5.14) we get 
ll4J < c(,\)µ 2 !0-I ll,llb1llsllb1 + c(,\)µ 2/l,llb2/lsllb1ll77hllH1/2 
X (1 + I ln hl 112il77hllH1/2) (1 + ll77hllH1/2( l + I ln hl 1121177hllH1/2)) 
< c(,\)µ 2 10-IJl,llb1 llsilb1 + 
+ c(,\)µ21i,llb2llsllb11i77hllH1/2(l + ll77hllH1/2)(l + I lnh l112il77hllH1/2) 2 · 
For the last term change variable in the integrals so that we have C1 as fixed domain 
of integration, and add and subtract the obvious quantities to obtain 
llsl = 1µ2 r IV'hl2 - µ2 r IV1h12I 
l e;,.. l e>..+u 
= µ21 r (! - 1 ) l~(wh O O")Jl2 - o-l~(wh O 0->Jl2 l e1 ,\ ,\ + a ax ae 
+ ,\ : (5 ( 1 :x ( w h O (5 A) 12 -1 :x ( \flh O (5 A+") n 
+(A+ a) (I :e (Wh a aA)l2 - I :e (\flh a aA+"l[2) I 
2 2 2 -< c(,\)µ ·10-1 JWh o O),JH1 (ei ) + c(,\)µ IWh o O")_ - Who D">--+a- lH1 (e1) 
X (! wh O O")._ - '1rh O D">--+a-lH1 (e1 ) + Jwh O O">--IH1 (e1 )) . 
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Since by the definition of Wh and (5.12) 
and 
for all piecewise linear functions g such that g = 0 on 8C1. From the first equation, 
adding and subtracting 
we obtain 
Then by subtracting the second equation we get 
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And in particular we can write 
expression which holds for all piecewise linear g that are zero on the boundary. If we 
choose g = who a), - \]tho CT>-+a-, then by Lemma 3.9.2 (see also the remark following 
Proposition 4.3.4) we get 
lw h o CT>- - \]tho CT>-+a-lHl(C1) 
< c(>-)lalluh d CT>-IH1(c1) + c(>.)\<DhJh(1' o Ihs) - <Dhih(, o (Ih s + 7Jh)) IHl(C>-+a-) 
< c( >-)lal ll,llc1llsllc1 + c( >-)ll,llc2llsllc1llr;hllH1/2(l + I lnhl112 llr;hllH1;2), 
so that we finally obtain 
llsl < c(>.)µ2 lal ll,lli2llsllb1 (1 +lo-I+ llr;hllH1;2(l + I lnhl112 ll77hllH1/2)) 
+ c(>.)µ2 ll,lli2llslli1llr;hllH1/2( l + I lnhl 112 ll77hll H1/2) 
X (1 + ll77hllH1/2(l + I lnhl112 ll77hllH1/2)) 
< c(>.)µ2 lal ll,lli2llslli1 (1 +lo-I+ ll77hllH1;2(l + I lnhl 112 ll77hllH1/2)) 
+ c( >.)µ2 ll,lli2 llslli1 ll77hllH1;2( l + I ln hl 112 ll77hllH1/2) 2 (1 + ll77hllH1;2) · 
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Now we can put all estimates together and write 
IE~ ( I h s, A) ( ~ h, µ) 2 - E~ ( I h s + 'r/h, A + a) ( ~ h, µ) 2 J 
< c(A)JaJ Jl,lli2llslli1 ll~hll1"112 
+ c( A) ll,Jli311 s Jli1 ll~h ll1"112 ll77h lls112 J ln hi 112 (1 + J ln hi 1/ 2 ll'r/h lls1;2 )3 
+ c(A) Jal ll,lli3 JlsJJi1 ll~hll1"112 I ln hi l/2 
+ c( A) ll,lli411 s II i11177h lls112 ll~h 111"112 I ln hi 112 (1 + J ln hi 1/ 2 IJ'r/h II si /2 )3 
X (1 + Jln hJ 1f 2 ) 
+ c(A)µJal ll,lli2 JlsJJi1 ll61lls112 
+ c( A) µJJ,lli311 s lli1 ll~h lls112 ll77h lls112 (1 + J ln hi 112 1177h lls1/2 )3 
X (1 + J ln hJ 1f 2 ) 
+ c(A)µ 2 Jal ll,lli1 llsJJi1 
+ c(A)µ 2 Jl,lli2llslli1ll77hlls112(l + ll77hlls1;2)(l + J lnhJ 112 1177hlls112) 2 
+ c(A)µ 2 Jal ll,lli2 II sJli1 (1 + Jal + 1177h lls1i2 (1 + J ln hi 112 1177h lls1/2)) 
+ c( A) µ2 Jl,lli2 II s II i11177h lls112 (1 + J ln hi 112 1177h lls112 )2 (1 + 1177h lls112 ) , 
so that we finally obtain 
IE~ (Ihs, A)(~h, µ) 2 - E~ (Ihs + 'r/h, A+ a) (~h, µ) 2 1 
< c(A)laJ ll,lli3 JlslJi1 (µ 2 + ll~hll1"1;2 ) 
x (1 + lal + I lnhl 112 + ll77hlls112 (l + I lnhl 112 1177hlls1;2 )) 
+ c(A) ll , ll i4 llsll i 1 ll77hlls112 (µ 2 + ll~hll1"112 ) (1 + I ln hl 112 ll77hlls112 )3 
x (1 + ll77hlls112 + I ln hJ 112 + I ln hi). 
D 
From the next result it follows that E~(Ihs , A) is nondegenerate with nondegeneracy 
constant arbitrarily close to K,, provided h is sufficiently small. This will be used to 
establish the second estimate required by the Inverse Function Theorem in the proof 
of Theorem 5. 2.3. 
Proposition 5.2.2. Let, E C 3,o: and suppose that (s, A) is a nondegenerate stationary 
point for E with nondegeneracy constant K, as in (3 . 35) . Let v be as in (3 . 32) . Then 
E1~( Ihs, A)(~h, µ) ( (~\+), µ+) - (~\-), µ- )) 
> (K, - c( A, v)ll,lli3 IJsll~2 h112 l ln hl 112) (l l~hll 1"112 + µ2) 
for every ~h E H h, µ E IR. 
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Proof. The proof is similar to [14, Proposition 5.3]. 
First let us write 
EK ( I h s' A) ( ~ h' µ) ( ( ~~ +)' µ +) - ( ~ ~ - ) ' µ - ) ) 
= EK ( J h S, A) ( ~ ~ +), µ +) 2 - EK ( J h S, A) ( ~ ~ - ) , µ-) 2 = J 1 + J 2 . 
It follows from Propositions 3.7.3 and 5.1.3 after discarding a positive term that 
I1 > E"(s,A)(~~+),µ+) 2 - c(A)ll,lli3llsllt2h1/ 21lnhl 1/ 2(ll~~+)ll~1;2 + (µ+) 2) 
= E" ( s, >.) ( ~t, µ +) 2 + E" ( s, A) ( ( ~~+), µ +) 2 - ( ~t, µ +) 2) 
- c(>.)ll,lli3llsllt2h112 l lnhl 112 (ll~~+)ll~1;2 + (µ+) 2). 
Since ( s, A) is nondegenerate, there exists K:+ > 0 such that 
Furthermore 
IE"(s, >.) ( (~~+)' µ+)2 - (~t, µ+)2) I 
= IE"(s, A) ( (~~+), µ+) + (~t, µ+), (~~+), µ+) - (~t, µ+)) I 
< c(>.)ll,lli2llslli2II(~~+) +~t,2µ+)llxll(~~+) -~t ,o)llx by Prop. 3.6.5 
< c(>.)h v2 ll,lli2 llslli2 II (~h, µ) II~ by ( 4.16). 
Using (4.16) again, I1 can be estimated from below by 
With similar argu1nents, but now keeping all terms given in Proposition 5.1.3, we get 
where, here, 
From the estimates for I 1, I 2, and (3.35) we obtain 
EK ( I h s' A) ( ~ h' µ) ( ( ~ ~ +) ' µ +) - ( ~ ~ -) ' µ - ) ) 
> ( K: - c(>.)v2 ll,lli3 llsllt2 lh ln hi 112) II ( ~h, µ) II~ - IIV ( v - vh) lli2(c>-) · (5.15) 
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It remains to estimate the last term. For this is important to notice that eh is a smooth 
function and the results given by Proposition 3.8.1 and ( 4.14) can be applied. We have 
IIV(v - vh)IIL2(c>-) 
= j<I>('-y' 0 Se~-)) - <I>hih(r' 0 Ihs e~-)) IHl(C») 
< l<r>(,' 0 s (e~-) - eh)) IH1cc>-) + l<r>(,' 0 s eh) - <I>hih(,' 0 s eh) IH1cc>-) 
+ l<I>hih('-y' 0 S eh - ,' 0 Ihs eh)IHl(C>-) + j<I>hih(,' 0 Ihs (eh - e~- ))) IHl (C>-) 
= I3 + I4 + Is + I5 . 
But by trace theory, ( 4.17) and ( 4.14) 
JI3I < II , ' OS (e~-) -eh)IIHl/2 < c(.\)hll,llc2llsllc1v ll(eh,µ)llx · 
From ( 4.32) and Proposition 3 .8.1 it follows 
Also 
!Isl < c(.\)I(,' 0 s - , ' 0 Ihs)eh,Hl /2 + c(.\)h1/ 21(,' 0 s - , ' 0 Ihs)eh,Hl by (4.33) 
< c(.\)11 , ' 0 s - , ' 0 Ihsll co,1 (llehllHl /2 + h1/ 2 11ehi1H1) by (4.17) , (4.19) 
< c(.\)ll , ll c3 1l sll cills -Ihsll c o,1V ll(eh,µ)llx by (4.31) and Prop. 3.8.1 
< c(.\)hll, ll c3 llsll i2v 11 (eh ,µ) llx. 
Using (4 .33), (4 .17), (4. 19), and (4.14) we obtain 
Putting together all t hese estimates we get 
This together wit h (5. 15) proves the proposition. D 
We are now able to apply the Inverse Function Theore1n as ment ioned at t he be-
ginning of this chapter. 
Theore m 5.2.3. Assume, E C4 . Let (s, .\) be a nondegenerate stationary point f or 
E ) with nondegeneracy constant K, as in {3. 35 ). 
Then there exist positive constants ho and co depending on A) ll,llc4 and lll,'l - 1 IIL00 J 
and K, in the case of ho ) such that if O < h < ho then there exists (sh, Ah) E H h x (0, oo) 
which is stationary for Eh and satisfies 
(5.16) 
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Moreover, there exists Eo = Eo(ll,llc4,lll,'l-1llv)O, .A,K:) > 0 such that (sh,Ah) is the 
unique stationary point for Eh satisfying 
(5.17) 
Note that Eo is chosen in such a way that the triangulations on C>,. and C>,.h can be 
obtained from one another by rescaling. 
Proof. The proof uses the same arguments of [14, Theorem 5.4]. More precisely ,ve will 
apply Theorem 2.7.1 with X = rih x (0, oo), X = Hh x IR, Y = (Hh x IR)', f = E~ and 
xo = (Ihs, .\). 
Note that 
E~ : Hh x (0, oo) ----+ (Hh x IR)'. 
From Propositions 5.1.2 and 3.7.3, since E'(s, .\) = 0, 
(5.18) 
where c1 = c1(.\, ll,llc3, lll,'l-111£00 ) • . 
The derivative ( E~)' of E~ is identified in the usual way with E~ via 
( ( ( E~)' (th, 5 h) , ( ~ h, µ) ) , ( 77 h, CT) ) = E~ (th, 5 h) ( ~ h, µ) ( 77 h, CT) 
for all (th, 5h) E Hh x (0, oo) and (~h, µ), (17h, CT) E Hh x IR. From Propositions 5.2.2, 
3.7.3, and 3.8.1, since h112j lnhj1/2 ----+ 0 ash----+ 0, ll(~t, µ+)-(~h' µ-)llx = ll(~h, µ)llx, 
and!!(~~+),µ+) - (~~-),µ-)llx < (1 + chv)ll(~h,µ)llx, we obtain 
EK (hs, A) (~h, µ) ( ( ~i +), µ+) - ( ~i-), µ-)) > 3: mh lli!112 + µ 2) (5.19) 
> ;11(~h,µ)llx II(~~+),µ+)- (~~-),µ-)!Ix 
for all (~h, µ)EX, provided O < h <ho= ho(ll,llc4, IIJ,'l-111£=, .A , K:). 
Thus ll(E~)'(Ihs, .\)IIL(H hxIR,(HhxIR)') > ~. It follows, since (Hh x IR)' and Hh x IR 
have equal finite dimension, that (E~)'(Ihs, .\) is invertible and 
(5.20) 
Next note that from Proposition 5.2.1 
ll(E~)'(Ihs , .\) - (E~)'(Ihs + 17h, A+ CT)IIL(HhxIR,(Hhx IR) ') 
< c(.\)ICTlll,lli3 llslli1 (1 +JCT!+ J ln hJ 112 + ll77hllH1/2( l + J ln hJ 112ll77hllH1 /2))+ 
+ c( .\) 11,11 i4 II s lli11177h IIH1 /2 (1 + J ln hi 1121177h IIH1 /2 )3 (1 + 1177h IIH1/2 + J ln hi 1/2 + J ln hi) 
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forall77h E Hh and a sufficiently small. HencewecanchooseEo = Eo(ll,llc4, lll,'l-1IIL=, 
A, Ki) so that I lnhl(ll77hll1112 + a 2)112 < Eo implies 
ll(E~)'(Ihs, A) - (E~)'(Ihs + 77h, A+ a)IIL(Hh xIR.,(HhxIR.)') < :: . (5.21) 
In particular note that Eo is chosen in such a way that the triangulations on C>,. and 
C>.+a- can be obtained from one another by rescaling. 
By further restricting ho, again with the same dependencies, we can ensure that, 
see (5.18), 
K, 1 0 < h < ho implies c1h < 
4 
Eol ln hi- . (5.22) 
From (5.18), (5.20), (5.21) , (5.22), and Theorem 2.7.1, with a= Ki/2, {3 = K,/4, o = c1h 
and E = Eol lnhl - 1, it follows that for O < h < ho there is a unique (sh , Ah) E 7-{h x (0, oo) 
which is stationary for Eh and such that 
(5.23) 
i.e. 
(5.24) 
Next apply the Inverse Function Theorem with a= K,/2 , {3 = K,/4, o = c1h, E = 4c1h/ K, 
and O < h < h0 . It follows that the unique stationary (sh, Ah) as in (5.23) satisfies 
(5.25) 
where co = 4c1. In particular we have 
(5.26) 
Since 
' ' 
IIIhs - silH1/2 < ch3/ 21isl!H2 < ch3/ 2ll,llc3, 
we 1nay replace Ihs bys in (5.24) and (5 .26), after further restricting ho , Eo and co if 
necessary. D 
Corollary 5.2.4. Under the same hypotheses and using the same notation as Theorem 
5. 2. 3) we have 
lls - shllr < chi ln hl 1/2 , (5.27) 
where c is independent of h. 
Proof. From (5.26) and Proposition 4.1.2 we obtain II Ihs - shllr < chi lnhl 1/ 2. Hence 
lls - shllr -< !Is - Ihsllr + II Ihs - shllr < chi ln hi 112 , 
by Proposition 4.1.1 and the observation just made. The constant c has the same 
dependencies as ho from Theorem 5. 2. 3. D 
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Theorem 5.2.5. Assume r E C4 . Let u : CA -+ ]Rn be a nondegenerate minimal 
surface spanning r with nondegeneracy constant K, as in (3. 35). 
Then there exist positive constants ho and co depending on.\ 11,llc4 and 111,·y' 1-1 llvxi, 
and K, in the case of ho, such that if O < h < ho then there exists a minimal surface 
uh : CAh -+ ]Rn satisfying 
(5.28) 
where ()A and ()Ah are the usual cylinder transformations of the form () µ : C1 -+ Cµ, 
(Jµ(x, B) = (µx, B). Moreover, there exists Eo = Eo(ll,llc4, 111,'l-1 IIL=, ,\, K,) > 0 such 
that if u = <I>(,os) on CA and uh= if!hfh(,osh) on CAh' then uh is the unique discrete 
minimal surface satisfying 
(5.29) 
Proof. Let 
where the smooth and discrete harmonic extension are taken over CA and CAh respec-
tively, and (s, ,\), (sh , ,\h) are as in Theorem 5.2.3 . We begin with ho, Eo and co as in 
Theorem 5.2.3. Now 
llu O ()A - Uh O ()AhllHl(C1) < ll<I>(, Os) O ()A - <!!(,Os) O ()AhllHl(C1) 
+ II<!!(, Os) O ()Ah - <I>hfh(r O sh) O ()AhllH1(C1) 
< c(,\) I.\ - .\hi l<I>(, o s) o (JAIHl(Ci) by Lemma 3.9.2 
+ c(,\h) II<!!(, 0 s) - <I>hfh(r O sh)IIH1(c>-h) 
co 
< --;zh + c(.\) ll<I>(, o s) - <I!hfh(r o sh)IIH1(c>-h), 
for a new c0 with the same dependencies. To give an estimate for the remaining term, 
one now follows the same kind of arguments as in [14, Theorem 5.5]. 
By Proposition 3.9.3 we know that 
ll<I>(, Os) - <I>hfh(r O sh)IIHl(C>,h) 
Now 
< c(l<I>(, Os) - <I>hfh(r O sh)IHl(C>,h) + ll<I>(, Os) - <I>hfh(r O sh)IIL2(8C>,h)) · 
l<I!(, 0 s) - <I>hfh(r O sh)IHl(C>,h) 
< l<I>(, Os) - <I>hfh(r O Ihs)IHl (C>,h) + l<I>hfh(r O Ihs - TO sh)IHl(C>,h) 
=A+B. 
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But 
by the same arguments used to evaluate (5.2). And 
IBI < c(Ah) I, o Ihs - 1 o shlH1/2 + c(Ah) h1/ 2 1, o Ihs - 1 o shlH1 by (4.33) 
< c(,\h) ll , ll c2 llsllc1 (1 + jlnhl 1/ 2 l1Ihs - shllH112)IIIhs - shllH1/2 
by ( 4.29), ( 4.30) and Proposition 4.1.2. From (5.26), and for new c0 and ho with the 
same dependencies, it follows 
Furthermore 
ll<I>(, Os) - <I>hih(r O sh)IIL2(8C>-h) 
< II, 0 s - Ih(r O Ihs)IIL2 (8C>-h) + 11Ih(r O Ihs - , 0 sh)IIL2(BC.>-h) 
< cll,llc2 llsll i2 h2 + II, o Ihs - 1 o shllL2 + chll, o Ihs - 1 o shllH1 by (5.4) 
< cil,llc2 llslli2h2 + cil,llc1 IIIhs - shllL2 + chll,llc2llsllc111Ihs - shi1H1 
by (4.28), (4.30) and Prop. 4.1.1 
< cll,llc2 ll s ll i2h2 + ci1,llc2llsllc1 IIIhs - shi1L2 by Prop. 4.1.2 
coh <-
K, 
from (5.26), and for a new c0 but with the same dependencies. Putting all estimates 
together and noting that due to (5.26) all constants depending,,on Ah can be replaced 
by constants depending on A, we get 
for a new co with the same dependencies, and O < h < ho. D 
Chapter 6 
L2-Estimate for the Douglas 
Problem 
The L 2-estimate for the discrete Douglas Problem follows from an adaptation to 
the present framework of the arguments and tools used to achieve the same kind of 
convergence rate in the case of the discrete Plateau Problem (see Chapter 8). 
The first step consists in giving an estimate for !Is - shllH-1 / 2 and achieving a more 
precise control on i>- - >-hi· Then an L2-esti1nate for the boundary maps is obtained 
fro1n (6.1) together with Theorem 5.2.3. Finally we find the L 2 convergence rate of the 
rescaled discrete mini1nal surf aces. 
6.1 Preli11.1.inary estimates 
Let C denote a cylinder of fixed length. We define H-112 ( 8C) to be the dual space 
of H 112 ( 8C) with the usual operator norm. There is a natural imbedding H 112 ( 8C) ~ 
H-1/ 2 ( 8C) given by 
(( , 77 ) = f (77 V 77 E H 112 (8C) , lac 
where (-, ·) is the dual pairing of H-112 (8C) and H 112 (8C). Thus 
The following interpolation result follows from the relevant definitions. 
II I 1/ 2 1/ 2 ( IL2(8C) < cl!( II H-1/2(ac) ll( II H1/2(ac) · 
Remark: 
(6.1) 
For the proofs that follow, we will often refer to analogous calculations done for the 
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case of the Plateau Problem. It is important to note that in the case of the cylinder 
the (boundary) H 112 norm and seminorm (as well as the H 312 norm and seminonn) 
are not equivalent since no three point condition is in force. Therefore in most cases 
the seminorms that appear in the Plateau proofs must be substituted by norms when 
we want to adapt the same arguments to the Douglas case. This is a recurrent fact and 
we will not mention it anymore. 
The following Lemma is fundamental in the proof of Theorem 6.2.1. 
Lemma 6.1.1. Assume ry E C 5 and (s, >i.) is a nondegenerate stationary point for E. 
Suppose (~, µ) EX= H x JR.. Then the "adjoint" problem 
E"(s, >i.)(c/>(E,,µ), 6(E,,µ))(r;, a)= µa+ ( ~r; 
lac>-
V(r;,a)EX (6.2) 
has a unique solution (c/>(E,,µ), 6(E, ,µ)) E X such that ll(c/>(E,,µ), 6(E,,µ))llx < ell(~, µ)llx. 
Moreover ¢(E,,µ) E H 312 ( 8C>J and 
(6.3) 
The constants c depend on ( s, A). 
Proof. The proof uses the same arguments as the analogous [11, Le1nma 4.2]. Define 
l(E, ,µ) : X -+ JR. by 
l ( E,' µ) ( r;' a) = r ~ r; + µa . 
l ac>-
We have that l(E,,µ) is a linear operator on the Hilbert space X. By Riesz representation 
theore1n there exists a unique ( ~, µ) E X such that 
l(E,,µ)( r; , a) = (([ ,µ) , (r;,a))x \/ (r;,a) EX. 
Precisely, this 1neans that 
( ~r; +µa= (~, r; )Hi/2 + µa \/ (r;, a) EX, 
l ac>-
where recall that ( ·, ·) H1/2 = ( ·, ·) H1/2 + ( ·, ·) L2. It follows i1nmediately that µ = µ and, 
keeping in 1nind the norm definitions, we get 
ll[IIH1/2 = ll~IIH-1/2 < c1i ~IIH1/2 · 
Since (s, >i.) is nondegenerate, t he bounded self-adjoint map V 2 E(s, >i.) is invertible (see 
Section 3.8) and vve can define (¢(E,,µ),6(E,,µ)) to be 
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It follows that(¢(~,µ), 5(~,µ)) satisfies (6.2) and 11(¢(~,µ), 5(~,µ))llx < cjj((, µ)jjx. 
To prove regularity for ¢(~,µ) we use difference quotients. First we need to set up 
some notation. (See also [29, II §5] .) 
If 'TJ : 8D --+ ]Rk (where D is the unit circle) and h > 0 is fixed, we use the notation 
TJ±(B) = TJ(8 ± h), 
1 
ahTJ= h(TJ+-TJ). 
If TJ = (TJ1, TJ2) : BC--+ JRk and h > 0 is fixed, we define TJ± and ah'TJ componentwise 
(e.g. TJ± = ((TJi)±, (TJ2)±), etc.). Also if TJ: 8C--+ JRk EH, then TJ±, 8h'TJ EH. From 
the definitions just given, the following rules follo-w: 
ah( 'lpTJ) = ( ah 1/J) TJ+ + 1/J ahTJ , 
TJ - TJ-
a_h'TJ = h , 
a_h( 1/JTJ) = ( a_h 1/J) TJ + 1/J- a-hTJ , 
a_hah (VJTJ ) = (a-hah1fJ) TJ + (Bh1/J) (a-hTJ)+ + (8-h1/J) (BhTJ)- + 1/J a_hahTJ. 
The operator ah e:xtends to a difference operator in the angle variable for functions 
defined over the cylinder C. Moreover ah cornmutes with the hannonic extension 
operator by the uniqueness of harmonic extension, namely ah <I> ( r o s) = <I> ( ah ( r o s)). 
Furthern1ore it is not difficult to shovir that 
l 'viJ>(J ) 'viJ> ( a_hg) = ~ l 'viJ> ( Bhf)'viJ>(g) . 
\/\ e next substitute TJ = 8_h8h¢(~,µ), a = 0 in (6.2) and obtain 
E 11 (s A)(¢(~,µ), 5(~ µ))(8- h8h¢(r:, ,µ), 0) = ( ( 8_h8h¢(~,µ) . 
. Ja~ 
For t he remainder of t his proof we denote ( ¢(r:, ,µ), r\~,µ)) simply by ( ¢, 5). \Ne have that 
E 11 ( s A) ( ¢ 5) (a_ ha h ¢ o) 
= ( v <I> ( / o s cp) v <I> ( , 1 o s 8 _ha h cp) + ( v <I> ( r o s ) v <I> ( 1/ 1 o s cp 8 _ h 8 h cp) JcA JcA 51 a a 1 1 a a 1 1 () + - --<I> (11 0 s) -. <I> (11 0 s a_hah<fJ) + -<I> (, 0 s) -<I> (, 0 s a_hah<fJ) = * . 
A CA Bx ax ae ae 
(Here we have used the expression for E 11 in the case of distinct variations. Such 
expre sion can be easily deri, ed from the analysis of the differentiabiliB properties of 
E given in Section 3.6. See also (3.25) .) But 
a_hah( / 0 S cp) = (a-hah IO s)cp + (ah / 0 s)(8-h<f>)+ 
+ (a_ h , 1 o s) (ah <1> ) - + , 1 o s a_ ha h ¢ . ( 6 . 4) 
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Hence by substituting (6.4) in the first term, and by integrating by parts the second 
term, we obtain 
(*) = j V<I>(,' o s </>)V<I>((a-hah(,' o s </>)) 
0>.. 
-j v <I> ( ,' o s ¢) { v <I> ( (a_ h ah,' o s) ¢) + v <I> ( (ah,' o s) (a_ h ¢) +) + v ¢ ( (a_ h ,' o s) ( ah <I>) _) } 
0>.. 
+ r aa ( <I>( IO S)) ," 0 S cp a_hah¢ 
lac>.. v 
+ ~ 1 -~<I>(, 0 s)~<I>(,' 0 s a_hah¢) + ~<I>(, 0 s)~<I>(,' 0 s a_hah¢) 
A c>.. ax ax ae ae 
=-A+B+C+D. 
Therefore we can write 
To estimate A from below, we first recall that for every r; E H 112 ( ac>.J we have 
llr;ll1112(ac>.. ) < cl , ' 0 s r;l11/2(aC>..) + cllr;ll1-112 (aC>.. ) · 
(This follows from the same arguments used to prove [11 , (17)].) Since 
it follows from (6.5) with r; = ah¢, and trace theory results that 
llah¢111112(aC>..) < clah (,' 0 s <l>)l1112(ac>..) 
+ cl (ah,1 0 s)¢+11112(ac>..) + cllah~l11- 1/2(ac>..) 
< (A+ ll </> ll11/2(aC>..) + 11ah¢111-1/2(aC>..) ) · 
On t he other hand we have that 
llahr; IIH-1/2(8C>..) < cllr; IIH1/2(aC>..) V r; E H 1l 2 (aC>.J 
(see [11, (18)]) . Hence 
(6.5) 
(6 .6) 
llah¢111112(ac>..) < c(A + ll</>ll1112(ac>..) ) (6 .7) 
< c( B + c + D - f ~a- hahrp + II(~, µ)111-) 
l ac>.. 
Using t race theory results and Young's inequality we calculate 
IB I < Ejlah¢111112cac>..) + c(E)ll</>ll1112cac>..) 
< Eliah¢111112cac>..) + c(E)II((, µ)Iii· 
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Also 
ICI < C r 1¢1 l8-h8h¢1 < cll8-h8h¢11H-lf2(aC>,) 11¢11Hlf2(aC>,) 
lac>-
< cll8h¢IIH1f2(aC>-) i1¢IIH1/2(ac>-) < EIJ8h¢111112(ac>-) + c(E)II(~, µ)JI~, 
by (6.6) and Young's inequality. Similarly 
I r I; a_hahq,I < [IO-hOh<fiilH-lf2(BC,) 114'11Hl/2(BC,) 
lac>-
< Ell8h¢111112(ac>-) + c(E)II(~, µ)II~. 
Finally, to estimate D, substitute (6.4) and use trace theory to obtain 
[DI < I~ I tt<fillH,12<ac,) + I~ I 11ah<fiilH,12<ac,) 
< E[[Oh<fillt,12(aC,.) + c(E) (~)2 + ~ (~)2 + ~ 114'11Hl/2(8C;.). 
Putting all estimates together, we obtain from ( 6. 7) 
i.e. 
ll8h¢IIH1/2(ac>-) < cll(C µ)llx · 
Since this is true for all h > 0, it follows that 
l¢'IH1 /2(ac>-) < ell(~, µ)llx, 
and so¢= <P(Cµ) E H 312 (8C>.) with li¢(~,µ)I.IH3/2(ac>-) < cll(~,µ)llx-
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Proposition 6.1.2. Following the notation and the hypotheses of Theorem 5.2. 3 and 
Lemma 6.1.1, let C be C>. or C>.h. We have 
llsh1ico,1(aC) < cl ln hl 112 , 
I, 0 Sh - r O slHlf2(aC) < ch' 
I, 0 Ihs - r O slHlf2(aC) < ch3/2' 
I, 0 Ihs - r O shlHl f2 (aC) < ch' 
I, o Sh - To IhslHl(aC) < ch1!2 , 
I, O Ihs - r O slHl(aC) <ch, 
I, 0 s - r O shlHl(aC) < ch1!2 ' 
I, ' o sh - ,' o slH1f2(aC) < ch, 
I,' o Sh - ,' o slH1(aC) < chl/2' 
II(,' 0 sh - , ' 0 s)Ih<P(,;,µ) IIH1/2(aC) < chi ln hl 112 II(~, µ)llx, 
II(,' 0 sh - ,' 0 s)Ih<P(,; ,µ) IIH1(ac) < ch112 1ln hl 112 II(~, µ)llx, 
(6.8) 
(6.9) 
(6.10) 
( 6.11) 
(6.12) 
(6.13) · 
(6.14) 
(6.15) 
(6.16) 
(6.17) 
(6.18) 
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where the constant c does not depend on h. 
Proof. The proof follows from the same arguments used to prove the analogous Propo-
sition 8.3.3. D 
6.2 Convergence results 
Theorem 6.2.1. With the same hypotheses and notation as in Theorem 5.2.3 and the 
additional assumption that 1 E C 5 we have that 
(6.19) 
where the constant c does not depend on h. 
Proof. One uses the same arguments as in the proof of the analogous Theorem 8.3.1. 
We start by applying Lemma 6.1.1 with (rJ, a-)= (sh - s, Ah - A). From (6.2) we have 
We find now an estimate for the left hand side. 
E"(s, A)(</>(E, ,µ), 5(E,,µ))(sh - s, Ah - A) 
But 
= E"(s,>.)((¢(E,,µ),5(f.,µ))- (Ih</>(t;,,µ),5(f.,µ)) ) (sh - s, Ah -A) 
+ E" ( s, A(Ih<i>(E,,µ), 5(E,,µ)) ( Sh - s, Ah - >.) = A+ B. 
!Al= IE"(s, >.)(</> (E,,µ) - I h</>(E,,µ), O)(sh - s, Ah - A)I ,, 
< cii¢(E,,µ) - I h¢(E,,µ) IIH1;2 II ( sh - s, Ah - A) !Ix by Prop. 3.6.5 
< ch2 Jl¢(E,,µ)IIH3/2 < ch2 ll(~, µ)llx 
by Proposition 4.1.1, Theorem 5.2.3 and Lemma 6.1.1. Using the fact that (s, A) is a 
stationary point for E and Taylor 's theorem we obtain 
IBI < IE"(s, >.)(Ih¢(E,,µ), 5(E,,µ))(sh - s, Ah - A) 
+ E' ( s, A) (Ih</>(E,,µ), 5(f,,µ)) - E' ( sh, Ah) (Ih¢(E,,µ), 5(E, ,µ)) I 
+ IE'(sh, Ah)(Ih<l>(t;,,µ), 5(E,,µ))I 
< cJJ(sh - s, Ah - >-)llfRll(Ih¢(E,,µ), 5(E,,µ))IITR + IE'(sh, Ah)(Ih¢(E,,µ), 5(E,,µ))I 
< ch2 J ln hJ 3/ 2 ll(~, µ)llx + IE'(sh, Ah)(Ih<i>(E,,µ), S(f.,µ))I, 
where we have used Theorem 5.2.3 and (5.27) to estimate ll(sh - s, Ah - A)IITR· 
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To estimate the last term we use the fact that ( sh, >..h) is stationary for Eh and write 
where 
u = <I>('1 o sh), Uh= <Phlh(r o Sh), 
v = <I> ( ('-/ o sh)lh¢(~,µ)) , vh = <I>hlh(('-/ o sh)lh¢(~,µ)), 
and the smooth and discrete harmonic extensions are taken over C>,.h. Hence we can 
write 
The first three terms are estimated like 11 , 12, and 13 in Theorem 8.3.1 for the Plateau 
Problem (see the proof of Theorem 8.3.1 and use corresponding propositions and defi-
nitions). We get 
It remains to consider the last term J. First let us have a look at 
1 I au 12 auh 12 j a a j a au - -1--, = -(u-uh)-(uh-u)+2 -(u-uh)-=P+F . cA ae ae cA ae ae cA ae ae h h h 
Similarly to the estimate of 11 , we have 
(6.20) 
Furthennore 
1 ja a ja a 
-F = -(u - uh)-(u - <I>(, o s)) + -(u - uh)-<I>(, o s) = F1 + F2, 
2 cA ae ae cA ae ae 
h h 
where <I> (, o s) is the harmonic extension of , o s over C >..h. Now 
IF1I < lu - uhlHl(CAh) l<I>(, o Sh - l O s)IHl(CAh) 
< c(>..h) h I, o sh - , o siH1 f2(acAh) by (6.20) and trace theory 
< c(>..h) h2 by (6.9). 
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From integration by parts we get 
(Here v = (v1, v2) is the outward normal vector.) Hence 
IF2I < c(llu - uhllL2 (8C>-h) + llu - uhllL2 (C>-h)) ll<I>(, 0 s)IIH2 (C>-h) 
< c(Ah) II, o sllH3/2 h2l ln hi < c(Ah) h2 j ln _hl 
by the same arguments used to evaluate I2 in this proof and D in Theorem 8.3.2. 
Putting all estimates together we obtain 
j I au I 2 I auh I 2 2 ae - ae < c(Ah) h I ln hi' c>-h 
and arguing in the sa1ne way for the tenns in J with the derivative with respect to x, 
we finally get 
I JI < c( Ah) h2 lln hi Jc\~,µ) I 
< c(Ah) h2l ln hi II(~ ,µ) llx by Lemma 6.1.1. 
Therefore we can clai1n 
(6.21) 
Note that since by Theorem 5.2.3 we have that JA - Ahl < coho/ K, , then we can replace 
c(Ah) in (6.21) with a constant c dependent solely on A. 
From (6.21) and the estimates for A and B , we obtain 
f ~(sh -s ) +µ (Ah-A) 
l ac>-
= E" (s, A)(<P(~,µ), J(~,µ ))( sh - s, Ah - A) < ch2l lnhl 3/ 2II(~, µ )llx . (6 .22) 
This gives in particular 
JJs - shliH-1/2 = sup f ~(sh - s) (6 .23) 
ll~IIH1; 2=l J ac>-
< sup ( f ~(sh - s) + µ(Ah - A)) < ch2l ln h J3/ 2 , 
11(~,µ)llx=l J ac>-
and similarly 
Finally the last theorems claim follows from (6 .1 ) (6. 23 ) and Theorem 5.2.3. D 
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Theorem 6.2.2. With the same hypotheses and notation as in Theorem 5.2.5 and the 
additional assumption that r E C 5 we have that 
(6.25) 
where the constant c does not depend on h. 
Proof. Write 
llu O (;A - uh O (;Ah IIL2(C1) 
< ll<I>(, o s) o (;A - <I>(, o s) o (J"AhllL2(ci) 
+ ll<I>(, o s) o (;Ah - <Phfh(r o sh) o (J"AhllL2(C1) 
< c(,\) IA - Ah I l<I>(, o s) o (;A IH1(Ci) by Lemma 3.9.2 
+ c (Ah) 11 <I> (, 0 s) - <I> h I h (, 0 sh) II £2 ( c >- h) 
< ch2 l lnhl 3/ 2 + c(Ah) ll<I>(, o s) - <I>hih(r o sh)IIL2(c>-h) by (6.24) 
To estimate the last term one employs the same arguments used to prove Theorem 8.3.2. 
Since we can replace the constants dependent on Ah by others dependent only on A ( see 
comments following ( 6.21)), the theorem's claim follows immediately. D 
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Chapter 7 
Numerical Results 
In order to demonstrate the sharpness of the error estimates described in Chapter 5 
and Chapter 6 a computer program was developed. Much of the implementation work 
was done during a two months stay at the University of Freiburg, working with the 
research group of Professor G. Dziuk. 
Some of the basic subroutines (set up of the FEM-grid, matrix multiplications, 
etc.) and algorithms (bicgsq method, etc.) as ·well as the main structure for the 
implementation of Algorithm 7.1.2 was supplied by G. Dziuk's research group and/or 
was adapted from G. Dziuk 's and J. Hutchinson 's program for finding discrete minimal 
surfaces of prescribed mean curvature. 
The experiments done show that in general the orders of convergence obtained in 
Theore1n 5.2.5 and Theorem 6.2.2 cannot be improved. 
7.1 Tl1e Nui;nerical Algorithm 
1
./Ve now describe the algorithm used for the computation of discrete minimal sur-
faces. "\1\fe want to solve the equation 
in the discrete space 7-{h x (0 CX)). This is equivalent to computing ( sh , >.h ) such that 
The algorithm used is based on the idea of the so called "discrete sequence'' described 
in Section 4.4 (in particular see Proposition 4.4.1 and the remarks that follow). 
For the reader 's con\ enience v.re report here again how the discrete sequence is 
constructed. 
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The discrete sequence. 
Step 1. Given An, find Shn E Hh such that Shn is stationary for Eh(-, An). In 
other words find s hn such that 
Recall that for each An a different triangulation ( controlled by h) has to be determined. 
The discrete harmonic extension of Ih(1 oshn) on C>.n is denoted by hn = <f.?hih(1 oshn)· 
Step 2. Given Shn and hn, find An+l such that 
where we denote by kn,n+1 the function kn,n+1 C>.n+i -+ C>.n which maps ( x, 8) 1---t 
>.n - -(-, -x, B). 
An+l 
We can now sketch the algorithm as follows. 
Algorithm 7.1.1. Given a tolerance c > 0: 
1. The user gives initial A and ho) where A is the length of the first cylinder in the 
discrete sequence and ho is the maximum allowed size for a triangle in the various 
triangulations. 
2. A triangulation for the cylinder of length A is created. 
3. A solution sh of E~(·, A) = 0 is found and 
is computed on C >.. 
5. Compute Anew as described in ((The discrete sequence) Step 2)) reported above) set 
A= Anew and go to step 2. 
Let us now have a closer look at each step in t he algorithm and give a few more 
details. 
Algorithm 7.1.1 , Step 2. Given A, a triangulation of the cylinder C>. is created in 
two steps: 
1. A macro triangulation (i.e . an init ial coarse grid) is created for C>. . 
This is done in accordance with the ratio between A and 27f. If A > 27f 
(A < 2K), and n = [ 2:J ( n = [ 2{]), where [·] denotes the greatest integer 
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5 
1 
EXAMPLES OF MACRO TRIANGULATIONS 
A=19 
6 7 
2 3 
Figure 7.1: 
A=2 
8 
1.------~ 5 
4 
function,_ then 2n right angled triangles are created. These triangles have 
the property that the ratio of base to height is close to one ( more precisely 
base/height E [1, 2) or (1/2, 1), depending on which side of the triangle we 
take to be the base). See Figure 7.1 for examples. 
2. The macro triangulation is refined until the diameter of the triangles is less 
that ho. 
The algorithm is based on bisection of triangles. The refinement edges chosen 
on the macro triangulation prescribe the refinement edges for all simplices 
created during mesh refinement. For more details see [28, §1.1.1.J. 
For different A's different triangulations are given and a different number of trian-
gles is created each time, although all triangulations share the property that their 
triangles' diameters do not exceed ho. However if Ai, Aj > 21r, [ ;; ] = [ ;; ] ( or if 
Ai, Aj < 21r and [~1r] = [i1r]) and jAi - Aj I is small then the number of triangles 
/\1, J 
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is the same and the decompositions of the boundary of the cylinders coincide. 
This ensures that if the sequence of )/s converges to a 5- (in a monotone way if 
5- = 2k1r for some integer k) , then during the last few iterations the triangulation 
of the boundary of the cylinders will stay the same and Proposition 4.4.1 applies. 
Algorithm 7.1.1, Step 3. The computation of sh, stationary point for Eh(- , .\), 1s 
done by means of the Newton method as follows. 
Algorithm 7.1.2. Given an an initial parametrisation sh E Hh and a tolerance 
5 > 0: 
1. Compute E~ (sh,.\). 
2. If IIE~(sh, .\)IIH~ < 5) then go to step 5 in this algorithm. 
3. Solve the linear problem 
4. Update the solution: sh = sh+ TJh and go to step 1 in this algorithm. 
5. Compute the discrete harmonic extension uh= 1.?hlh(, osh) on C>.. and stop. 
For more det ails see the numerical algorithm developed for the Plateau Problem 
in [13, §5]. 
Algorithm 7.1.1 , Step 5. If IIE~ (sh, .\) ll(Hhx~)' > E then we compute t he next .\ 
in t he discrete sequence as described in "The discret e sequence, Step 2" above 
( equivalent ly see Section 4.4; see also (3.40)) . This amounts to calculating 
where uh is t he piecevvise linear function computed in Step 3. 
R emark: Algorithm 7. 1.1 was i1nplemented for t he case in which t he two given J ordan 
curves r 1, r2 lie in JR3 and are such t hat (x,y,z) E r 1 if and only if (- x,y,z) E r 2. 
In this particular case it is not hard to prove the existence of a symmetric minimal 
surface, so that we can assume t hat for t he boundary map s = ( s1, s2) we have s1 = s2 . 
Such a simplification decreased the programming workload and is justified by the 
fact that the main intention here is to verify t he theoretical results rather t han to give 
an exhaustive numerical investigation. 
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7.2 Implementation and numerical results 
The catenoid is a good test example because here the exact solution(s) for the 
minimal surface(s) can be computed. Let 
r1 = {x = d/2,y = sin(B),z = cos(B) JO< B < 21r} 
and 
r2 = {x = -d/2,y = sin(B) ,z = cos(B) JO< B < 21r} 
be the two boundary curves. In [25, §515] the problem regarding the existence of the 
catenoids is carefully studied. For d small enough there exist two catenoids, say S} and 
SJ, with area A(S}) < A(SJ). Precisely we have the following situation: 
• for d < d1 ~ 1.055396 there exist two minimal surfaces, an absolute minimizer 
Sj with area A(S}) < 21r and an unstable catenoid SJ; 
• for d = d1, both catenoids exist and A( SJ1 ) = 21r; 
• for d1 < d < d2 ~ 1.325487, both catenoids exist and S}, whose area is now 
bigger than 21r, represents a strong relative minimum; 
• for d = d2, Sj
2 
= Sj
2
, i.e. only one unstable solution exists; 
• for d > d2, no minimal surface of the topological type of the annulus exists . 
An analytical expression for the two catenoids can be found by looking at the 
surfaces of revolution that have the two unit circles as boundary. If we denote with 
f : [-d/2, d/2] --+ Jlt the function which we want to rotate around the x-Axis, then the 
surface of revolution is given by 
' 
F : [-d/2, d/2] x [0, 21r] --+ JR3 , 
F(x, B) = (x, f( x) sin(B), f(x) cos(B)). 
We have that F is a stationary point for the area functional if and only if f ( x) 
l cosh(sx) for some constant s. To determine the value(s) of s we use the condition 
f(d/2) = f(-d/2) = 1. 
Let us now fix the distance d to be equal one. Then we find that s = s1 ~ 
l.178775527 or s = s2 ~ 4.253599783, the first value corresponding to the absolute 
minimizer and the second to the unstable catenoid. The map F is however neither 
harmonic nor conformal. To get the conformal and harmonic parametrisation we have 
to rescale the domain. An easy computation gives the following results. 
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Stable Catenoid: A harmonic and conformal parametrisation is given by 
G1 : [-si/2, si/2] x [O, 21r] --t JR;.3 , 
G1(x, B) = (~, ~ cosh(x) sin(B), ~ cosh(x) cos(e)). 
S1 S1 S1 
We have that V(G1, Cs1 ) = A(G1, Cs1 ) ~ 5.991796978 < 21r. 
Unstable Catenoid: A harmonic and conformal parametrisation is given by 
G2 : [-s2/2, s2/2] x (0, 21r] --t JR;.3 , 
G2(x, B) = (~, ~ cosh(x) sin(B), ~ cosh(x) cos(e)) . 
s2 s2 s2 
We have that V( G2, C82 ) = A( G2, C82 ) ~ 6.845655397. 
The choice of initial ,\ = 1 and different ho gives the following results. 
Stable Catenoid, E = 10-9 
ho (final) h ,\h Energy Eh L2- Error H 1- Error 
0.8 0.628318548 1.13947593 5.9664446 0.0514679054 0.624718504 
0.6 0.427655043 1.16063973 5.99257619 0.017768278 0.336564961 
0.35 0.314159274 1.16756642 5.98581048 0.0126773946 0.313185911 
0.3 0.214951172 1.17384821 5.99218485 0.0046370298 0.168648153 
0.2 0.157079637 1.17586513 5.99032695 0.00316071535 0 .156642544 
0.1 0.0785398185 1.17804075 5.99143122 0.000789723004 0.0783249433 
We can now display graphically the behaviour of both errors: see Figure 7.2 
Denote by eh the error between the continuous solution aria the discrete one. For 
two successive grids with grid sizes h1 and h2 the experimental order of convergence is 
eh I h1 eoc = ln - 1 ln -h . 
eh2 . 2 
(7.2) 
If, of the previous grid sizes, we consider only those hi such that hi+l ~ hi/2, t hen 
we obtain: 
Stable Catenoid 
h L2-eoc H 1-eoc LCX)- Error 
0.628318548 - - 0.0049079397 4 
0.314159274 2.0214148 0.99618694. 0.001506224 7 4 
0.157079637 2.0039354 0.99954321 0.000398596735 
0.0785398185 2.0008323 0.99993237 0.000101131735 
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Figure 7.2: 
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This particular -choice of grid sizes is motivated by the fact that it has been observed 
experimentally that less error enters the formula (7.2) if we start with a grid size hand 
keep halving it. 
As we can see from the displayed tables, these results confirm the accuracy of the 
convergence rate proved in Theorem 5.2.5 and Theorem 6.2.2. The convergence rate of 
>..h (see Theorem 6.2.1) can also be readily checked. 
Let us now have a look at the case of the unstable catenoid. Here the choice of the 
initial >.. proves to be crucial. Even a very small variation can make the sequence go in 
the "wrong" direction, either towards the absolute minimum or towards cylinder like 
surfaces with increasingly thinner neck. The "good" choices of the initial >..'s were made 
after several trials, starting first the program with the exact >.. = s 2 ~ 4.253599783 and 
then damping the ">..-step" (i.e. choosing the new lambda to be say 5 % or more away 
from >.. in the direction of Anew). 
• 
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Unstable Catenoid, E = 10-4 
ho (final) h ,.\=Ah Energy Eh L2- Error H 1- Error 
0.4 0.392699093 4.368 6.77898654 0.0403238796 0.594916311 
0.2 0.196349546 4.279 6.82879917 0 .00954042252 0.293771424 
0.1 0.0981747732 4.259 6.84142998 0.00217344382 0.146426251 
With the shown choice of initial ,\ 's, we achieve an accuracy of 
{ lauhl2 lauhl2 -3 Jc>- Bx - ae dx dB < 10 =Ee, (7.3) 
whereas the accuracy of IIE~(sh, ;\)l!H~ and of the boundary map sh is of the order 
of 10-6 . The latter can also be improved, but no major changes occur in the value 
of the energy Eh(s, ,\). An improvement in the accuracy of (7.3), and a subsequent 
improvement in the determination of all other variables (i.e. Ah, Eh , !IE~ II, etc.), proves 
however to be very difficult because of the ,\'s moving away very quickly from the 
significant region. Also a damped ",\-step" does not seem to help much, unless one is 
lucky enough to choose exactly the right step. v\Tith the discussed accuracy we get the 
following results. 
Unstable Catenoid 
h L2-eoc H 1-eoc L00 - Error 
0.392699093 - - 0.017907561 
0.196349546 2.0795094 1.018533 0.00430210466 
0.0981747732 2.1340708 1.0039795 0.000985368115 
One reason why the sequence of ,\ 's tends to move away fr~~ the region of interest 
could be that at each iteration A new is chosen is such a way that the Dirichlet energy 
is not increased (see for exa1nple Lemma 3.9.1; note however t hat the Dirichlet energy 
does not necessarily decrease when the boundary map sh is computed!). In other words 
(and very heuristically indeed!), it is as if the sequence could sense that by moving away 
fro1n the region where the unstable solut ion lies, a better result , i.e . a solution with 
lower energy, can be achieved. 
As we can see from this example, the contribution of the failure in conformality given 
by (7.3) (recall also (4.11)) and the precision of the boundary map do not have to be 
of the same order to obtain a certain precision in the calculation of IIE~ (sh,;\) II (Hh xlR)' · 
In the case of the unstable catenoid the inability in reducing the contribution of (7.3) 
does not allow a better choice of E. In other experiments exactly the opposite situation 
occurs. In any case a control on Ee proves to be useful. This motivates the following 
change in step 4 of Algorithm 7.1.1. 
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Unstable Catenoid with 1024 triangles 
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Figure 7.3: 
Algorithm 7.2.1. Given tolerances E, Ee > 0: 
1. The user gives an initial A and ho, where A is the length of the first cylinder in 
the discrete sequence and ho is the maximum allowed size for a triangle in the 
various triangulations. 
2. A triangulation for the cylinder of length A is created. 
3. A solution sh of E~(- , A) =0 is found and 
is computed on C >.. 
5. Compute Anew as described in ((The discrete sequence, Step 2" (see Section 1.1 ), 
set A = Anew and go to step 2. 
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This algorithm is used throughout the next examples. Note also that since exact 
smooth solutions are no longer known, the order of convergence is calculated by 
(7.4) 
where hi and hi+l are two consecutive grid sizes, ei = lluhi - uhi+i 11 and uhi denotes 
the discrete solution calculated on a grid with grid size hi. Again it is common practice 
to choose hi+l ~ hi/2. 
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Let now 
and 
Minimal surface with elliptic boundary: 1024 triangles 
0 .5 
-1 -0.5 
Y-Axis X-Axis 
Figure 7.4: 
r 1 = { x = 0. 5, y = a cos ( 8), z = b sin ( 8) I O < 8 < 21r} 
r2 = {x = ·-0.5,y = acos(B),z = bsin(B) IO< 8 < 21r} 
be the two boundary curves, where a = 0.85 and b = 1. Alt hough the ellipse's ec-
centricity is close to zero, a few difficult ies arise and the discrete sequence does not 
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converge as easily as in the case of the stable catenoid. Experiments show that the 
sequence of A's converges smoothly towards the solution. More problems arise instead 
in the calculation of the boundary map sh at every A-iteration: the best accuracy that 
can be achieved with the Newton method is of order 5 = 10-5 ( and of order 5 = 10-4 
for the finest grid). This forces a choice of E = 10-4 ( E = 10-3 in the case of the finest 
grid). As for Ee, it has been found convenient to choose it of the same order of E. To 
achieve convergence for the boundary map it is also very useful to damp the Newton 
s-step by 50%. 
For initial A= 1.331 (or A around this value) we get: 
Elliptic Boundary, E = 10-4 
ho (final) h Ah Energy Eh L2- Error H 1- Error 
0.4 0.392699122 1.3205351 5.47144538 - -
0.2 0.196349561 1.33184676 5.48461626 0.0179903008 0.36860177 
0.1 0.0981747806 1.33490395 5.48787707 0.00455446958 0.18774433 
0.05 0.0490873903 1.33553536 5.48869045 0.00128944176 0.093954 7043 
The analysis of the eoc gives: 
Elliptic boundary 
h L2-eoc H 1-eoc 
0.392699122 - -
0.196349561 - -
0.0981747806 1.9818645 0.97329366 
0.0490873903 1.8205371 0.99873202 
We want to finish this chapter with a few more graphical examples. 
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Minimal surface with dumbbell like boundary: 3072 triangles 
-6 -2 
Figure 7.5: 
The boundary map r = (r1 , r2 ) is given by 
r 1 = (2, (4 - 2sin(28)) sin 8, (4 - 2sin(28)) co~8), 
r 2 = ( - 2, ( 4 - 2 sin(28)) sin 8, ( 4 - 2 sin(28)) cos 8) . 
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Six leaves minimal surface: 896 triangles 
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Figure 7.6: 
The boundary map r = (f1, f2) is given by 
r
1 
= ( 2, (5 - sin(68)) sine, ( 5 - sin(68)) cos e) , 
f2 = ( - 2, (5 - sin(68)) sine, (5 - sin(68)) cos e) . 
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Saddle like minimal surface: 896 triangles 
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The boundary map r = (r 1, r2) is given by 
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r1 = (0.5 - 0.309 cos e, sine, 0.951 cos 8), 
r2 = (-0.5 + 0.309cose , sine , 0.95lcos8). 
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Chapter 8 
L2-Estimate for the Discrete 
Plateau Problem 
In the articles (12], (11], (13], (14], J. Hutchinson and G. Dziuk solve the problem of 
finding and justifying a finite element procedure for approximating minimal , including 
unstable, surfaces. 
In the first two papers, they prove convergence rates in the H 1 and L2 norms for 
the boundary integral method. In the subsequent two articles (13] and (14] they obtain 
the H 1 convergence estimates using a fully discrete finite element method. 
Here we prove the L 2 convergence rates for the fully discrete method. The set up 
will be the one given in (13]. 
This chapter, which will appear as (26], is self contained and can be considered as 
a continuation and completion of (13] and (14]. 
8.1 Introduction 
A disk-like minimal surface or solution of the Plateau Problem is a surface in ]Rn 
which has the topology of the unit disc, spans a given boundary curve r E ]Rn, and 
either minimizes, or more generally is stationary for, the area functional. By studying 
the problem in detail it turns out that an equivalent and more convenient formulation 
is the following characterisation. 
Let D be the unit disc in JR2 and r be a smooth Jordan curve in ]Rn. Let F be the 
class of harmonic maps u: D -t ]Rn such that ulaD : an-tr is monotone and satisfies 
a certain integral "three-point condition", c.f. (8.1). The function u E Fis said to be 
a minimal surface if u is stationary in F for the Dirichlet energy V(u) = ! JD 1Vul2 . 
Such a map u provides an harmonic conformal parametrisation of the corresponding 
minimal surface. 
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The formulation of the corresponding discrete problem is as follows. Let Dh b e a 
quasi-uniform triangulation of D with grid size controlled by h. Let Fh be the class 
of discrete harmonic maps uh : Dh -+ ]Rn for which uh( c/>j) E r whenever c/>j is a 
boundary node of Dh, and which satisfy a analogue of the previous integral "three-
point condition". The function uh E Fh is said to be a discrete minimal surface if uh 
is stationary within Fh for the Dirichlet energy V(uh) = ! fnh 1Vuhl2 (see below for a 
precise formulation) . 
The main result proved in [14] is that if u is a nondegenerate minimal surface 
spanning r , then there exists a discrete minimal surface uh, unique in a ball of "almost" 
constant radius Eol log hl-1 , such that llu - uh!IH1(Dh) < ch, where c depends on r and 
the nondegeneracy constant for u, but is independent of h (see Theorem 8.2.13). 
Here we prove the additional estimate 
. 
8.2 Preliminary estimates and Theorems 
In this section we will concisely recall some definitions , estimates and theorems from 
the papers cited above. 
8.2.1 The smooth energy functional 
Let D be the open unit disc in JR2 , with boundary 8D. Denote by 8 1 another distinct 
copy of the unit circle. Let r be a Jordan curve in ]Rn with regular er -parametrisation 
, : 8 1 -+ r where r > 3. (Note that more regularity will be required when stating the 
1nain theore1ns .) 
The reason for introducing 8 1 and fixing a parametrisation , is that each map 
f : 8D -+ r can be uniquely written in the form f = , o s, where s : 8D -+ 8 1 . It 
turns out that it is more convenient to make use of such a factorisation and work in 
the space of { s I s : 8D -+ 8 1 }. Recall also t hat we are interested in working in the 
class of harmonic functions and that information on the boundary alone is sufficient to 
completely determine such a function. 
For f : 8D -+ ]Rn we denote by <P(f) : D -+ ]Rn its unique hannonic extension to 
D, specified by 
Li<P(j) = 0 in D, <P(f) =Jon 8D . 
Then ip: H 112 (8D ,1Rn) ~ H 1 (D,1Rn) is a bounded linear map with bounded inverse. 
We will use the Hilbert space H of functions defined by 
H = { ~ : 8D -+ JR I l~IH1/2 < oo and {1) is satisfied}, 
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where 
{2n r2n {2n J
O 
~ ( ¢) dcp = 0 , J
O 
~ ( ¢) cos ¢ dcp = 0 , J
O 
~ ( ¢) sin ¢ dcp = O . (8.1) 
The norm on His the usual norm II · IIH1/2, which by the first condition in (8.1) and 
Poincare's inequality is equivalent to I · IH1/2. The corresponding affine space of maps 
s : 8D ---+ 8 1 such that s( ¢) = ¢ + o-( ¢) for some o- E His denoted by 'H. We also need 
the Banach space T defined by T = HnC0 (8D,W?.) with norm ll~IIT = ll~IIH1/2 + ll~llco. 
The corresponding affine space T is defined by T = 1-{ n c0 ( 8D, 8 1). With some · abuse 
of notation we write llsll = 1 + llall for various norms 11 · II on o-. 
The energy functional E is defined on 1-{ by 
E(s) = ! r IV<I>(, 0 s)l 2 = 'D(<I>(, 0 s)). 2}n . (8.2) 
Finiteness of E follows from (8.8). 
We say that the harmonic function u = <I> (, o s) is a a minimal surface spanning r 
if s is monotone and stationary for E, i.e. 
(E'(s),~)=0 V~ET. (8.3) 
We have the following regularity result (see [14, Proposition 2.1]). 
Proposition 8.2.1. If I E Ck,a where k > 1 and O < a < 1, ands E T is monotone 
and stationary for E, then 
We next recall some properties of the energy functional from [13, Section 3.3). Using 
the notation 
U = <P ( I O S) , V = <P ( 1 1 o S ~) , . W = q> ( 1 11 o S ~ 2 ) , (8.4) 
we get by formal computation that 
E(s) = ~ fn !Vul2 , (8.5) 
(E'(s), ~) = dd I E(s + t~) = 21 { VuVv, (8.6) 
t t=O j D 
E"(s)(~, ~) = dd
2
2 I E(s + t~) = r VuVw + r 1Vvl2 ' (8.7) 
t t=o Jn Jn 
with an analogous expression for E" ( s) ( ~, 'r/) obtained by bilineari ty in the case of 
distinct variations. 
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Proposition 8. 2. 2. If, is er the energy functional E : T --+ JR. is cr-l. Let s = id+O". 
Then 
E(s) < c(ll,llc1)(l + 10"11112), 
ldj E(s)(~1, · · ·, ~j)I < c(ll,llcj+1)(l + IO"l1112)ll~1llr · · · · · ll~jllr 
f OT l < J < T - l. 
Proof. See (11 , Proposition 2.1]. D 
The functional E is not differentiable on 7-{, but if , and s are as smooth as is 
necessary for the following estimates, then we have 
E(s) < cll,11&1 llsll1112, 
I (E1 ( s ), ~) I < cll,11&2 lls 11&1 ll~IIH1/2 , 
I E 11 ( s) ( ~, r;) I < cll,11&2 II s 11&1 ll~IIH1;2 llr; IIH1/2 · 
In particular this will be used in case s is stationary for E. 
(8.8) 
(8.9) 
(8.10) 
It is important to consider the behaviour of the second derivatives of E near a 
stationary point s E T. The second derivative E 11 ( s) can be interpreted as a self-
adjoint bounded map 9 2 E(s) : H--+ H. Let 
~ = ~- + ~o + ~+ if ~ E H , (8.11) 
be the orthogonal decomposition generated by the eigenfunctions of 9 2 E ( s) having 
negative , zero and positive eigenvalues respectively. 
For s monotone and stationary for E , we say s is nondegenerate if H 0 = {O}. The 
corresponding minimal surface u = <I> (, o s) is also said to b~ nondegenerate. If s is 
nondegenerate it follows that there exists a ,,\ > 0 such that for ~ E H 
(8 .12) 
We call .\ a nondegeneracy constant for s. 
8.2.2 The discrete energy functional 
Let Yh be a quasi-uniform triangulation of D with grid size comparable to h. Let 
Dh = LJ{c I c E Qh}, 
8Dh = LJ{Ej I 1 < j < M} where the Ej are the boundary edges, 
Bh = { ¢1 .. . , ¢ M} be the set of boundary nodes. 
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The projection 1r : 8 D ----+ 8 D h is defined by 
(8.13) 
for O < t < 1, 1 < j < M. 
In order to have a discrete analogue Eh of the functional E we define the following 
discrete analogues of H 1(D,TRn), H 112 (8D,TRn), H, T, 1-l and T: 
xh = {fh E c0 (8Dh, TRn) I fh E P1(Ej) for 1 < j < M}, (8.15) 
Hh = {~h E c0 (8D, TR) I ~h E P1(1r-1(Ej)) if 1 < j < M, ~h satisfies (8.1)}, (8.16) 
1-lh = {sh E c0 (8D, S1) I sh(<!>)=</>+ O"h(</>) for some O"h E Hh}. (8.17) 
Thus Hh C T C H, 1-lh C T C 1-l, and the space of variations at sh E 1-lh is naturally 
identified with Hh. We write Xh = Xk and xh = xk. 
We have the following inverse-type estimates. 
Proposition 8.2.3. If ~h E Hh then 
(8.18) 
(8.19) 
for h small. 
Proof. The first estimate is standard. The second is in [12, Proposition 5.3]. D 
Suppose f E c0 ( a D, TRn). We define the "linear interpolants" 
!hf E xh, Ihf ((1 - t)ei</>j + te<l>j+I) = (1 - t)f(e<l>j) + tf(e<l>j+I), 
IfD f E Co(8D, TRn), 1tD f (ei((l-t)</>j+t</>j+d) = (1 - t)f(e</>j) + tf(e<l>j+1), 
where O < t < 1, 1 < j < M. Here and elsewhere, ¢M+l = ¢1. Note the different 
domains 8Dh and 8D of Ihf and 1tD f respectively. Note also that the image of Ih(ryos) 
is a polygonal approximation tor and that Ih(r o s)(</>j) = ry o s(</>j) Er for </>j E Bh. 
Finally, 
(8.20) 
Another type of approximation operator we require is a map Ph : T (T) ----+ Hh (1-lh), 
which acts like an interpolation operator and preserves the normalisation condition 
(8.1). The proof of the following is essentially given in [12, Proposition 5.2]. 
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Proposition 8.2.4. There is a bounded linear operator Ph : T -+ Hh, such that (in 
particular) 
for s = 0, !, 1 and k = 1, !, 2. Moreover, 
II~ - Ph~llco,1 < chll~llc2, IIPh~llco ,1 < cll~llco,1 , 
II~ - Ph~llco < ch2 ll~llc2, II~ - Ph~llco < chll~llc1 · 
(8.21) 
(8.22) 
(8.23) 
Ifs E T and s(cp) = </>+a(</>), then PhS is defined by Phs(</>) = </> + Pha(</>) and 
s - PhS = a - PhO". Hence PhS satisfies estimates similar to those for Phr 
For fh E xh the discrete harmonic extension 'Phfh E Xh is defined by 
(8.24) 
Here Dh is the discrete Laplacian and so the first equation in (8.24) is interpreted as 
JDh V('Phfh)V'lj;h = 0 for all 'lj;h in Xh such that 1Ph = 0 on BDh. If fh E xh the discrete 
harmonic extension 'P hfh is defined componentwise. 
For sh E Hh the discrete energy functional Eh is defined by 
(8.25) 
Note that Eh is of course not the restriction of E to Hh. The discrete harmonic function 
uh = iphJh( ry o sh) is said to be a discrete minimal surface spanning r, or a solution of 
the discrete Plateau Problem for r , if 
(8.26) 
Note that we do not require monotonicity of sh, as in the case for s in (8.3). The 
derivatives of Eh are given by 
where 
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8.2.3 The negative space 
Let us define H-112 (8D) to be the dual space of H 112 (8D) with the usual operator 
norm. There is a natural imbedding H 112 (8D) c.......+ H-112 (8D) given by 
where (,, ·) is the dual pairing of H-112 (8D) and H 112 (8D). Thus 
We will need the interpolation result 
1/2 1/2 ll(IIL2(8D) < cll(IIH-1/2(aD) ll(IIH1/2(aD), 
which follows from the relevant definitions. 
8. 2 .4 Preliminary estimates 
We will make use of the following estimates. 
Proposition 8.2.5. Suppose f, g : 8D ---+ JR. Then 
If gjH1/2 < llfllco lglH1/2 + If IH1/2 llgllco, 
llfgllH1/2 < clifllco,1 llgllH1/2, 
If gjH1 < llfllco lglH1 + lflH1 llgllco, 
II! gllH1 < ell! llco,1 llgllH1, 
II! gllH3/2 < ciifllc2 llgllH3/2 · 
Proof. These follow by direct computation. See [14, Proposition 3.1]. 
(8.27) 
(8.28) 
(8.29) 
(8.30) 
(8.31) 
(8.32) 
D 
The following proposition will typically be applied in case g is ry, ry1 or ry11 (and 
in particular is C1), and where either s1 = so and s2 = Phso, or s1 = Ph So and 
s2 = Phso + rJh for so1ne rJh E Hh. 
Proposition 8.2.6. Suppose Si = id+ O"i : 8D ---+ 5 1 for i = 1, 2, and g : 5 1 ---+ JR. 
Then 
jg O s1 - g O s2IH1/2 < cjjgllc2 (lls1ilco,1 + ils1 - s2ilco) lls1 - s2IIH1/2, 
lg O s1 - g O s2IH1 < cjlgllc2 lls1ilco,1 ils1 - s2IIH1. 
Proof. This follows by direct computation. See [14, Proposition 3.3]. D 
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Proposition 8.2.7. If f E H 8 (8D,~n) wheres= 1,3/27 then 
J<I?(f) - <I?hih(f)IHl(Dh) < chs-l /2lflH 8 (8D)' 
l<I?hih(f)IH1(Dh) < lf1Hl/2(8D) + chs-l/2lflHs(aD). 
Proof. See (14, Proposition 3.4]. Standard methods are used. 
Proposition 8.2.8. If f E H 8 (8D, ~n) wheres= 1, 3/27 then 
ll<I?(f) - <I?hih(f)IIL2(Dh) < chs+l /2lflH 8 (8D) + II!- IiD(f)IIL2 (8D)' 
ll<I?hih(f)IIL2 (Dh) < IIJIIL2 (8D) + chslflHs(aD) · 
Proof. See (10, Theorem 1]. An Aubin-Nitsche type of argument is used. 
D 
D 
Proposition 8.2.9. Suppose u is harmonic in D 7 with trace ulan in L2 (8D) or in 
H 1(8D) 7 as appropriate. Then 
llullL2(D\ Dh) < chllullL2(8D) , 
IJVuJIL2(D\ Dh) < chlulH1(aD) , 
Jiu - u O 1ri1L2(8D) < ch21u1Hl(8D)' 
II:~ 11£2(&Dh) < clulH' (&D) . 
Proof. See (14, Proposition 3.7] . 
8.2.5 Main theorems 
(8.33) 
(8.34) 
(8.35) 
(8.36) 
D 
The following theorems and lemma are the starting poiJ:?-tS for the proof of the 
L 2-estimate. Recall , E er . Define 
where ( is the distributional derivative of r Define the seminorm 
and norm 
ll(IIH3/2(8D) = l(IH3/2(8D) + ll(IIL2(8D) · 
Lemma 8.2.10. Assume r > 5 and s is a non-degenerate stationary point for E. 
Suppose ( E H. Then the ((adjoint 7' problem 
(8.37) 
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has a unique solution ¢~ E H. Moreover, ¢~ E H 312 ( a D) and 
(8.38) 
The constant c depends on s. 
Proof. See [11, Lemma 4.2]. D 
Theorem 8.2.11. Assume ry E C4 . Let s be a monotone nondegenerate stationary 
point for E, with nondegeneracy constant A. Then there exist positive constants ho 
and co depending on li'Yiic4 and ii i'Y'i-1 ilL=, and on A in the case of ho, such that if 
0 < h < ho then there exists sh E 'Hh which is stationary for Eh and satisfies 
(8.39) 
Moreover, there exists Eo = Eo(ii'Ylic4, iii'Y'i- 1 iiL=, ,\) > 0 such that sh is the unique 
stationary point for Eh, satisfying 
Proof. See [14, Theorem 5.4]. 
(8.40) 
D 
Corollary 8.2.12. Under the same hypotheses and using the same notation of Theorem 
8.2.11, we have 
where c is independent of h. 
Proof. Recall that ip. the proof of Theorem 8.2.11 ([14, (118)]) the estimate 
was established, and therefore by Proposition 8.2.3, 
Hence 
iis - shllr < lis - Phsiir + iiPhs - shiir 
< iis - PhsiiH1/2 + ils - Phsllco + IIPhS - shllr 
< ch312 + ch2 + chi ln hl 1/ 2 < chi ln hl 1/ 2 , 
by Proposition 8.2.4 and the observation above. 
(8.41) 
(8.42) 
(8.43) 
D 
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Theorem 8.2.13. Assume ry E C4 . Let u be a nondegenerate minimal surface span-
ning r with nondegeneracy constant A. Then there exist positive constants ho and c0 
depending on ll'Yllc4 and lll'Y'l-1 IIL=) and on A in the case of ho ) such that if O < h < ho) 
then there is a discrete minimal surface uh satisfying 
(8.44) 
Moreover) there exists Eo = Eo(ll'Yllc4, lll'Y'l-1 IIL=, A)> 0 such that if u = <P(ry o s) and 
uh= <Phlh('Y o sh)) then uh is the unique discrete minimal surface satisfying 
(8.45) 
Proof. See (14, Theorem 5.5]. D 
8.3 The L2-estim-ates 
Finally we are able to start discussing the L2-estimate. We want to prove the 
following Theorems. 
Theorem 8.3.1. With · the same hypotheses and notation as in Theorem 8. 2. 11 and 
the additional assumption that ry E cs we have that 
where the constant c does not depend on h. 
Theorem 8.3.2. With the same hypotheses and notation as in Theorem 8.2.13 and 
the additional assumption that ry E cs we have that 
where the constant c does not depend on h. 
The approach will initially be that of [11], 1.e. we will use Lemma 8.2.10 to esti-
mate lls - shllH-1f 2(&D) · Then by means of the inequality (8.27) an estimate for 
lls - shi1L2(aD) will follow. Finally, using trace theory results and Proposition 8.2.8, 
we will obtain Theorem 8.3.2. 
Before beginning the proofs , we consider some estimates which will often be used. 
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Proposition 8.3.3. Using the notation and the hypotheses of Theorem 8.3.1 and 
Lemma 8. 2.10 we have 
l!shJJ co,1(8D) < cJ ln hJ 1/ 2, 
I, o sh - 1' o sJH1/2(8D) < ch' 
I, o PhS - 1' o sJH1/2(8D) < ch3/2' 
I, 0 PhS - , 0 shlH1 / 2(aD) <ch, 
I, 0 Sh - , 0 PhsJH1 (aD ) < ch1/ 2 , 
I, o PhS - , o sJH1 (aD) < ch' 
I, 0 s - , 0 shlHi (aD ) < ch1/ 2 , 
J, ' o sh - 1 1 o slH1/2(aD) < ch, 
I, ' o sh - , ' o sJH1 (8D) < chl/2' 
I ( 11 o sh - 1 1 o s )Ph¢!;, IH1/2(aD) < chi ln hJ 1l2 J~IH1 /2(aD) , 
J(,' o sh - 1 1 o s)ph¢~JH1(aD) < ch1/ 2J ln hl 1/ 2l~IH1/2(aD), 
( ) 
1/ 2 · LI, o shJJi-2(1r-l (Ej)) < cJ ln hJ , 
J 
( L I b' 0 Sh)Ph¢>~ 112(,r-l(E; )) )112 < cl In hi lf1Hl/2(8D) . 
J 
(8.46) 
(8.47) 
(8.48) 
(8 .49) 
(8.50) 
(8 .51) 
(8 .52) 
(8.53) 
(8.54) 
(8.55) 
(8 .56) 
(8.57) 
(8 .58) 
Proof. First note that if we consider t he space V = { v Jv is piecewise ( arcwise) linear 
on 8 1} where 8 1 has a fixed grid controlled by h, by using a rescaling argument and 
the fact that on a finite dimensional space all norms are comparable, we get [v]co,1 < 
h-1 JJ vJJco Yv EV (where [·]co,1 is the co,1_ seminorm). Therefore 
Jlshilco,1 < llsh - Phsllco + [s h - PhS]co,1 + cJl silco,1 
< cl ln hl 1/ 2h + ch- 1hl ln hJ 1/ 2 + cJlslJco,1 
< cl ln hl 1/ 2 
by Prop. 8.2.4 
by (8.43) 
for h small. 
For (8 .47), using Proposition 8.2.6 , (8.41) and Theorem 8.2.11, we compute 
I, o sh - 1 o slH1/2 < clJ, llc2 (JJsl lco,1 + Jish - sJ lco) IJs - shllH1/2 <ch . 
In the same way we obtain (8.53) . 
For (8.48) we compute 
I, o PhS - 1 o sJH1/2 
< cJJ,llc2 (JJsJJco,1 + JJs - Phsllco) JJs - PhslJH1/2 
< cJJ,IJc2 (JJs!Jco,1 + ch2JJsJJc2) h3/2 JJsJJc2 < ch3/2 
by Prop. 8.2.6 
by Prop. 8.2.4. 
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Now (8.49) follows from the triangle inequality, (8.4 7) and (8.48). 
For (8.50) we compute 
I, 0 sh - , 0 PhslH1 
< cJJ,IJc2 JJphsJJco,1 JJsh - PhslJH1 by (8.33) 
< cJJ,IJc2 JJsJJco,1h-1/2 Jjsh - PhsilH1/2 
< cll,llc2 llsllco,1 h-1/2h < chl/2 
by Prop. 8.2.4 and 8.2.3 
by (8.42). 
For (8.51) we use (8.33) and Proposition 8.2.4 to compute 
I, 0 Phs - r O slH1 < cll,llc2 llsllco,1 lls - PhsllH1 
< cll,llc2 llsllco,1 h llsi1H2 < ch. 
Estimate (8.52) follows from the triangle inequality and (8.50) and (8.51). (8.54) is 
established in a similar way. 
For (8.55) we compute 
I ( ,' O Sh - ,' O S )Ph<Pl IHl /2 
< II,' 0 Sh - ,' 0 sllco IPh<PllH1 /2 + I,' 0 sh - ,' 0 slH1/2 IIPh<Pl llco by Prop. 8.2.5 
< ll , llc2lls - shllco (IIPh<Pl - <PlllH1/2 + ll¢lllH1;2) 
+ I,' o sh - ,' o slH1/2 IIPh<PlllH1;2 I ln hl 1/2 by Prop. 8.2.3 
< cll,llc2h I ln hl 112 (hll¢lllH3/2 + 11¢lllH3/2 ) + cll,llc3h I ln hl 112 IIPh<PlllH1/2 
by (8.41), Proposition 8.2.4 and (8.53) 
< cl l,llc3h I lnhl 1/ 2 (hl~IH1/2 + l~IH1;2) < chi lnhl 1/2l~IH1 /2 by Lemma 8.2.10. 
Note that we have also used the fact that II · IIH3/2 is equivalent to I ' IH3/2 on H n 
H 312(8D). 
For (8.56) we compute 
I ( , ' 0 Sh - ,' 0 S) p h cp (; I fl 1 
< II,' 0 sh - ,' 0 sllco IPh<PllH1 + I,' 0 Sh - , ' 0 siH1 11Ph<Plllc0 
< ll,llc2 lls - shllco (IIPh<Pl - <PlllH1 + 1¢llH3/2 ) 
+ cl,' 0 sh - , ' 0 slH1 IIPh<PlllH1;2 I ln hl 112 
< cll,llc2h I ln hl 112 l~IH1/2 + cll,llc3h112 l ln hl 112 l~IH1/2 
< ch1;2Jlnhl1;2l~IH1/2 . 
by Prop. 8.2.5 
by Prop. 8.2.3 
by (8.54) and (8.41) 
To prove the last two inequalities we exploit the fact that the second derivatives of 
sh and Ph<PE; vanish on each arc segment 1r-1 (Ej) (recall that the Ej are the boundary 
edges) . More precisely, on each arc seg1nent we have that(, o sh)"= ,"osh (s~) 2 and 
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( ( ry' o sh)Ph¢~) 11 = "/11 o sh ( s~) 2ph¢~ + 2,--( o sh s~ Ph¢~. Therefore it follows from (8.46) 
that 
1 1 ( L 11' 0 shlJi2c1r-l(Ej))) 2 < ( L 111'11 0 Sh (s~) 2 lli2c1r-l (Ej)) ) 2 < cilshllio,1 < cl ln hi. 
j j 
Using (8 .46), Proposition 8.2.4 and Le1n1na 8.2.10, we finally obtain 
1 (LI ('y' 0 sh)Ph¢1di2c,,.-l (E1)) ),: < ell Shllbo,l 11Ph¢1; 11£2 + ciish!lc0 ,1 1Ph¢t1Hl 
J 
< cl lnhj IIPh¢~IIH1 < cl lnh l (11Ph¢~ - ¢~II H1 + ll¢~IIH1) 
< cl ln hi 1¢~ IH3/2 < cl ln hi l~IH1/2 . 
D 
Proof of Theorem 8.3.1. As remarked above, the firs t step consists in finding an esti-
n1.ate for lls - shllH-1f2(BD)· By Le1n1na 8.2.10 V\Te have 
= d2 E ( s) ( ¢ ~ - p h ¢ ~, sh - s) + d2 E ( s) (p h ¢ ~, sh - s) 
_A_+B . 
First vve estin1.ate 
I A I = I d2 E ( S) ( <p ~ - p h <p ~, Sh - S) I 
< ells - sh l1Hl/2(8D) 11¢~ - Ph¢~11 Hl /2(BD) . 
< ch2 1¢ ~1H3 /2(8D) < ch2 1~1Hl/2(8D) 
by (8.10) 
by Theorem 8.2.11 ,' Proposition 8.2.4 and Lenm1.a 8.2.10 . Then we calculate 
IB I = jd2 E(s) (Ph¢E, sh - s) I 
< ld2 E(s) (Ph¢~, sh - s) + dE( s) (Ph¢ ~) - dE(sh) (Ph¢E) I + jdE(sh ) (Ph¢E) I 
< c jjs - shll } l!Ph¢EIIT + jdE(sh )(Ph¢~)1 b} Taylor 's theoren1. and Prop. 8.2.2 
< ch2 l lnhl3/ 2 11Ph¢EII H1/2 + ldE(sh )(Ph¢~)1 by (8.41) and Prop . 8.2.3 
< ch2 1 lnhl3/ 2 l~IH1/2 + ldE(sh)(Ph¢~)1 by Prop . 8.2 .4 and Lemma 8.2 .10. 
ow we "'rant to give an estimate for ldE (sh)(Ph¢E)I . Since sh is stationary for Eh 
we knoV\r that dEh (sh)(~h) = 0 V ( h E Hh. Hence 
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where 
u=<I>(,osh), Uh= q>hfh(1 o Sh), 
V = q> ( ( 11 0 Sh) p h <p ~) , V h = q> h J h ( ( ,' 0 Sh) p h <p ~) · 
Next write 
dE(sh)(Ph¢~) = ( Vu\lv - ( \!uh Vvh + ( Vu\lv 
lnh lnh ln\Dh 
= ( V(u - uh)V(vh - v) + ( V(u - uh)Vv 
lnh lnh 
+ ( Vu\l(v-vh)+ ( Vu\lv_f1+I2+I3+J4. 
lnh ln\ Dh 
Estimate of I1. We have 
Iii I = I r 'v( u - uh)'v( V - vh) I < lu - uhlHl(Dh) Iv - vhlHl(Dh). 
lnh 
For the first term we calculate 
lu - uh!Hl(Dh) = l<I>(, 0 sh) - <I>hih(, 0 sh)IHl(Dh) 
< l<I> (, o sh - 1 o s) - <I>hih(, o sh - 1 o s)IH1(Dh) 
+ j<I>(, o s) - <I>hih(, o s)IHl(Dh) 
< ch1/ 2 1, 0 Sh - , 0 slHl(BD) + chi , 0 slH3/2(BD) 
< ch+ chll , ll c2 llsiiH3;2 < ch 
For the second term we compute 
Iv - vhlH1 (Dh) = \ <I> ( ( , ' o sh)Ph¢~) - <I> hih ( ( , ' 0 sh)Ph¢~) \ Hl (Dh ) 
by Prop. 8.2.7 
by (8.52). 
< \<I>((,' o sh)Ph¢~ - (,' o s)ph¢~) - <I>hih((,' o sh)Ph¢~ ~ (,' 0 s)ph¢~ ) \Hl(Dh) 
+ \<I>( (,' o s)ph¢~) - <I>hih((,' 0 s)ph¢~) \Hl(Dh) 
< ch1/ 21(,' 0 sh)Ph¢~ - (,' 0 s)ph¢~1Hl(BD) 
+ \<I> ((,' o s)(phcp~ - cp~)) - <I>hJh((, ' 0 s)(Ph¢~ - cp~) )\Hl(Dh) 
+ \<I>((,' o s)cp~) - <I>hih((,' o s)cp~) \H1 (Dh) by Prop. 8.2.7 
< chi ln hl 1/ 2 l~IH1 /2(aD) + ch1/ 21(,' o s)(Ph¢~ - cp~)I H1 (aD) 
+ chi ( 1 1 o s )cp~ IH3f2(BD) by (8.56) and by Prop. 8.2. 7 
< chi ln hl 1/ 2 1~1Hl/2(BD) + ch1l 2 11,' 0 silco,1 11Ph¢~ - ¢~11Hl(BD) 
+ chi!,' o siic2 11¢EIIH3/2(BD) by Prop. 8.2.5 
< chi ln hi 1l 2 l~IH1 /2(aD) + chi¢~ IH3 f2(BD) by Prop. 8.2.4 
< chi lnhl 1/ 2 l~IH1 /2(aD) by Lemma 8.2.10. 
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Therefore we get 
II1 I < ch21ln hl1;2 l~IH1/2(aD) . 
Estimate of I2. From integration by parts we obtain 
f2 = r 'v(u - Uh)'vv = r (u - Uh) ;v . 
jDh laDh V 
Therefore, by (8.36), 
II2I < II aav II llu - uhllL2(8Dh) < clvlHl(BD) llu - uhllL2(8Dh) · 
V L 2(8Dh ) 
The first term is estimated by 
lvlH1(aD) = I ( ,' 0 sh)Ph<l>~IH1(aD) 
< 1(-y' 0 sh - , ' 0 s)Ph<P( IH1 (aD ) + I(, ' 0 s)ph¢EIH1(aD) 
< ch1/2l ln hl 1/ 2l~IH1 /2(aD) + ell,' o sllco,1 IIPh¢~IIH1(aD) by (8.56) and Prop. 8.2.5 
< ch112 l lnhl 112 l~IH1/2(aD) + c(ch112 l~IH1 /2(aD) + l~IH1/2(aD)) < cl~IH112(BD) · 
For the second term we have 
llu - uhllL2(aDh) = ll<I>(, 0 sh) - <I>hih(r O sh)IIL2 (aD h) 
< ll<I>(, o sh) o 1r - Ih (r o sh) o nllL2(aD) 
< ll<I>(, o sh) o 7f - (, 0 sh)IIL2(8D) + ll(r o sh) - JtD(r o sh)ll£2(BD) 
2 2 ( """' 2 ) 1/2 < ch I, o shlH1(aD) + ch ~ Ir o shlH2(7r-l(Ej)) . 
J 
For the last inequality we have used (8. 35) and standard interpolation results. We have 
lulHl(BD) = lr 0 sh 1Hl(BD) < lr 0 Sh - rosl H1 (8D)+lrosl H1 (aD) < cby (8.52). Together 
with (8. 57) we obtain 
, ll<I> (r o sh) - <I>hih(r O sh)IIL2(8Dh) < ch2l ln hi· 
Hence 
II2I < ch~ llnhll~IH1/2(aD) · 
Estimate of J3. Again by integration by parts we get 
II3I = I r VuV (v - vh) I < II aau II llv - vhllL2(8Dh) j Dh V L 2(8Dh) 
< clul H1 (aD) llv - Ih ((r' 0 sh)Ph¢E)IIL2(aDh) 
< cir O shlHl(BD) llv O 7f - Ih ((,' O sh)Ph¢~) O nll£2(BD) 
< c ( llv O 7f - v IIL2(8D) + llv - I ZD ( ( , ' 0 sh)Ph¢() IIL2(8D) ) 
< ch2 lv lH1 (8D) + ell(,' 0 sh)Ph¢( - I tD((r' 0 sh)Ph¢E)IIL2(aD) 
2 2 ("""' / 2 ) 1/2 < ch lvl Hl (BD) + ch ~ l(r O sh)Ph¢~1H2(7r-l (Ej) ) 
J 
by (8 .36) 
by (8 .52) 
by (8 .35) 
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by standard interpolation results. By the calculation above we have that lvlH1(8D) = 
I(, ' o sh)Ph<l>~IH1(8D) < cl~IH1/2(aD)· Together with (8.58) we obtain 
Estimate of I 4. 
lhl = I r 'vu'vvl < iulH1 (D\Dh) lvlH1 (D\Dh) 
jD\Dh 
< ch2 iulH1(aD) lvlH1(aD) by (8.34) 
= ch2 1, 0 shiH1(aD) I(,' 0 sh)Ph<l>~IH1(aD) < ch2 l~IH1/2(8D), 
by what we remarked above. 
From the estimates for I1, I2, !3 and !4, we finally obtain 
This leads to 
and therefore we can write 
It follows that 
The claim of Theorem 8.3.1 now follows from Theorem 8.2.11 and (8.27) . D 
Proof of Theorem 8. 3. 2. Following the notation of Theorem 8.2.13 , let 
u= <P (1 os), 
We want to give an estimate for llu - u h IIL2(Dh) . Write 
llu - uhiiL2(Dh) · 
< ll<I>(, o s) - <I> (, 0 sh)IIL2(Dh) + ll <I? (, 0 s1i ) - <I>hlh (r O 3 h)I IL2(Dh ) 
C+ D . 
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We have that 
C = 11 q) ( ,1 0 S) - q) ( ,1 0 Sh) 11 £ 2 ( D h) < 11 q) ( ,1 0 S) - q) ( ,1 0 Sh) 11 £2 ( D) 
< cll,1 o s - ,1 o shllH-1f2(aD) by trace theory results 
< cll,1' ( s) ( Sh - s) IIH-1/2(aD) 
+ ell ( s - sh) 2 f 1 (1 - q) ,111 ( s + q( sh - s) )dqll by Taylor lo H- 112 (BD) 
< cllsh - sllH-1f 2(aD) + cllsh - sllc0 llsh - sllH-1f 2(aD) 
< ch2 1 ln hl 3/ 2 + h3 I ln hl 2 < ch2 1 ln hl 3/ 2 by (8.59) and (8.41). 
Finally, 
D = 11 q) ( ,1 0 Sh) - q) h J h ( ,1 0 Sh) 11 £2 ( D h) 
< llq)(,1 o sh - ,1 o s) - q)hJh (,1 o sh - ,1 o s)IIL2(D h) 
+ llq)(,1 ° s) - q)hJh (,1 ° s)IIL2(Dh) 
< ch312 1,1 0 Sh - ,1 0 slHl(BD) 
+ cll(,1 o sh - ,1 o s) - 1iD(,1 o sh - ,1 o s)IIL2(aD) 
+ ch2 l,1 o slH3f 2(BD) + cll,1 o s - I fD(,1 o s)IIL2(aD) by Prop. 8.2.8 
< ch 2 + c 11 ( ,1 o sh - ,1 o s) - I f D ( ,1 o sh - ,1 o s) 11 L2 ( a D) 
by (8.52) and standard interpolation results 
2 2 ("""' ? ) 
1
/
2 
2 < ch + ch L.,; l,1 o sh - ,1 o slH2 (1r - I (Ej) ) < ch I ln hi by (8 .57). 
J 
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Theore1n 8.3.2 now follows irmnediately fro1n the estimates obtained for the terms C 
~dD. D 
Final re1narks. In (13 , Section 6] J. Hutchinson and G. Dziuk analyse the problem 
of the classical Enneper surface with parameter R and calculate the order of conver-· 
gence bet,~reen the smooth and the discrete solution. They study three different cases 
corresponding to different choices of R and in each case a different grid is used in order 
to 1nake the comparison more realistic. These experiments confirm the L2 convergence 
rate established in Theorem 8.3 .2. 
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